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Kurzfassung
Eines der Hauptziele der Physik des 20. Jahrhunderts war die Quan-
tisierung der Gravitation. Trotz 70 Jahren Forschung erhielt man keine be-
friedigende Quantengravitationstheorie. Es gibt mehrere Gru¨nde dafu¨r: Grav-
itationstheorie ist nichtlinear und im Gegensatz zu anderen Feldtheorien,
die auf einer fixen Hintergrundmannigfaltigkeit definiert sind, wird die Ge-
ometrie in der Allgemeinen Relativita¨tstheorie dynamisch. Im Unterschied
zum Standardmodell der Elementarteilchenphysik ist sie sto¨rungstheoretisch
nichtrenormierbar. Experimentelle Hinweise auf Quantengravitationseffekte
sind auf Grund ihrer Schwa¨che praktisch nicht vorhanden. Um konzeptionelle
von technischen Problemen besser trennen zu ko¨nnen wurden insbesondere
die sogenannten zweidimensionalen Dilatonmodelle untersucht. Leider fehlt
den meisten dieser Theorien eine bestimmte Eigenschaft: Sie enthalten keine
kontinuierlichen physikalischen Freiheitsgrade. Eine Mo¨glichkeit dies zu be-
heben, ohne die Vorteile von 2 Dimensionen aufzugeben, bietet die Kopplung
an Materie.
In dieser Arbeit wird speziell das spha¨risch reduzierte masselose Klein-
Gordon-Einstein-Modell betrachtet, wohl das wichtigste aller Dilatonmodelle
mit Materie. Dabei wird ein Zugang erster Ordnung fu¨r die geometrischen
Gro¨ssen verwendet. Nach einer hamiltonschen BRST Analyse wird die Pfad-
integralquantisierung in temporaler Eichung fu¨r die Cartanvariablen durchgefu¨hrt.
Ru¨ckblickend erweist sich der einfachere Faddeev-Popov-Zugang als ausre-
ichend. Alle unphysikalischen und geometrischen Freiheitsgrade werden eli-
miniert, was eine nichtlokale und nichtpolynomiale Wirkung ergibt, die nur
vom Skalarfeld und von Integrationskonstanten, die durch entsprechende
Randbedingungen an das asymptotische effektive Linienelement fixiert wer-
den, abha¨ngt.
Danach werden die (zwei) Baumgraphen in niedrigster Ordnung Sto¨rungs-
theorie berechnet, wobei implizit die Gu¨ltigkeit einer perturbativen Behand-
lung angenommen wird. Jeder dieser Graphen entha¨lt fu¨r sich genommen
einen divergenten Anteil, der u¨berraschenderweise in deren Summe wegfa¨llt.
Dadurch ergibt sich ein endliches S-Matrixelement. Wie die Betrachtung der
(materieabha¨ngigen) Metrik zeigt, ergibt sich wieder das Pha¨nomen eines
“Virtuellen Schwarzen Loches”, das bereits im einfacheren Fall von in 2 Di-
mensionen minimal gekoppelten Skalaren beobachtet wurde. Eine Diskussion
der Streuamplitude fu¨hrt zu der Vorhersage vom Kugelwellenzerfall, einem
neuen physikalischen Pha¨nomen. Mo¨gliche Erweiterungen der hier besproch-
enen Szenarien schließen die Dissertation ab.
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Abstract
One of the main goals of 20th century physics was the quantization of
gravity. Despite of 70 years of research a comprehensive theory fulfilling this
task could not be obtained. There are various explanations for this failure:
Gravity is a non-linear theory and as opposed to other field theories which
are defined on a fixed background manifold, geometry becomes dynamical
in general relativity. It is perturbatively non-renormalizable in contrast to
the Standard Model of particle physics. Experimental evidence for quan-
tum gravity is scarce due to its sheer weakness. Therefore, physicists have
considered various toy models – among them the so-called dilaton models in
two dimensions – in order to separate technical problems from conceptual
ones. Unfortunately, most of them lack a certain feature present in ordinary
gravity: They contain no continuous physical degrees of freedom. One way
to overcome this without leaving the comfortable realm of two dimensions is
the inclusion of matter.
In this thesis special emphasis is put on the spherically reduced Einstein-
massless-Klein-Gordon model using a first order approach for geometric quan-
tities, because phenomenologically it is probably the most relevant of all dila-
ton models with matter. After a Hamiltonian BRST analysis path integral
quantization is performed using temporal gauge for the Cartan variables.
Retrospectively, the simpler Faddeev-Popov approach turns out to be suf-
ficient. It is possible to eliminate all unphysical and geometric quantities
establishing a non-local and non-polynomial action depending solely on the
scalar field and on some integration constants, fixed by suitable boundary
conditions on the asymptotic effective line element.
Then, attention is turned to the evaluation of the (two) lowest order tree
vertices, explicitly assuming a perturbative expansion in the scalar field being
valid. Each of them diverges, but unexpected cancellations yield a finite S-
matrix element when both contributions are summed. The phenomenon of a
“virtual black hole” – already encountered in the simpler case of minimally
coupled scalars in two dimensions – occurs, as the study of the (matter
dependent) metric reveals. A discussion of the scattering amplitude leads
to the prediction of gravitational decay of spherical waves, a novel physical
phenomenon. Several possible extensions conclude this dissertation.
vii
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An architect’s first work is apt to be spare and clean. He knows he doesn’t
know what he’s doing, so he does it carefully and with great restraint.
As he designs the first work, frill after frill and embellishment after em-
bellishment occur to him. These get stored away to be used “next time.”
Sooner or later the first system is finished, and the architect, with firm confi-
dence and a demonstrated mastery of that class of systems, is ready to build
a second system.
This second is the most dangerous system a man ever designs. When he
does his third and later ones, his prior experiences will confirm each other
as to the general characteristics of such systems, and their differences will
identify those parts of his experience that are particular and not generalizable.
The general tendency is to over-design the second system, using all the
ideas and frills that were cautiously sidetracked on the first one. The result,
as Ovid says, is a “big pile.”
Frederick Brooks, “The Mythical Man Month”
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Everything starts somewhere, although many physicists disagree.
But people have always been dimly aware of the problem with the start of
things. They wonder aloud how the snowplough driver gets to work, or how
the makers of dictionaries look up the spelling of the words. Yet there is the
constant desire to find some point in the twisting, knotting, ravelling nets of
space-time on which a metaphorical finger can be put to indicate that here,
here, is the point where it all began...
Terry Pratchett, “The Hogfather”
1.1 Historical remarks
Statements of the form “this theory started with the work of X” are inexact,
because they neglect existing previous work. For example, the statement
“(the theory of) electromagnetism was found in 1862 by Maxwell” undoubt-
edly neglects important previous work in this field by Coulomb, Ampe`re,
Faraday and others. Still, from a theoretical point of view, Maxwell´s work
was the most important one, because it established a unified framework for
the description of eletric, magnetic and optic phenomena. Having this in
mind, it is safe to say that general relativity – the geometrical description
of gravity – was started in 1915 with two celebrated papers of Einstein [1,2]
and quantum mechanics emerged in 1926 [3,4]. The first paper devoted to a
combination of these two rather distinct theories, quantum gravity, appeared
already 1930 [5]. For a brief historical overview of the developments of quan-
tum gravity since 1930 I refer to a note of Rovelli and references therein [6].
Because quantum gravity is still an evolving field, historical remarks are
probably premature and of course always rather subjective. At the moment,
there are two major lines of research trying to attack the quantization of
1
2 Historical remarks
gravity: string theory (for a brief review cf. e.g. [7] and references therein)
and loop quantum gravity (for a pedagogical introduction cf. e.g. [8]). For
a discussion of advantages and drawbacks of these two fields (and related,
more exotic ones, like e.g. Penrose’s ingenious twistor approach [9]) cf. [10].
The main disadvantage of (present day) string theory is its background de-
pendence. On the other hand, it is not quite clear how to extract physical
predictions of (present day) loop quantum gravity. In a certain sense, the
situation of strings is inverse to the status of loops: In string theory, an enor-
mous amount of technical work has been done during the last three decades,
revealing beautiful mathematical structures, but conceptually it suffers still
from the problem of background dependence. In loop quantum gravity a lot
of emphasis has been put into conceptual problems and their solution, but
apart from the counting of black hole (BH) microstates practically nothing
has been calculated analytically until now.
Thus it is desirable to have an easier framework, where one can study
analytically or at least perturbatively certain issues (like S-matrix elements)
and at the same time avoid misconceptions (i.e. without introducing a fixed
background). The hope is that results obtained in this way give valuable
insights into the corresponding problems of the original theory. Therefore,
physicists have considered models of quantum gravity in three dimensions
[11,12,13,14,15,16] and generalized1 gravity models in two dimensions – cf.
e.g. [17, 18, 19, 20]. In this thesis I will concentrate on the latter.
The seminal work of Callan, Giddings, Harvey and Strominger (CGHS)
in 1992 [21] rekindled the interest in 2d models and many important results
have been obtained since that time:
• A unified approach of all generalized dilaton theories (GDT) in the
framework of Poisson-σ models [22, 23]
• A global classification of all GDT [24]
• The existence of a conserved quantity in all GDT [25, 26, 27] – also in
the presence of static matter [28] or even dynamical one [29] – leading
to a quasilocal energy definition [30]
• Conceptual discussions about the roˆle of time in quantum gravity [31]
• A clarifying investigation of the roˆle of conformal transformations show-
ing the global difference between conformally related theories [32, 33]
1Ordinary gravity in two dimensions yields just the Gauss-Bonnet term as the Einstein-
Hilbert action. Therefore, various extensions of gravity have been proposed for twodi-
mensional (2d) models, the most important ones being the so-called “generalized dilaton
theories”.
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• The derivation of the Hawking radiation of GDT [34, 35, 36]
• The exact path integral quantization of all GDT (without matter) in
Eddington-Finkelstein (EF) gauge [37]
Of course this list is strongly biased. For example, it neglects important
results that have been obtained in conformal gauge (cf. e.g. [38, 39, 40, 41]).
The reason for this omission is simple: The global classification and the
quantization procedure are much easier in EF gauge than in conformal gauge.
For a selected example showing this difference I refer to the global discussion
of the Katanaev-Volovich (KV) model [20] in conformal gauge [42] and in
EF gauge [24]. For a more comprehensive review cf. e.g. [43] and references
therein.
Due to these successes the plafond of what can be achieved with 2dmodels
soon seemed to be reached: After all, these theories are only topological ones
and thus no propagating (physical) modes exist. In particular, important
phenomena such as scattering of gravity waves or matter waves coupled to
gravity cannot be described by such models.
There are three possible “next natural steps”:
• Neglect that “essentially everything” is known about GDT and try
to find some loopholes without changing the topological nature of the
theory. Prototypes following this line of research can be found in the
review article [44]. However, the brave attempts of renormalizing 2d
dilaton gravity perturbatively seem to be a misdirection of resources in
view of the exact results obtained in [37].
• Leave “flatland” and investigate higher dimensional theories. In partic-
ular, there are interesting results obtained in 2+ ε dimensional dilaton
gravity [45, 46, 47, 48, 49]. However, in this way one looses many favor-
able features of 2d theories.
• Add field degrees of freedom, making the theory nontopological.
In this thesis I will follow the last route.
1.2 Mathematical remarks
I am using the ARARA2-principle as a guideline. Most of the calculations
are contained in the appendices:
2As rigorous as reasonably achievable.
4 Physical remarks
• Appendix A lists the notations and conventions (in particular signs and
indices) I am using.
• Appendix B recalls some important mathematical preliminaries about
the Einstein-Cartan formulation of general relativity (including impor-
tant simplifications in two dimensions) and Hamiltonian path integral
quantization using the Becchi-Rouet-Stora-Tyutin (BRST) approach.
• Appendix C is devoted to the spherical reduction of higher dimensional
Einstein gravity to a 2d dilaton model and various formulations of the
latter.
• Appendix D shows the relation between second order and first order
formalism and Poisson-σ models. It contains the equations of motion
(EOM) and a brief derivation of the absolute conservation law present
in all such theories. The roˆle of conformal transformations is discussed
briefly and as an example of an exactly integrable system static scalars
are discussed.
The subsequent appendices contain essential new calculations not included
in the main text of the thesis in order to increase its readability:
• Appendix E provides a Hamiltonian and BRST analysis of first or-
der dilaton gravity coupled to scalars and discusses useful sets of con-
straints, canonical transformations and gauge fixing conditions.
• Appendix F collects useful formulae and contains the calculation of the
lowest order tree-graph scattering amplitude.
1.3 Physical remarks
String theory is a covariant attempt of building a quantized theory of gravity,
while loop quantum gravity is a canonical one. But there exists (at least)
a third possibility: The sum over histories approach. Invented by Feynman
for ordinary quantum field theory [50, 51] it has been initiated for gravity
already in 1957 by Misner [52] and revived by Hawking in 1979 [53].
This approach has one big advantage and an equally sized disadvantage:
Perturbation theory can be applied most easily using the path integral for-
mulation. On the other hand, there is a big danger that “subtleties” are
swept under the rug because in general there exist difficulties with the path
integral measure. In most cases, the path integral approach is justified only
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because one already knows the results from more complicated, but also more
rigorous calculations.
Thus, the optimal strategy seems to pick up the advantages of the sum
over histories approach avoiding its pit traps. This is possible (at least in
the geometric sector) within the first order formulation of GDT where an
exact path integration can be performed. In the matter sector one has to use
perturbative techniques like in ordinary quantum field theory (QFT), but this
is less dangerous than a (also conceptually dissatisfying) perturbation in the
geometric sector (it is known since 1973 that gravity is a nonrenormalizable
theory [54, 55]).
The structure of this thesis is as follows:
• Chapter 2 introduces spherically reduced gravity (SRG) in the first
order formulation and shows three pedagogical examples of the formal-
ism’s power.
• Chapter 3 is the main part of the thesis containing the quantization
of the Einstein-massless-Klein-Gordon (EMKG) model and the calcu-
lation of the lowest order tree graph scattering amplitude.
• Chapter 4 generalizes the basic scenario providing an outlook to further
theories of interest.
• Chapter 5 contains a summary.
6
Chapter 2
Classical 2d dilaton gravity
Physics is mathematical not because we know so much about the physical
world, but because we know so little: It is only its mathematical properties
that we can discover.
Bertrand Russel, “An outline of Philosophy”
2.1 From Einstein to first order gravity
2.1.1 Geometry
Given a Pseudo-Riemannian manifold M4 in d = 4 with a metric gµν pos-
sessing Minkowskian signature, it is possible to define the Ricci-scalar (or
scalar curvature) R by contraction of the Ricci-tensor [56]. The Einstein-
Hilbert (EH) action for gravity is
L =
∫
M4
d4x
√−gR, (2.1)
with g = det gµν . I am using natural units 8πGN = c = ~ = 1 and the
Bjørken-Drell convention sig g = (+,−,−,−).
Imposing some symmetry on the solutions of the EOM will in general
lead to the same result as imposing this symmetry in the action. However,
if no Killing vector exists dimensional reduction may yield a wrong action,
like in the case of a general warped product metric [57].
Fortunately, in the case of spherical symmetry it is possible to work with
the “spherically reduced” action and to obtain the correct (classical) result
[58,59,60]. Therefore one can work with a 2d Lagrangian instead of the more
complicated EH Lagrangian in d = 4.
Twodimensional models have many remarkable properties:
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• If there is no further scale, they are conformally invariant – cf. e.g. [61]
and references therein.
• The spin connection has just one independent 1-form component and
is proportional to εab – cf. e.g. [56].
• The Riemann tensor has just one independent scalar component
(namely the scalar curvature) – cf. e.g. [56].
• There are no continuous physical degrees of freedom (in absence of
matter); that means pure gravity in d = 2 does not allow asymptotic
“gravity-states” (i.e. gravitational waves) – cf. appendix E.
• They are naturally related to string theories since the world-sheet dy-
namic is given by a 2d model – cf. e.g. [7].
• They are usually special cases of so-called Poisson-σ models [22] – cf.
appendix D on p. 77.
• There exists always a conservation law [29] – cf. appendix D on p. 81.
• In a certain sense (see below) they are a 2d analogon of Jordan-Brans-
Dicke (JBD) theory or other scalar-tensor-theories [62, 63, 64].
• Some specific models can be successfully quantized (see next chapter).
Thus, many features which are not completely understood in gravity –
the quantization procedure and non-trivial generalizations of EH gravity –
can be studied in a simpler and friendlier “ambiente”.
It is true that the quantization of a d = 2 model may not lead to the same
phenomenology as the quantization of a spherically symmetric d = 4 model,
because non-trivial fluctuations in “angular” directions may occur (see p.
43). Nevertheless the knowledge of certain techniques in d = 2 may serve as
a canonical example for d = 4 models leading to a deeper understanding.
Imposing spherical symmetry in the metric
gmn(xm)dx
mdxn = gab(xa)dx
adxb − Φ2(xa)dΩ2, (2.2)
where I have used the notation explained in appendix A (on p. 55), leads after
a lengthy but straightforward calculation (which is performed in appendix C)
to the 2d dilaton action:
Ldil =
∫
M2
d2x
√−g (Φ2R + 2 (∇Φ)2 − 2) . (2.3)
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Note that the first term of (2.3) corresponds to a non-minimally coupled EH
term in d = 2 because it contains the 2d curvature linearly. The “dilaton
field” Φ2 is (from the 4d point of view) part of the geometry. From the 2d
point of view it is some “quintessence” field to which EH gravity is coupled.
The situation is very similar to JBD theory where the coupling constant GN is
replaced by some (space-time dependent) scalar field φ [62,63,64]. In fact, one
of the reasons why quintessence models are en vogue nowadays1 is precisely
this correspondence between the dilaton field coupled to the EH-term in the
lowdimensional theory and a geometrical field in a higher dimensional theory2
(cf. e.g. [71]).
Spherically symmetric EH theories minimally coupled (in d = 4) to mat-
ter will produce a non-minimally coupled matter Lagrangian in the dilaton
action, since the dilaton field is part of the 4d metric. Therefore, confusion
may arise when talking about “(non)-minimally” coupled matter. For the
rest of this work I will always refer to the 2d theory, and it will be made
explicit whenever this is not the case.
Although much simpler, eq. (2.3) is still not of the desired form. I
introduce Cartan variables instead of the metric because the
√−g-term gives
rise to undesired non-linearities.
In appendix D (p. 77 ff.) the equivalence of the first order formulation
(“Poisson-σ models” [31]) and the dilaton formulation for a GDT is reviewed
(cf. D.14). Using
D ∧ e± = d ∧ e± ± ω ∧ e±, (2.4)
this first order action reads
LFO =
∫
M2
(
X+D ∧ e− +X−D ∧ e+ +Xd ∧ ω
−e− ∧ e+ (V (X) +X+X−U(X))) , (2.5)
with
V (X)|SRG = −
λ2
4
= const., U(X)|SRG = −
1
2X
, (2.6)
for SRG. The constant λ appearing in (2.6) has a length-dimension of −1
due to its definition (C.16). e± and ω are the Cartan-variables (vielbein 1-
form and spin-connection 1-form3, respectively) and X is the dilaton field
1Of ocurse, for cosmologists the main motivation is the possibility to explain the
otherwise puzzling type Ia supernovae [65, 66], which eventually led to the proposal of
quintessence [67].
2The simplest model leading to a 4d quintessence model is a five dimensional Kaluza-
Klein theory with one compactified dimension [68, 69, 70].
3In two dimensions, the matrix valued 1-form ωab contains only one independent 1-form
valued component, denoted by ω. The relation is ωab = ε
a
bω – cf. appendix B on p. 60.
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(redefined by eq. (C.18)). For SRG X has to be (semi-)definite and I chose
it to be positive (apart from the singularity at the origin). X± are target
space coordinates giving rise to torsion terms in the action. Other choices of
the functions V (X) and U(X) lead to different models which are listed in a
table on p. 79.
Note that it is always possible to eliminate the spin-connection and the
target space coordinates ending up with an action of the form (2.3) – but
this would spoil the linearity and simplicity of the action and the EOM (cf.
appendix D). By using the first order action (2.5) instead of (2.3) or (2.2) I
follow a principle which has proven very useful in theoretical physics (espe-
cially in the Hamiltonian analysis and there especially in the construction of
the BRST charge [72, 73]): Enlarging the phase space properly (thus intro-
ducing more (unphysical) degrees of freedom) simplifies the dynamics of the
complete system.
2.1.2 Matter
I restrict myself to scalar matter with arbitrary dilaton coupling in 2d:
Lm =
∫
M2
F (X)
(
dS ∧ ∗dS − e− ∧ e+f(S)) . (2.7)
S is the scalar field, F (X) some arbitrary (smooth) coupling function and
f(S) some arbitrary (smooth) self-interaction potential (it may contain e.g.
a m2S2 and a λS4 term).
In appendix C on p. 75 it is shown that for SRG the proper form is given
by F (X) = −X/2. The numerical factors are due to my conventions, but
the linear appearance of X is easy to understand: It stems from the four
dimensional measure
√
−g(4) = X√−g. Thus, minimal coupling in d=4
induces non-minimal coupling to the dilaton in d=2.
In the following section I repeat some well-known calculations in the Car-
tan formulation in order to show the formalism’s power.
2.2 Some examples of the formalism’s power
2.2.1 The search for Killing-horizons
The large class of GDT with one Killing-horizon has been classified using
the Cartan formulation [74]. I will perform an analogous calculation for a
phenomenologically relevant model which has up to three Killing-horizons
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given by the effective action (2.5) with the “potential”
V (X) = −3AX − λ
2
4
+
B
X
, U(X) = − 1
2X
. (2.8)
The function U(X) remains unchanged while in V (X) there are two addi-
tional terms. The first one can be interpreted as a (d = 4) cosmological
constant4 and the last one corresponds to some (electric) monopole charge
(see below). For a complete discussion of the global properties of generic
models cf. [23, 24].
The conserved quantity (cf. appendix D on p. 81) for a model with a
potential belonging to the following class
V (X) =
∞∑
n=−∞
cnX
n, U(X) =
1
bX
, (2.9)
is given by
C(g) = X 1bX+X− +
∞∑
n=−∞
cn
n + 1 + 1
b
Xn+1+
1
b . (2.10)
A very useful ansatz, which eventually will lead to an EF gauge, is given
by
e+ = X+g(X)df. (2.11)
The Lorentz index is captured by the 0-form X+, the form degree of freedom
by the 1-form df . I have allowed for a further dependence on the (scalar)
dilaton field via an arbitrary function g(X). The EOM imply immediately
e− = X−g(X)df +
dX
X+
, g(X) = cX
1
b , c ∈ R∗. (2.12)
After the redefinition X˜ = kX1+1/b and the identification c = k (1 + 1/b)
(with k ∈ R∗) the line-element in EF gauge reads (ds)2 = df ⊗ (2dX˜ +
K2(X˜)df) with the Killing-norm
K2(X˜) = h(X˜)

C(g) − ∞∑
n=−∞
cn
n+ 1 + 1
b
(
X˜
k
) (n+1)b+1
b+1

 , (2.13)
where h(X˜) = 2k2 (1 + 1/b)2 (X˜/k)1/(b+1). I will use for the dilaton field the
gauge (C.21). Then the choice k = (d−2)/λ allows the identification X˜ = r,
where r is the “radius”.
4The factor 3 has been introduced for later convenience.
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Zeros of the Killing-norm correspond to Killing horizons (cf. e.g. [75]).
For our model this reduces to finding all positive zeros5 of the algebraic
equation
AX˜4 + X˜2 +
4C(g)
λ3
X˜ +
16B
λ4
= 0. (2.14)
Before investigating the most general case lets throw a short look at some
important special cases:
Schwarzschild horizon
For A = 0 = B one obtains the Schwarzschild solution [76] with one Killing-
horizon at
X˜ = −4C
(g)
λ3
. (2.15)
In Schwarzschild gauge the identity X˜ = rh yields the desired relation rh ∝
−C(g) ∝ m provided that C(g) is negative6.
Using the Arnowitt-Deser-Misner (ADM) mass definition derived in
[77,78] (and used in the Reissner Nordstro¨m (RN) case below),m = −2C(g)/λ3,
one obtains the correct numerical factor r = 2m.
Cosmological horizon
For B = 0 = C(g) one has got an “uncharged vacuum” with non-vanishing
cosmological constant. For negative values of A – the deSitter (dS) case –
one obtains a Killing horizon at X˜ = 1/
√−A which (again in Schwarzschild
gauge) yields the well-known relation [75] Λ ∝ 1/r2 where I have substituted
Λ instead of A.
Reissner Nordstro¨m horizons
For A = 0 up to two Killing-horizons are obtained, depending on the size of
B and the conserved quantity at
X˜12 =
(
m±
√
m2 − 16B
λ4
)
. (2.16)
5Negative zeros would give rise to negative radii and I disregard this possibility.
6It may seem unesthetic to need a negative value for the conserved quantity in order
to get some positive BH mass. This sign is due to the conventions I have used and could
be “repaired” easily – however, this would introduce (harmless but unwanted) signs in
the quantization procedure and therefore I stick to this convention which is compatible
with [77, 78].
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Thus, one has to identify the square of the charge of the BH with Q2 =
16B/λ4 in order to get the RN solution [79, 80].
The generic case
At first glance one might expect up to four horizons. However, it is easy to
see that the algebraic equation (2.14) has a maximum of three positive real
solutions. Therefore, there are always less than four horizons (cf. graph (a)
of figure 2.1).
For the (phenomenologically relevant) limit
∣∣C(g)∣∣ >> |Λ| up to three
horizons emerge, two of which are located near the origin and correspond to
the two RN horizons, while the third one is far from the origin resembling
the cosmological horizon in the dS case.
Lets construct now the Carter-Penrose diagram [81, 82] for the generic
case starting with the EF line-element
(ds)2 = du⊗ (2dr + ξ(r)du) , (2.17)
with du = df and dr = dX˜ and obtain a familiar expression for the Killing-
norm
ξ(r) =
Q2
r2
− 2m
r
+ 1 + Λr2. (2.18)
By analogy with [23, 24] I investigate the null directions (cf. the graphs
in figure 2.1)
v(1) = u = const., v(2) = −
r∫
r0
2
ξ(r′)
dr′, (2.19)
and introduce the conformally compactified metric via the line element
(ds˜)2 = dU˜dV˜ =
dv(1)
1 + v2(1)
dv(2)
1 + v2(2)
, (2.20)
thus obtaining one patch of the Carter-Penrose diagram (cf. figure 2.2).
By continuation the complete one is obtained (cf. figure 2.3). Of course,
there exist “extremal” black holes, where two (or even three) Killing-horizons
coincide allowing one to “play around” with lots of special cases – but their
discussion is analogous to the extremal Reissner Nordstro¨m BH (RNBH).
In the notation of [24] the generic case with three horizons is the R5
solution of R2-gravity. It is remarkable, that our model – which is nothing
else but a RNBH in dS background – has the same global structure as a 2d
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(a) There are three positive zeroes in
the Killing-norm ξ(r)...
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r
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dvdr Derivative of second null direction
(b) ...leading to three singularities in
∂v(2)/∂r.
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r
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v Second null direction
(c) The second null direction v(2) in
the complete region...
2.5 5 7.5 10 12.5 15
r
-40
-20
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40
60
80
100
v Second null direction in RN-region
(d) ...and in the “RN-region”.
Figure 2.1: Numerical values have been chosen s.t. all horizons are clearly
visible: m = 5, Q2 = 20 and Λ = −10−3 (the neccessary conditionsM2 > Q2
and Λ < 0 are obviously fulfilled but the values are far from being realistic
for a macroscopic BH). Note that in graph (d) the well-known “asymptotic”
behavior v(2) = −2r is reproduced. For very small absolute values of the cos-
mological constant Λ the second null-direction v(2) follows for a wide range
of r this pseudo-asymptotic line before approaching the outer (cosmologi-
cal) horizon in the dS case. This part of the graph reproduces the familiar
Reissner-Norstro¨m patches in the Carter-Penrose diagram.
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Figure 2.2: One patch obtained from graph (c) in figure 2.1. The first three
sub-patches on the left side are the RN patches. The last one is due to
the “cosmological horizon” symmetrizing the complete diagram to a more
“esthetic” one. The diagonal line on the l.h.s. and r.h.s. corresponds to the
singularity at the origin and at i0, respectively. All vertical lines are Killing
horizons. The curved lines are equi-radial.
R2-model with an (also 2d) cosmological constant. Further it is noteworthy
that arbitrary higher genus solutions exist in our model as opposed to the
Schwarzschild BH (SSBH) or RNBH.
It is amusing that asymptotically (i.e. for very large or very small r) one
gets in the dS-case a duality relation of the form
r ↔ 1
r
, Λ↔ −Q2, (2.21)
reflected also in the symmetric form of the Carter-Penrose diagram (fig. 2.3)
or the corresponding X ↔ 1/X duality in the “potential” (2.8).
Summary
I have reviewed basic steps for the construction of a Carter-Penrose diagram
and shown the location of (up to three phenomenologically relevant) Killing-
horizons in the Cartan formulation of SRG for a RNBH in dS background
with a “potential” given by
V (X) = −3ΛX − λ
2
4
+
λ4
16
Q2
X
, U(X) = − 1
2X
. (2.22)
Note that the full potential V = U(X)X+X− + V (X) scales linearly with
the square of the inverse length scale λ2 provided the gauge fixing (C.25)
is chosen. Thus also the total action (2.5) scales linearly with λ2 and the
resulting EOM are independent of it.
2.2.2 Critical collapse
Since the pioneering work of Choptuik on (spherically symmetric) critical
collapse [83] there have been many efforts in this field of research (for the
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Figure 2.3: The full Carter-Penrose diagram has to be continued on the top,
bottom and on the left and right side leading to an almost complete tiling
of the plane. It is identical to the Carter-Penrose diagram of the R5-case
of [24] leading to topologies of arbitrary genus. For further discussion (e.g.
of geodesic (in-)completeness) I refer to that paper. Note that apart from
the additional triangular patches at the left and right side of the diagram it
is completely equivalent to the Carter-Penrose diagram of the RNBH.
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reader who is not familiar with this topic I refer to a review of Gundlach [84]).
Although in many of these works spherical symmetry is assumed, to the best
of my knowledge none of them contains some calculations in the Cartan-
formulation. This section will fill this gap at least partially.
The EOM for the EMKG model have been derived elsewhere [78], there-
fore I concentrate here on the critical solution, which has two remarkable
features: It is discretely self-similar7 (DSS) and it leads to a universal8 mass-
scaling near the critical point, justifying the word “critical” in this context.
I will use the metric defined via the (4d) line element
(ds)2 = e2τ
(
Adτ 2 + 2Bdτdx+ Cdx2 − R2dΩ2) , (2.23)
with A,B,C,R being periodic functions of τ with the same period ∆. These
coordinates are usually called “adapted coordinates”, since they reflect the
discrete self-similarity (DSS) directly. I use the latter as an input in this
ansatz.
In terms of Cartan-variables one has four neccessary conditions
X = e2τR2(τ, x),
2e−0 e
+
0 = e
2τA(τ, x),
e−0 e
+
1 + e
−
1 e
+
0 = e
2τB(τ, x),
2e−1 e
+
1 = e
2τC(τ, x), (2.24)
restricting the possible gauge fixings compatible with (2.23).
I impose the Sachs-Bondi (SB) gauge conditions
e−0 = 1,
e+0 = 0,
e−1 = −
h
2
,
e+1 = (e),
X = e2τR2(τ),
(2.25)
with (e) = e2τfe and −h = fh, where again R2, fe and fh are periodic in τ
with period ∆. fe and fh are additionally functions of x. In this section I
will denote periodic functions in τ with the period ∆ by f... with some (easy
interpretable) index. For positive values of the Killing-norm h the coordinate
τ is timelike and x is lightlike. The only residual gauge freedom left after the
fixing (2.25) is x-rescaling.
7I.e. there exists a discrete diffeomorphism Φ and a real constant ∆ s.t.
Φ∗gab = e
2∆gab,
where Φ∗gab is the pull-back of gab under the diffeomorphism Φ.
8i.e. independent of the specific choice of the one-parameter family of initial data
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For the scalar field I make the ansatz
S = κτ + fs(x, τ), (2.26)
guaranteeing the periodicity of ∂τS.
Plugging (2.25-2.26) into the EOM (cf. p. 80) leads to the conserved
quantity (and thus following the lines of [77,78] to the mass-aspect function)
m(τ, x) = eτfm, 〈m(τ, x)〉|1 period = m0 · eτ , (2.27)
which is directly related to the BH mass (cf. next section). This relation
(2.27) is absolutely neccessary for the mass-scaling law which can be derived
perturbatively introducing a fiducial time [84]
∂C∗00
∂p
∣∣∣∣
p∗
· (p− p∗)e−λ∗0τp = ε, (2.28)
where p is the free parameter of the one-parameter family of initial data,
p∗ is the critical parameter at the threshold of black-hole formation, λ∗0 is
some (universal) positive real number, ε is some arbitrary, but fixed small
positive real number, τp is the fiducial time which is defined by the relation
above and the first term contains the family-dependent information near the
critical point9.
From (2.27) and (2.28) follows immediately the famous scaling law10
mb.h. = C(p− p∗)γ, γ = 1
λ∗0
. (2.29)
For sake of completeness I list here some explicit expressions encountered
in the derivation of (2.27) (using the notation of appendix D)
9I do not bother about the technical details (breakdown of the linear ansatz or possibil-
ity to neglect the stable modes) involved in the proper definition and range of τp. I simply
assume that it is always possible to find such a fiducial time, provided the difference p−p∗
is small enough.
10Usually a dimensional argument is used in this context; it seems that this is not
neccessary, since I could derive (2.27) rather than assume it. The crucial point is that not
only the mass-aspect function but also the (eventual) final state BH scales with eτ due
to the relations between the mass-aspect function, the ADM-, Bondi- and final state BH
mass presented in the next section. The drawback of our method is the assumption of
DSS which holds only for the critical solution. So in fact our “derivation” is equivalent to
the assumption that DSS holds “approximately” which can only be true very close to the
critical point.
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S+ = −e2τfe∂1fs,
S− = κ+ ∂0fs − 1
2
fh∂1fs,
X+ = e2τ2R
(
R +
∂R
∂τ
)
,
X− =
Rfh
fe
(
R +
∂R
∂τ
)
,
ω0 = −1 − ∂0 ln ((e)R) ,
ω1 =
fh
2
∂0 (ln(e))− 1
2
∂0fh,
W0 =
√
X
(e)
∂1fs∂0X ·W,
(2.30)
W1 =
√
X
(e)
∂0X
[
(κ+ ∂0fs) ·W +
(
W +
1
2
fh∂1fs
)
∂1fs
]
, (2.31)
withW = κ+∂0fs−fh∂1fs. An important observation is the definite τ -scaling
of all left-hand-side quantities above (2.30-2.31) – so all these quantities Q
are of the generic form
Q(τ, x) = en·τ · fQ, n ∈ {0, 1, 2} . (2.32)
Especially the scaling of W0 ≃ eτ ≃ W1 is crucial for the derivation of the
scaling-property of the final state BH mass.
The EMKG equation simplifies to a partial differential equation (PDE)
∂0fs − 1
2
fh∂1fs + (1 + ∂0 (lnR)) fs = C(τ), (2.33)
which in the case of continuous self-similarity (CSS) further reduces to a
linear first order ordinary differential equation (ODE) because fs, R and C
become τ -independent.
It would lead beyond the scope of this thesis if I would redo all the calcu-
lations encountered in spherically symmetric critical collapse – but I would
like to emphasize again the simplicity of the first order approach as compared
with the 4d approach [85] and the appearance of a conserved quantity related
to the BH mass.
2.2.3 ADM, Bondi and BH mass
For the EMKG model a remarkably simple relation between ADM-mass [86],
Bondi-mass [87, 88] and the conservation law (D.36) using a SB gauge has
been established [77,78]. Per definitionem the Bondi-mass at I− is given by
the limit
m−(v) = lim
r→∞
m(r, v) = m(v,∞;∞, 0), (2.34)
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where m(r, v) is the so-called “mass-aspect function” being equivalent to the
integrated conserved quantity (cf. appendix D on p. 81).
The ADM-mass is simply the limit
mADM = lim
v→∞
m−(v). (2.35)
An analogous calculation yields the Bondi-mass at I+ and its relation to the
ADM mass:
m+(u) = lim
r→−∞
m(r, u) = m(u,∞;−∞, 0), (2.36)
mADM = lim
u→−∞
m+(u). (2.37)
The initial state BH mass11 is the limit
mi.b.h. = lim
v→−∞
m−(v) = mADM −
∞∫
−∞
Ain(v
′,∞)dv′, (2.38)
with A being defined by the zero component of the matter part of the con-
served quantity (i.e. it is proportional to W0 defined in eq. (D.38) for the
EMKG model in (ingoing) SB gauge).
The final state BH mass is given by
mf.b.h. = lim
u→∞
m+(u) = mADM −
∞∫
−∞
Aout(u
′,∞)du′. (2.39)
Thus, with very little computational effort I could derive rather simple
formulae (2.34-2.39), establishing the importance of the conserved quantity
for energy considerations and (eventual) BH masses.
11Supposing the spacetime being stationary at i− and i+ – in general the quantity given
in eq. (2.38) is the complete ingoing timelike matter flux and eq. (2.39) yields the total
outgoing timelike matter flux.
Chapter 3
Quantization of 2d gravity
Another great Dane has made free
With a question of Be or Not Be.
Now might Schro¨dinger’s puss,
In descending by schuss,
Leave one track on each side of a tree?
Peter J. Price
3.1 A word of warning
For the reader who feels insulted by the combination of many words and few
formulae I recommend to skip the following section. I have often considered
to delete it and would it have been a paper rather than a thesis I surely would
have done it. Finally I have concluded that the advantages of keeping it (it is
readable for non-specialists, it gives the thesis a personal note and it provides
some interpretation of the formulae below) seem to balance the disadvantages
(in contrast to formulae which are either correct or wrong words are often
fuzzy, part of the interpretation may seem trivial to some and incorrect to
others and some statements are a little bit polemic).
The next two sections after these remarks merely review the simpler cases
of matterless GDT and minimally coupled scalars to point out and discuss
certain weak points which exist in that derivations. The main section of
this chapter (and the thesis) treats the case of nonminimally coupled matter
(p. 28 ff.) and is self-contained, but uses intensively all appendices, particu-
larly appendices E and F. It includes as the most prominent special case the
EMKG.
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3.2 Some conceptual remarks
I recommend the reader to consult the section above before starting to read
this one. In the following, I would like to give my personal answer to some
conceptual questions. Or rather, the answer that certain physicists have
given to those questions. Or rather, the answer that certain physicists have
given to those questions which coincide with my personal point of view.
3.2.1 What is meant by “quantization of 2d gravity”?
There exist various attempts to quantize gravity. The current research on
this topic can essentially be divided into two classes: M-theory (including
superstring theories) – cf. e.g. [7] and canonical quantum gravity – cf. e.g.
[89]. We will focus on the latter.
Canonical quantum gravity may not be the “true” theory of quantum
gravity – and it surely seems not to be a very inspired way of trying to
quantize gravity since at first glance only well-known methods (of quantum
field theory) are used. However, it turns out that the conceptual problems in
this formulation are rather awkward leading e.g. to the problem of time [90].
Thus, one can hope to get some insight how to cope with these funda-
mental issues in easier models than 4d quantum gravity – e.g. in 2d effective
action models which can mimic spherically symmetric 4d models.
Depending on the choice of canonical variables, the canonical theory can
be subdivided into the following approaches [90]:
• Quantum geometrodynamics: The traditional approach using the three-
dimensional metric as its configuration variable.
• Quantum loop dynamics: The configuration variable is the trace of a
holonomy with respect to a loop, analogous to a Wilson loop.
• Quantum connection dynamics: The configuration variables are the
Cartan variables having many similarities to gauge theories.
We are going to use the last set of configuration variables treating gravity
as a field theory of Cartan-variables, target space coordinates and (if present)
matter fields – thus we can use many of the techniques frequently used in
QFT. Of course, many of these calculations rely on perturbation theory, an
approach which does not seem useful in the context of quantum gravity, since
fluctuations in the geometric fields lead to “fluctuations of the manifold” de-
fined by that quantities, giving rise to the well-known conceptual problems
of background (in)dependence (cf. e.g. the discussion in [56] or [90]). Our
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opinion is that quantum gravity should be considered exactly or not at all
– so-called “semi-classical” calculations may give hints what new scales or
effects may appear, but the situation is similar to the one in the early days
of quantum physics: Using Bohr’s atom model for the description of the
hydrogen atom instead of solving Schro¨dinger’s equation (or Dirac’s equa-
tion) gives some correct answers, but the theoretical picture is completely
unsatisfactory.
Apart from this conceptual reason there is another hint that quantum
gravity should be considered non-perturbatively at least in the geometric
sector: It is well-known that the naive self-energy of a charged point particle
is UV divergent. However, including gravitational effects leads to a finite
(UV-regularized) expression for the self-energy1 (for clarity I have undone
the convention 8πGN = 1):
m(r) =
r
2GN
(√
1 +
4GNm0
r
+
4GNe2
r2
− 1
)
(3.1)
If we first expand in terms of the gravitational coupling constant and then
let r → 0 each term in this series diverges in the UV-regime, but the (non-
perturbative) sum is finite everywhere.
In our approach the answer to the question stated above is: “The same
way as we would quantize any other QFT”. We “just” have to ensure, that
gravity is treated exactly and no perturbative arguments are used for the
geometric part of the action. Of course, this task is non-trivial and the main
part of this thesis.
Another question one may be tempted to ask is:
3.2.2 “If the geometric fields are treated as quantum
fields, to what background manifold do they re-
fer?”
The answer we would give is “to Rn (with n = 2 in our case)”. So the met-
rical and topological properties of the “effective manifold” that matter-fields
interacting with the geometric fields feel is completely determined by the dy-
namics of the latter together with the interaction (“backreaction”) between
gravity and matter. The topology and metric emerges through the dynam-
ics of the system, which is consistent with the idea, that topology-changing
quantum fluctuations may exist. Note, however, that in our approach we
1This argument can be found in many textbooks and reviews – cf. e.g. [91].
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have to impose certain boundary conditions on some of the geometric fields,
thus restricting the topological structure of the “effective manifold”.
Finally – since we are using Hamiltonian formalism – one may inquire:
3.2.3 “What about time? Is it not some delicate coor-
dinate favored by the Hamiltonian formalism?”
This question is answered in great detail in an article of Rovelli [92], boiling
down to a simple “No, it isn’t.”. Even for the notion of “motion” time is not
needed explicitly – according to Henneaux and Teitelboim it emerges due to
the “unfolding” of a gauge transformation [93]. Finally, even the concept of
“phase space” does not need a “time-evolution” explicitly if the phase space
is defined as the space of solutions of the classical EOM rather than the
space of states of the dynamical system “at a given time”. In the language
of quantum mechanics this viewpoint corresponds to the Heisenberg picture
rather than the Schro¨dinger picture2.
A related question – almost a “never ending story” – having concerned
(and sometimes also confused) more than three generations of physicists is
the “quantum enigma” of the “correct” interpretation of quantum mechanics
– especially the phenomenon of macroscopic decoherence3. My viewpoint is
the FAPP-interpretation (For All Practical Purposes) which is similar to
the FAPP-interpretation in thermodynamics: It is not impossible, that the
pieces of a broken glass elevate from the floor by lowering its temperature and
join together to form again the glass it has been before it fell from a table –
but it is extremely unlikely, because the Poincare´ recurrence time is orders of
magnitude larger than the estimated age of the universe. Analogically, it is
not impossible that some human being is scattered as it walks through some
door or some poor cat is in a superposition state of being alive and dead
– but due to its interaction with the environment it is extremely unlikely.
Unless some decisive experiment is performed, Occam’s razor cuts out all
other interpretations, although they may have more “sex-appeal”4. For a
recent review on the decoherence problem and the emergence of the classical
world cf. e.g. [95].
Before treating a model with matter, we would like to review briefly
the quantization procedure for the matterless case using some recent results
obtained by path integral quantization [96].
2In what was perhaps his last public seminar, in Sicily, Dirac used just a single trans-
parency with just one sentence: “The Heisenberg picture is the right one” [92].
3This phenomenon is often characterized as the “reduction of the wave packet”.
4E.g. Penrose’s idea of a “more even-handed marriage between quantum mechanics
and gravity” using what he calls “Objective Reduction” [94].
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3.3 The matterless case
Since the complete Hamiltonian analysis of the EMKG-model is performed
in appendix E containing as a special case minimal coupled matter and the
matterless case, we restrict ourselves to quoting the main results of [96].
As expected, we obtain no continuous physical degrees of freedom and
the path integral reduces to
W =
∫
(DX) (DX+) (DX−) δ(1)δ(2)δ(3) detF
× exp i
∫ (
J+X− + J−X+ + JX
)
, (3.2)
where the three δ-functions can be used to integrate out the remaining three
fields in (3.2). It is important, that non-trivial homogeneous solutions may
exist, because the arguments of the δ-functions contain some differential op-
erators. They are also neccessary, because otherwise the generating func-
tional for connected Green functions would be identically zero for vanishing
“momenta-sources” J, J±. In this sense, the paper [96] is only correct up to
eq. (33), because the homogeneous solution has been skipped there.
3.4 Minimally coupled matter
This special case for massless scalars has been investigated in [97]. In the
geometric part, the treatment is more general than our treatment, since we
are going to restrict ourselves to SRG (nevertheless, the complete Hamilto-
nian analysis performed in appendix E is still valid for the most general case).
However, in the matter part minimal coupling is imposed, unfortunately dis-
regarding the phenomenologically interesting EMKG model. Still, [97] serves
in a certain way as a “canonical” example for more general cases, which is
why we review some crucial steps, generalizing to massive scalars with arbi-
trary (non-derivative) self interactions.
The first order Lagrangian in terms of Cartan variables (see appendix D)
LFO = X+D ∧ e− +X−D ∧ e+ +Xd ∧ ω − e− ∧ e+V + κdS ∧ ∗dS, (3.3)
yields together with5
5Although intuitively clear when looking at the corresponding terms in the Lagrangian
(3.3), it is not obvious to identify the target space coordinates and the dilaton field with the
canonical conjugate momenta of the Cartan variables’ one-components. Indeed, in a more
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q¯i =
(
ω0, e
−
0 , e
+
0
)
,
qi =
(
ω1, e
−
1 , e
+
1
)
,
pi =
(
X,X+, X−
)
,
P =
∂L
∂∂0S
=
∂L(m)
∂∂0S
, (3.4)
after a Hamiltonian analysis performed in appendix E three primary and
three secondary constraints, all of them being first class:
p¯i ≈ 0, (3.5)
G1 = −X+e−1 +X−e+1 + ∂1X ≈ 0, (3.6)
G2 = ∂1X
+ + ω1X
+ − e+1 V˜ +
κ
4e−1
[
(∂1S)− P
F (X)
]2
≈ 0, (3.7)
G3 = ∂1X
− − ω1X− + e−1 V˜ −
κ
4e+1
[
(∂1S) +
P
F (X)
]2
≈ 0. (3.8)
The symbol ≈ means “weakly equal to zero” or – equivalently – “zero on the
surface of constraints”.
The algebra of the secondary constraints with themselves is rather simple
{G1, G′2} = −G2δ(x− x′), (3.9)
{G1, G′3} = G3δ(x− x′), (3.10)
{G2, G′3} = −
[
dV
dX
G1 +
dV
dX+
G2 +
dV
dX−
G3
]
δ(x− x′), (3.11)
although more general than in the Yang-Mills case, because the “structure-
constants” are no longer constants, but functions of the canonical variables.
Nevertheless, the cohomological series does not yield any higher order struc-
ture functions, which is the generic case for Poisson-σ models (for this general
statement cf. [31]; for an explicit calculation cf. appendix E on p. 104 ff.).
A comparison with the more general algebra (E.29-E.31) shows that only in
the third Poisson-bracket arises an additional term due to the non-minimal
coupling function F (X) 6= const.
The extended Hamiltonian can be written as a sum over constraints
Hext = −q¯iGi + λip¯i + µiGi, (3.12)
general ansatz one could treat all fields as independent canonical coordinates, obtaining
new constraints (this time second class). After the introduction of the Dirac bracket one
can see that this identification is a justified shortcut reducing the Dirac-bracket to the
ordinary Poisson-bracket [98].
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leading to an interpretation of the coordinates q¯i as Lagrange multipliers
6
analogously to the roˆle of the zero component A0 of the vector potential in
quantum electro-dynamics (QED).
Now comes the first subtle point in [97]: Although not a canonical gauge,
temporal gauge is used for simplifying calculations. In the next section we will
discuss this issue to some extent. It suffices to say one has to bother about
boundary conditions, which are not treated there. Further, only 3 gauge
fixing relations are used like in Lagrangian path integral quantization (instead
of 6, which is the number of first class constraints and the number of gauge
fixing conditions which have to be imposed in the Hamiltonian quantization
procedure). Thus, at first glance, it seems that half of our constraints (and
thus the corresponding classical EOM) are “lost”. In appendix E on p. 109
we provide a sketch how the “lost constraints” can be re-obtained.
Integrating out the ghosts, ghost-momenta, antighosts, antighost-mo-
menta, Lagrange-multipliers and their momenta results in a generating func-
tional
W =
∫ (Dpi) (Dqi) (DS) (DP ) detF
× exp i
∫ (L(eff) + sources), (3.13)
the explicit form of which will be given in the next section when we discuss
the non-minimal coupled model which includes minimal coupling as a special
case – cf. eqs. (3.28, 3.29).
The next subtle point is a change of the measure introduced by hand. It
is argued in [97] that – since the correct diffeomorphism invariant measure
for a scalar field on a curved background is D ((−g)1/4S) = D(√(e)S) –
one should perform this change, thus introducing a factor
√
q3 in the path
integral (because in that gauge (e) = q3). A second factor coming out of the
blue looking rather similar is 1/
√
q2 which cancels a term emerging from the
scalar momentum integration. Since any measure is possible in principle, a
convenient one is better, which is the reason for our choice.
Afterwards an integration over the coordinates leads to a path integral
similar to (3.2) with the three δ-functions
δ
(
−∇0
(
p1 − Bˆ1
))
, (3.14)
δ
(
−∇0
(
p2 − Bˆ2
))
, (3.15)
δ
(
−e−Tˆ∇0eTˆ
(
p3 − Bˆ3
))
, (3.16)
6That is why we lifted the index of q¯ in (3.12).
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with the operator Tˆ defined by
Tˆ := ∇−10
(
U(Bˆ1)Bˆ2
)
. (3.17)
The operators Bˆi are given explicitly up to O(S2). For the first time a
perturbative expansion is used, which is harmless insofar as the neglected
terms do not contain any geometric quantities. Fortunately, there is no
conceptual problem in using perturbation theory for the matter fields, after
quantum gravity has been treated exactly (i.e. non-perturbatively)7. By
virtue of these δ-functions all geometric degrees of freedom may be integrated
out yielding a generating functional containing only the scalar field and the
sources.
Finally, another subtlety sneaks into the derivation of the generating func-
tional: An additional term is added to the Lagrangian depending on an ar-
bitrary function of x which is traced back to an ambiguity in the definition
of momentum-sources. This observation is backed by the calculations per-
formed in [99] where the “traditional” order of integrations8 has been used.
Only this term survives in the matterless case when the external momentum-
sources are put to zero promoting it to the “generator” of the quantum EOM
of the coordinates qi. The residual gauge transformations investigated in ap-
pendix E on p. 120 sheds some light on the obscure origin of this ambiguity.
The last step is the integration of the scalars which is performed only
perturbatively and (although technically challenging) does not contain any
open points as opposed to the integration of the geometric part. Because of
our introduction of a mass-term there is an additional O(S2) contribution to
Bˆ3 (and in the case of self-interactions of course also higher order terms are
present) which changes most of the formulae of chapter 4 of [96].
In the next section the EMKG model will be quantized in the same way
and some of the aforementioned subtle issues will be clarified.
3.5 Nonminimally coupled matter
3.5.1 The classical theory
A review of the most important classical properties (e.g. the conservation
law) is outlined in appendix D and part of appendix E. Our starting point is
7It amounts to first determining the geometry of the “background-manifold” by an
exact treatment of the geometrical degrees of freedom and afterwards using a traditional
perturbation theory for the matter fields a´ la QFT given on that background.
8By “traditional” we mean first the momentum integrations and afterwards the coor-
dinate integration.
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the first order Lagrangian in terms of Cartan variables e± and ω, the dilaton
field X , the target space coordinates X± and some massless scalar field S
L1 = X+D ∧ e− +X−D ∧ e+ +Xd ∧ ω − e− ∧ e+V
+F (X)
[
dS ∧ ∗dS − e− ∧ e+f(S)] (3.18)
=: L(g) + L(m). (3.19)
The interaction-function f(S) can contain a matter term and arbitrary self-
interaction terms. F (X) is some smooth (coupling-)function of X which will
later be specified for the case of SRG (F (X) = −1/2X). The splitting into
a “geometric part” L(g) given by the first line of (3.18) and a “matter part”
L(m) given by the second is for later convenience.
3.5.2 Hamiltonian analysis
An extensive treatment is given in appendix E. The algebra of the secondary
constraints differs slightly from (3.9-3.11):
{G1, G′2} = −G2δ(x− x′) (3.20)
{G1, G′3} = G3δ(x− x′) (3.21)
{G2, G′3} = −
[
dV
dX
G1 +
dV
dX+
G2 +
dV
dX−
G3
]
δ(x− x′)
+
F ′(X)
(e)F (X)
L(m)G1δ(x− x′) (3.22)
The extended action reads
Lext =
∫ (
q˙ip
i + S˙P + ˙¯qip¯i −H0
)
, (3.23)
with H0 = −q¯iGi. The BRST-charge is given by
Ω = ciGi +
1
2
cicjCij
kpck + b
ip¯i (3.24)
introducing the ghosts ci, the ghost momenta pci the antighosts p
b
i and the
anti-ghost momenta bi. The structure functions Cij
k can be read off from
(3.20-3.22). Note that the BRST-charge still does not contain higher order
structure functions which is a non-trivial result in the presence of nonmini-
mally coupled matter.
The gauge fixing fermion Ψ = pbiχ
i + pci q¯
i contains the gauge fixing func-
tions χ which will be chosen s.t. they produce a temporal gauge.
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This implies the BRST-extended gauge-fixed action
LBRST =
∫ [
q˙ip
i + S˙P + ˙¯qip¯i + c˙
ipci + b˙
ipki −Hgf
]
, (3.25)
with the BRST-extended gauge-fixed Hamiltonian being the BRST-exact9
quantity
Hgf = {Ψ,Ω} . (3.26)
3.5.3 Temporal gauge and boundary conditions
By “temporal gauge” we define a class of gauge fixings of the generic form
q¯i = ai ∈ R3. By “non-singular temporal gauge” we define a temporal gauge
satisfying the condition detgαβ 6= 0. An example for a singular temporal
gauge is the choice ai = 0 with i = 1, 2, 3.
We will be using the (reasonable) choice a1 = a3 = 0 and a2 = 1 leading
to an identification of e+1 with the determinant (e) and to a proportionality
between e−1 and the Killing-norm, thus promoting the zeroes of e
−
1 to Killing-
horizons. Note that this choice is equivalent to an outgoing SB gauge of the
metric if we identify x0 = r and x1 = u were r and u are ordinary outgoing
EF coordinates or to an ingoing SB gauge with x0 = r and x1 = −v.
Temporal gauge is not a canonical gauge because Lagrange multipliers are
involved in the gauge fixing relations. Nevertheless it is possible to achieve
this gauge in the (extended) Hamiltonian formalism treating the Lagrange
multipliers as canonical variables (cf. eq. (3.23)).
The proper choice for the gauge fixing functions χ leading to a temporal
gauge is
χ =
1
ε
(
q¯i − ai) , ai = (0, 1, 0), (3.27)
with some (small) constant ε. We intend to take the limit ε → 0 – a trick
which is well-known and can be found e.g. in a review of Henneaux [100].
Having integrated out all unphysical variables we obtain the path integral
Wε=0 =
∫
(Dqi)
(Dpi) (DS) (DP ) (det ∂0)2 det (∂0 +X+U(X))
× exp
[
i
∫ (Lε=0eff + Jipi + jiqi +QS) d2x
]
, (3.28)
9Since the physical Hamiltonian is zero on the surface of constraints there is no non-
exact contribution to the BRST-closed Hamiltonian. Thus, the BRST-extended Hamilto-
nian vanishes and only a gauge fixing term appears in (3.26).
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with the effective Lagrangian
Lε=0eff = piq˙i + P S˙ +G2. (3.29)
In appendix E on p. 109 ff. it is shown that one has to impose certain
boundary conditions on the fields. We are going to assume asymptotic flat-
ness for the “effective manifold” but postpone the fixing of boundary values
till we have integrated out the geometric variables. This will lead to some
residual gauge degrees of freedom which are fixed afterwards.
3.5.4 Path integral quantization
We are choosing a rather peculiar order of integration: First, we integrate
out the scalar field momentum P , but afterwards we eliminate the geometric
coordinates before integrating the momenta. This is not the traditional order
of integrations, but it turns out to be a very convenient route of calculations,
because all coordinates appear only linearly in the action. Therefore, we
will obtain δ-functions of the momenta and the scalar field as a result which
can be used to perform the geometric momentum integrations. After adding
the ambiguous term we are able to present a (nonlocal and non-polynomial)
action containing only the scalar field.
The result of the P -integration
The action yields
L = −p˙iqi + ∂1p2 + q1p2 − q3V + F (p1)
[
(∂0S) (∂1S)− q2 (∂0S)2
]
. (3.30)
The measure contains an additional factor
√
detF (p1) as compared to the
minimal coupled case which is just the proper one for s-waves. Again we
have to change the measure by hand if we want the proper Polyakov factor
D(S det g1/4) [101].
The result of the qi-integrations
Since all coordinates appear now linearly, we obtain just three δ-functions:
δ (p˙1 − p2 − j1) (3.31)
δ
(
p˙2 + F (p1) (∂0S)
2 − j2
)
(3.32)
δ (p˙3 + p2p3U(p1) + V (p1) + F (p1)f(S)− j3) . (3.33)
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The result of the pi-integrations
The Faddeev-Popov determinant is canceled by these integrations. They
are non-trivial in the sense, that the argument of the δ-functions contain (a
linear partial) differential operator. Therefore, homogeneous solutions and
integration functions (which will be called constants in the following despite
of their x1-dependency) exist which must be added to the particular solutions
of (3.31-3.33).
Here we encounter a severe qualitative change in the behavior as an in-
spection of the minimally coupled case reveals: The equations (3.31) and
(3.32) are coupled due to the appearance of the coupling function F (p1) in
the latter. Hence, one has to use a perturbative expansion in S already at
this step, i.e. one assumes that S is a small perturbation (weak matter ap-
proximation) and solves the system (3.31-3.32) iteratively up to a given order
in S. Afterwards, the solution for p1, p2 can be plugged into (3.33) yielding a
result for p3. If F (p1) is linear in p1 (as it is the case for SRG) our sub-system
of PDE (3.31-3.32) becomes linear.
As an example we provide a perturbative solution for the simple case
F (p1) = p1 up to quartic order in the scalar field
pˆ1 = J −∇−20
(
(∂0S)
2 (J −∇−20 ((∂0S)2 J ))) , (3.34)
pˆ2 = ∇−10 j2 + p¯2 −∇−10
(
(∂0S)
2 (J −∇−20 ((∂0S)2 J ))) , (3.35)
pˆ3 = e
−Tˆ
[
∇−10 eTˆ (j3 − V (pˆ1)− F (pˆ1)f(S)) + p¯3
]
, (3.36)
with the homogeneous contributions
∇0p¯i = 0, (3.37)
and the same formal definitions as in [35]
Fˆ = e−Tˆ∇−10 eTˆ , Tˆ = ∇−10
(
Uˆ pˆ2
)
, Uˆ = U(pˆ1), (3.38)
as well as a new one
J = ∇−10 j1 +∇−20 j2 + p¯1 +∇−10 p¯2. (3.39)
The solution (3.36) is also valid for the most general case, provided that one
is able to obtain a solution for pˆ1 and pˆ2.
Of course, these “inverse derivatives” have to be taken with a grain of salt:
Either one bothers about proper regularization of this integral-like operators
by analogy with [97] or one uses a certain short-cut for the evaluation of
scattering amplitudes like in [102]. Since our main interest are S-matrix
elements we will follow the last route.
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The ambiguous terms
The resulting action
L = Jipˆi + SQ+ F (pˆ1) (∂0S) (∂1S) (3.40)
must be supplemented by additional terms surviving in the limit of vanishing
sources coming from the following ambiguity of the Jipˆi-terms (cf. appendix
E on p. 111):
J1pˆ1 → J1pˆ1 + gˆ1K1(∇−10 , (∂0S)2 , j1, j2), (3.41)
J2pˆ2 → J2pˆ2 + gˆ2K2(∇−10 , (∂0S)2 , j1, j2), (3.42)
J3pˆ3 → J3pˆ3 + gˆ3eTˆ
(
j3 − V (Bˆ1)− F (pˆ1)f(S)
)
, (3.43)
where the gˆi are homogeneous solutions of ∇0gˆi = 0 and Ki can be obtained
perturbatively for the simple case shown in the example above (3.34-3.35).
They are again slightly different from the ambiguity terms obtained in [97]10.
Note that in the limit of vanishing sources Ji and ji only (3.43) yields a
non-vanishing contribution. Thus for the calculation of scalar vertices only
(3.43) is relevant. The constants gˆ1 and gˆ2 can be absorbed into integration
constants which will be fixed by asymptotic conditions below.
Since the three ambiguous terms are closely related to qi (cf. (E.136)), one
could say that the only nontrivial effective interaction of the scalar field with
geometry arises due to its coupling to the determinant (e) = q3. In fact, the
term gˆ3e
Tˆ |ji=0,Ji=0 appearing in the only nontrivial ambiguous contribution
is identical to q3 which further fortifies this observation.
The result
After the smoke clears we obtain a path integral containing only the scalar
field S and various sources as well as integration constants:
W =
∫
(DS)
√
det qˆ3
√
detF (pˆ1) exp i
∫
LS, (3.44)
with
LS = Jipˆi + SQ+ pˆ1 (∂0S) (∂1S) + gˆ3eTˆ (j3 − V (pˆ1)− F (pˆ1)f(S)) . (3.45)
The non-polynomiality is partly due to the ambiguous term, but also due
to the non-minimal coupling pˆ1 (which contains the scalar field in a non-
polynomial way as can be seen from the solution of (3.31)) in front of the
propagator term which is a novel feature.
10There the matter contributions of pˆ1 and pˆ2 have been omitted, while the third am-
biguous term is essentially equivalent to (3.43).
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At first glance, this result was obtained without restricting the potentials
U(p1), V (p1), f(S) or the coupling function F (p1). However, we have only
checked for the simple case of F (p1) = c0 + c1p1 with ci ∈ R explicitly that
the ambiguous contributions proportional to g1 and g2 can be absorbed into
redefinitions of integration constants. It seems likely that this property holds
also in general, but this has not been proved yet.
In principle, one can use (3.44-3.45) as a starting point for a perturbation
theory in the scalar field S. However, in order to obtain mathematically
meaningful results one would have to take care about a proper definition of
the “inverse derivatives” appearing in the solutions (3.34-3.36). Therefore,
we will follow a simpler strategy which has proven very useful already in the
minimally coupled case [102].
3.5.5 The 4-point vertices
From now on we will specialize to the EMKG, i.e.
U(p1) = − 1
2p1
,
V (p1) = −λ
2
4
,
F (p1) = −p1
2
,
f(S) = 0. (3.46)
The trick
It is sufficient to assume the following second order combinations of the scalar
field being localized at a single point11
S0 :=
1
2
(∂0S)
2 = c0δ(x− y), S1 := 1
2
(∂0S) (∂1S) = c1δ(x− y), (3.47)
and solve the classical EOM following from the gauge fixed action (3.45)
∂0p1 = p2,
∂0p2 = p1S0,
∂0p3 = 2 +
p2p3
2p1
,
∂0q1 =
q3p2p3
2p21
+ S1 − q2S0,
∂0q2 = −q1 − q3p3
2p1
,
∂0q3 = −q3p2
2p1
,
(3.48)
up to linear order in the “sources” c0 or c1. Then the solutions have to be
11Actually, the sources should be localized at different points, but for the lowest order
tree-graphs – which are our main goal – this makes no difference.
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substituted back into the interaction terms in (3.45). Higher orders in c0, c1
would yield either loop contributions or vertices with at least 6 outer legs.
We emphasize again that we are using perturbative methods in the matter
sector only. Thus no a priori split into background- and fluctuation-metric
occurs in our approach. As already mentioned before, this is a perturbative
approach and justified only if the scalar field is “small”, i.e. its energy is
negligible as compared to Planck’s mass.
Using the “causal” prescription for the boundary values at x0 →∞ intro-
duced in [97] as well as the useful on-shell relation ∂0 = p2∂/∂p1 we obtain
up to linear order in c0 and c1:
p1(x) = x0 + (x0 − y0)c0y0h(x, y), (3.49)
p2(x) = 1 + c0y0h(x, y), (3.50)
q2(x) = 4
√
p1 +
(
2c0y
3/2
0 − c1y0 + (c1 − 6c0y1/20 )p1
)
h(x, y), (3.51)
q3(x) =
1√
p1
, (3.52)
where h(x, y) := θ(y0−x0)δ(x1−y1). We have used as matching conditions at
x0 = y0 the following continuity properties: p1, q2 and q3 are C
0 and ∂0q2(y0+
0) − ∂0q2(y0 − 0) = (c1 − q2(y0)c0) δ(x1 − y1). Integration constants which
would produce an asymptotic (i.e. for x0 → ∞) Schwarzschild term and a
Rindler term have been fixed to zero. Thus, a black hole may appear only at
an intermediate stage (the “virtual black hole”, see below), but should not
act asymptotically. Due to the infinite range of gravity this is necessary for
a proper S-matrix element, if we want to use as asymptotic states spherical
waves for the incoming and outgoing scalar particles.
The effective line element
The solutions (3.51) and (3.52) yield the outgoing SB line element
(ds)2 = 2(dr)(du) +K(r, u)(du)2, (3.53)
if we identify12
u = 2
√
2x1, r =
√
p1(x0)/2. (3.54)
Since p1 is the dilaton field it really makes sense to call this coordinate
“radius”. The Killing norm
K(r, u)|x0<y0 =
(
1− 2mu
r
− aur
)
(1 +O(c0)) , (3.55)
12Note the somewhat unusual roˆle of the indices 0 and 1: x0 is asymptotically pro-
portional to r2, thus our Hamiltonian evolution is with respect to a “radius” as “time”-
parameter.
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with mu = δ(x1(u)− y1)(−c1y0 − 2c0y3/20 )/27/2 and au = δ(x1(u)− y1)(c1 −
6c0y
1/2
0 )/2
5/2, has two zeros located approximately at r = 2m and r = 1/a
corresponding to a Schwarzschild- and a Rindler-horizon if they are posi-
tive. In the asymptotic region the Killing norm is constant by construction:
K(r, u)|x0>y0 = 1. These boundary conditions fix all integration constants
and residual gauge transformations.
We would like to recall that (3.53) is not only a result of the temporal
gauge, but also a result of choice: We have set the asymptotic mass- and
Rindler-term equal to zero thus fixing the residual gauge freedom and hence
all integration constants. This choice was triggered not so much by physical
considerations, but by simplicity. Of course, other choices are possible and
interesting. However, we do not know how to treat the asymptotic states of
the scalar field in the general case. Therefore, we restrict ourselves to the
simplest possibility. But we will nevertheless obtain a non-trivial result for
the S-matrix.
The virtual black hole
As in [102] we turn next to the conserved quantity, which exists in all two
dimensional generalized dilaton theories [25], even in the presence of matter
[29]. For SRG its geometric part reads
C(g) = p2p3√
p1
− 4√p1 (3.56)
and by assumption it vanishes in the asymptotic region x0 > y0. A simple
argument shows that C(g) is discontinuous: p1 and p3 are continuous, but p2
jumps at x0 = y0. This phenomenon has been called virtual BH (VBH) in
[102]. It is generic rather than an artifact of our special choice of asymptotic
conditions.
The solutions (3.49) and (3.50) establish
C(g)∣∣
x0<y0
= 4c0y
3/2
0 ∝ −mV BH . (3.57)
Thus, c1 only enters the Rindler term in the Killing norm, but not the VBH
mass (3.57).
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Figure 3.1: Total V (4)-vertex with outer legs
The vertices
For the vertices we obtain (independently of the prescription)
V (4)a =
∫
x
∫
y
S0(x)S0(y)
(
dq2
dc0
p1 + q2
dp1
dc0
)∣∣∣∣
c0=0=c1
=
∫
x
∫
y
S0(x)S0(y) |√y0 −√x0|√x0y0 (3x0 + 3y0 + 2√x0y0) δ(x1 − y1),
(3.58)
and
V
(4)
b =
∫
x
∫
y
(
S0(y)S1(x)
dp1
dc0
− S0(x)S1(y)dq2
dc1
p1
)∣∣∣∣
c0=0=c1
=
∫
x
∫
y
S0(x)S1(y) |x0 − y0|x0δ(x1 − y1), (3.59)
with
∫
x
:=
∞∫
0
dx0
∞∫
−∞
dx1.
The asymptotics
With t := r + u the scalar field satisfies asymptotically the spherical wave
equation. For proper s-waves only the spherical Bessel function (cf. e.g. [103])
Rk0(r) = 2k
sin(kr)
kr
(3.60)
survives in the mode decomposition of S(r, t):
S(r, t) =
1√
2π
∞∫
0
dk√
2k
Rk0
[
a+k e
ikt + a−k e
−ikt
]
(3.61)
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Figure 3.2: Nonlocal S
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This mode decomposition will be used to define asymptotic states and to
build the Fock space. The normalization factor is chosen such that the Hamil-
tonian reads
H =
1
2
∞∫
0
[
(∂tS)
2 + (∂rS)
2
]
r2dr =
∞∫
0
dkka+k a
−
k . (3.62)
Note that in [104] different normalization has been chosen, which will even-
tually lead to slightly different pre-factors in the scattering amplitude.
3.5.6 Scattering amplitudes
Preliminaries
Before presenting details of the calculation is is worthwhile to collect the
results obtained in the minimally coupled case. A first result for the (non-
local) V (4)-vertex was obtained in [96]. It was used in [102] to calculate the
scattering amplitudes for this vertex (cf. figure 3.2 for the massless case).
In the massless case we could show that we either obtain a singular am-
plitude or (by imposing regularizing boundary conditions) a zero amplitude.
Because no loop-integrations were involved this was interpreted as following:
Either always a BH forms (independently how “strong” the initial conditions
may be) or no scattering occurs at all (the BH has been “plugged” by suitable
boundary conditions).
In the massive case, however, a non-trivial finite result could be obtained
due to the appearance of an additional vertex (cf. figure 3.3) which we called
R(4) in [102]. For energies E fulfillingm≪ E ≪ mplanck, where m is the mass
of the scattered scalars, we could distillate a simple “asymptotic” behavior
for the complete vertex:
S(4) +R(4) ≈ R(4) ≈ cm6 lnE
E5
, (3.63)
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with c being a dimensionless constant near unity and the S(4)-contribution
being suppressed by a further factor of m2/E2.
From the (classical) numerical results of spherical symmetric collapse [83]
it is to be expected, that the amplitudes extracted from the (classical) vertex
must somehow reproduce threshold behavior of BH formation. Since this
behavior could not be seen in the minimal coupled case we expect essential
differences to the non-minimal coupled one.
Indeed, the nonminimal case provides an interesting result already in the
simple case of massless scalars. At first glance it may be surprising that the
innocent looking factor X in front of the matter Lagrangian induces such
tremendous changes in the qualitative behavior. On the other hand, already
the constraint algebra differs essentially (3.22) and the PDE (3.31-3.32) be-
come coupled as opposed to the minimal case giving rise to an additional
vertex (V
(4)
b ). Thus, this qualitative change in the scattering amplitude (see
figure 3.1)
T (q, q′; k, k′) =
1
2
〈
0
∣∣∣a−k a−k′ (V (4)a + V (4)b ) a+q a+q′∣∣∣ 0〉 (3.64)
is not so surprising after all.
The final result
After some long and tedious calculations (for details see appendix F) we
obtain
T (q, q′; k, k′) =
iπδ (k + k′ − q − q′)
4
√
kk′qq′
E3T˜ , (3.65)
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with
T˜ (q, q′; k, k′) :=
1
E3
[
Π lnΠ2 +
1
Π
∑
p∈{k,k′,q,q′}
p2 ln p2
·
(
3kk′qq′ − 1
2
∑
r 6=p
∑
s 6=r,p
(
r2s2
))]
, (3.66)
and Π = (k+k′)(k−q)(k′−q). It is fair to say that (3.65) is the main result of
this thesis. In [104] essentially the same equation is presented with slightly
different normalization factors. Since that result is easier to comprehend
from a fourdimensional point of view, we mention it as well:
T4(q, q
′; k, k′) = −iκδ (k + k
′ − q − q′)
2(4π)4|kk′qq′|3/2 E
3T˜ , (3.67)
having restored the κ-dependence to enable dimensional analysis.
Discussion of the final result
The simplicity of (3.66) is quite surprising, in view of the fact that the two
individual contributions (cf. figure 3.3) are not only vastly more compli-
cated, but also divergent (cf. (F.38)). This precise cancellation urgently asks
for some deeper explanation. The fact that a particular subset of graphs
to a given order in perturbation theory may be gauge dependent and even
divergent, while the sum over all such subsets should yield some finite, gauge-
independent S-matrix is well known from gauge theory in particle physics
(cf. e.g. [105]). However, it seems that only in the temporal gauge (3.27)
one is able to integrate out the geometric degrees of freedom successfully.
Also that gauge is free from coordinate singularities which we believe to be
a prerequisite for a dynamical study extending across the horizon13.
The only possible singularities occur if an outgoing momentum equals an
ingoing one (forward scattering). Near such a pole we obtain with k = q + ε
and q 6= q′:
T˜ (q, q′; ε) =
2(qq′)2
ε
ln
(
q
q′
)
+O(1). (3.68)
The nonlocality of the vertex prevents the calculation of the usual s-wave
cross section. However, an analogous quantity can be defined by squaring
(3.65) and dividing by the spacetime integral over the product of the densities
13Other gauges of this class, e.g. the Painleve´-Gullstrand gauge [106] seem to be too
complicated to allow an application of our present approach.
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of the incoming waves
(
ρ = (2π)−3 sin2(qr)/(qr)2
)
: I =
∫
Drdtρ(q)ρ(q′),
σ = I−1
∫∞
0
DkDk′|T |2. Together with the introduction of dimensionless
kinematic variables k = Eα, k′ = E(1−α), q = Eβ, q′ = E(1−β), α, β ∈ [0, 1]
this yields
dσ
dα
=
1
4(4π)3
κ2E2|T˜ (α, β)|2
(1− |2β − 1|)(1− α)(1− β)αβ . (3.69)
Our result also allows the definition of a decay rate d3Γ/(DqDkDk′) of an
s-wave with ingoing momentum q decaying (!) into three outgoing ones with
momenta k, k′,−q′. Clearly, lifetimes calculated in this manner will crucially
depend on assumed distributions for the momenta.
Finally, we stress that in the more general four dimensional setup of
gravitational particle scattering combinations of non-spherical modes could
contribute to the s-wave matrix element. Hence, our result (3.65) does not
include the full (4d) classical information. Nonetheless, as the previous dis-
cussion shows, its physical content is highly nontrivial. We emphasize espe-
cially the decay of s-waves, which is a new phenomenon. Note that it cannot
be triggered by graviton interaction, since there are no spherically symmetric
gravitons. Still, it is caused by gravity, i.e. by gravitational self interaction
encoded in our non local vertices.
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Chapter 4
Possible Extensions
It is possible by ingenuity and at the expense of clarity... {to do almost
anything in any language}. However, the fact that it is possible to push a
pea up a mountain with your nose does not mean that this is a sensible way
of getting it there. Each of these techniques of language extension should be
used in its proper place.
Christopher Strachey
4.1 Loop calculations
Up to now only (the lowest order) tree graphs have been considered. A
natural generalization would be the calculation of one-loop diagrams. To
this end, we should step back and reconsider the minimally coupled case first
for simplicity. Efforts in this direction already exist [98], but it is too early
to judge whether sensible results can be obtained for this case. It is to be
expected, that even in the (initially) massless case one-loop diagrams yield
through the renormalization procedure an effective mass term, since there is
no symmetry protecting vanishing rest mass of the scalars.
4.2 Dimensional reduction anomaly
The fact that quantization and dimensional reduction may not commute has
been called “dimensional reduction anomaly” [107]. This is of particular
interest for spherically symmetric spacetimes like the spherically reduced
EMKG [108]. Fortunately, it will not affect our tree graph calculations,
since no renormalization was needed. But as soon as loop calculations are
considered, this anomaly should be taken into account.
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4.3 Nonperturbative calculations
With our perturbative solution (3.34,3.35) we were able to describe the limit
for a small (virtual) BH. On the other hand, semi-classical approaches are
typically valid in the limit of a large BH – the most prominent is e.g. the
derivation of Hawking radiation1 [109]. It would be very interesting, if we
could obtain a nonperturbative solution of these equations.
Formally, this “solution” is of the form (cf. (3.34))
p1 =
1
1 +∇−20 (∂0S)2
J , (4.1)
p2 = ∇0p1. (4.2)
However, this function of the integeral operator ∇−20 is only defined by its
(perturbative) power series, so one cannot take (4.1) at face value. Nev-
ertheless it is amusing to speculate a bit using this formal “solution”: For
“small” ∇−20 (∂0S)2 we re-obtain our perturbative result, i.e. the limit for a
vanishing BH. For “large” ∇−20 (∂0S)2 the “solution” is regular, although in
the expansion each term is large and the series diverges, in analogy to the
example (3.1).
Unfortunately, prospects to give (4.1) some rigorous mathematical mean-
ing beyond perturbation theory do not seem good2.
4.4 d-dimensional spherical reduction
In principle only minor changes occur for d-dimensional spherical reduction
as compared to the special case d = 4 – c.f. (C.19-C.21). The quantization
procedure is completely equivalent, but a small complication is induced by
the fact that the potential V 6= constant. One arrives again at equation
(3.44-3.45) but of course (3.46) has to be modified accordingly.
In this case, the asymptotic solution3 is given by
q3|as = p
− d−3
d−2
1 , q2|as = 4p
d−3
d−2
1 , (4.3)
1Since the Hawking temperature behaves like T ∝ 1/M the limit M → 0 is obviously
physically meaningless.
2An alternative formulation of (4.1) – which by “conservation of misery” does not
provide an exact solution apart from very special cases – is given by the second order
PDE (∇20 + (∂0S)2)p1 = 0. Note that we are using F (p1) = p1 as in (3.34), so for SRG
the normalization factors have to be adapted accordingly.
3Assuming again the vanishing of Rindler- and Schwarzschild-terms.
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while for p1 and p2 one obtains the same solution as before (3.49- 3.50). With
the redefinitions r = p
1/(d−2)
1 /
√
2 and u =
√
2(d − 2) again the line element
(3.53) is produced. The 4-point vertices will differ. It would be an interesting
task to investigate the dimensional dependence of the scattering amplitude
(particularly the stability of finiteness of the scattering amplitude against
small deviations from d = 4).
4.5 Non-vanishing cosmological constant
A non-vanishing cosmological constant – either at the d = 2 level or at the
d = 4 level – induces just a change in the potential V . Thus, essentially
the same remarks are valid as in the previous discussion of d-dimensional
spherical reduction. The modification of V is given by (2.22) with Q = 0.
Obviously, the cosmological constant will spoil asymptotic flatness. Instead,
one has to assume an asymptotically (Anti-)deSitter spacetime
(ds)2 = 2(dr)(du) +KΛ(u, r)(du)
2, (4.4)
with limr→∞KΛ(u, r) = 1 + Λr
2 provided that again the Schwarzschild- and
Rindler-terms vanish asymptotically. The main problem in this setup is of
course that one cannot use Minkowski modes anymore.
4.6 Non-vanishing Schwarzschild term
If the boundary conditions are chosen s.t. only the Rindler term vanishes, but
not the Schwarzschild term, then instead of Minkowski modes (i.e. spherical
waves) Schwarzschild modes have to be used [110]. Unfortunately, there
exists no general exact solution for this case, but in principle this problem
could be solved numerically. This way, scattering on a real BH (rather than
“just” on the VBH) can be described.
4.7 Non-linear torsion terms
In contrast to previous modifications this one changes the theory essentially.
The reason is that I have been relying heavily on the standard form of the
potential V = U(X)X+X−+V (X). In non-linear torsion theories this is not
the generic form (the only exception is the KV-model which is the special case
of quadratic torsion). One would have to reconsider the whole quantization
procedure from the beginning for this case. Fortunately, all prominent GDT
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have a standard form potential (cf. table D.1). Of course, this does not imply
that there are no interesting models of this type which could be investigated.
But such an investigation goes beyond a simple generalization of the scenario
treated in this thesis. Therefore, I will not discuss it explicitly.
4.8 JBD and related theories
Such a generalization within the theoretical framework of first order formal-
ism has already been treated in [111]. It suffices to say that the introduction
of a second “dilaton field” (the Dicke field) together with dimensional reduc-
tion leads to an action the first order pendant of which is very similar to
(C.31):
SE =
∫
M2
d2x
√−g [XR + V E1 (X, Y )∇αX∇αX + V E2 (X, Y )∇αY∇αY
+V E3 (X, Y )∇αX∇αY + V E4 (X, Y )
]
. (4.5)
The first dilaton (X) plays the roˆle of “the” dilaton while the second one
(Y ) behaves like a scalar matter field. This point has already been investi-
gated to a certain extend in the framework of “two-dilaton theories” [112],
a class of theories which includes the spherically reduced EMKG, the polar-
ized Gowdy model, spherically reduced Kaluze-Klein theory and spherically
reduced scalar-tensor theories (and thus implicitly spherically reduced non-
linear gravity theories [113]). Especially scalar-tensor theories have attracted
attention recently in the context of quintessence cosmology [67].
As a demonstration I will pick out a very special model, the polarized
Gowdy model [114]. It turns out, that the result is completely equivalent
to SRG, apart from the fact that V = 0 instead of being a non-vanishing
constant. This small change has tremendous consequences: Setting the
Schwarzschild- and Rindler-terms to zero yields q2 = 0. This implies in
particular a vanishing Killing norm at i0. The total 4-vertex reduces to
S(4) = S0(x)S1(y)
dp1
dc0
= S0(x)S1(y)(y0 − x0)x0Θ(x0 − y0)δ(x1 − y1), (4.6)
and is similar to the non-symmetric vertex. In fact, it corresponds to the
negative part of the signum function present in (3.59). Due to symmetrization
in the outer legs one concludes that the result for the polarized Gowdy model
is equivalent to the non-symmetric part of the EMKG result (i.e. containing
dilogarithms and divergencies).
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A more realistic choice of boundary conditions (leading to q2|i0 6= 0) could
nevertheless lead to some finite result for the scattering amplitude, but it will
be accessible only numerically.
4.9 Adding fermions
Instead of (or in addition to) the scalar field one could use fermionic matter
degrees of freedom, given by the action4
L(f) = (e)F (X)ea
(
χ¯γa
←→
d χ
)
. (4.7)
The resulting constraint algebra is actually simpler, despite the appearance of
second class constraints [115,116]. The minimally coupled case provides again
an example of a finite W-algebra [115]. Since the calculations seem actually
easier using fermions it will be interesting to quantize them analogical to
the EMKG. Note however, that a proper spherical reduction of 4d spinors
will yield an action differing from (4.7), since additional (dilaton dependent
mass-like) terms will arise as well as terms coupled to the auxiliary fields
X± [117].
4.10 Adding gauge fields
In the matterless case the introduction of gauge fields does not add any
continuous physical degrees of freedom. Moreover, it is possible to eliminate
the Yang-Mills field completely and replace it by an effective term in the
geometric potential. However, a new conserved quantity corresponding to
the Yang-Mills charge appears [23], denoted by Q. The request for a non-
trivial bulk dynamics implies again the necessity of an introduction of matter
degrees of freedom. I do not foresee any problems in this case and as a
starting point for further work I will just state the new terms appearing in
the potential (cf. eq. (2.22)):
V(X+X−, X)→ V(X+X−, X) + λ
2
16
Q2
X
. (4.8)
The asymptotic behavior (X → ∞) is not changed to such an important
degree as in the (A)dS case, but at least additional contributions in the
4In d = 2 the spin-connection does not enter the fermionic matter Lagrangian, which
is a very nice feature. The notation
←→
d is analogic to the more common
←→
∂µ , meaning that
a
←→
d b := a
−→
d b− a←−d b. The γa are the (constant) γ-matrices (e.g. in light cone gauge).
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vertex arise, caused by dV (X)/dX 6= 0 as opposed to (3.46). Moreover, the
asymptotic line element will look like the RN metric, thus spoiling our ansatz
using Minkowski modes.
4.11 Treatment of boundary terms
In this thesis I have concentrated on the bulk dynamics, which is nontrivial
only in the presence of matter degrees of freedom. It is instructive to inves-
tigate also the boundary dynamics, which can be nontrivial already in the
purely topological case (i.e. without matter). Since this is not the main goal
of this thesis I will only sketch its treatment.
In the matterless case all boundary contributions are trivial if one neglects
subtleties with large gauge transformations (i.e. finite diffeomorphisms)
[118]. Unfortunately, one needs precisely these large gauge transformation if
the topology is nontrivial (e.g. S1 × R for the KV model [31]). They seem
to be accessible only in Casimir-Darboux coordinates, but these coordinates
are valid only in a certain patch. Moreover, if these boundary terms are
used as an edge state action in order to count microstates contributing to
the black hole entropy (for the spherically reduced case as well as for the
Callan-Giddings-Harvey-Strominger (CGHS) case) the result diverges [118].
Thus it seems that despite the success in particular models [31] a general
satisfying treatment of the boundary dynamics is still not accessible today.
Insofar there is still work to be done even in the matterless case.
Chapter 5
Conclusions
A conclusion is simply the place where someone got tired of thinking.
/usr/share/games/fortunes/science
The first chapter was devoted to historical, physical and mathematical
remarks, providing a brief overview of general dilaton theories in two dimen-
sions. We argued that the coupling of matter to a GDT could be interesting,
because one could still work in two dimensions, but the theory had now con-
tinuous physical degrees of freedom. Thus, either genuine matter degrees of
freedom (as in the EMKG) or gravitational degrees of freedom (as in the case
of the polarized Gowdy model) could be treated in addition to the topolog-
ical ones. This introduction has to be read in conjunction with appendix A
where the notation used for this work is listed, and with appendix B where
very briefly some aspects of Einstein-Cartan gravity and quantization in the
presence of constraints are reviewed.
In chapter two the relation between the fourdimensional EH action and
the spherically reduced dilaton action was recapitulated (using the results of
appendix C and appendix D). The first order formulation of the latter was
presented for the special case of the EMKG. The reason, why we focused on
this model is twofold: On the one hand, it is still simple enough, to allow
an analytic treatment (albeit perturbatively in the matter sector). On the
other hand, it is dynamically nontrivial, as the seminal numerical work of
Choptuik [83] has revealed. In order to demonstrate the power of the first
order formalism three examples were given: A discussion of Killing-horizons
for an Anti-deSitter (AdS)-RNBH, a presentation of the DSS solutions of
critical collapse and the relations between the ADM mass, the Bondi mass,
the effective BH mass and the conserved quantity, which exists in all GDT,
even in the presence of matter. Further examples are contained in appendix
D, e.g. the exactly soluble case of static matter in section D.6.
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The main new contribution of this thesis, chapter three, was devoted to
quantum aspects and classical scattering amplitudes of the EMKG. Start-
ing with some conceptual remarks concerning the quantization of gravity, a
concise presentation of the quantization procedure for the matterless case
and the (in d = 2) minimally coupled case followed. Section 3.5 treated the
quantization of nonminimally coupled matter, again focusing on the EMKG.
We were heavily referring to appendix E, where the Hamiltonian analysis
and BRST quantization for the general case were performed. It turned out,
that the constraint algebra was changed essentially by the nonminimal cou-
pling function (cf. C23
1 in (E.33)), although in the Virasoro representation
(E.39) this is not noticed. We discussed a further set of constraints (“en-
ergetic constraints”) closely related to the conserved quantity providing an
abelianization of the constraint algebra in the matterless case. Returning to
the “natural” constraints following directly from the Hamiltonian analysis,
the use of a particular temporal gauge for the Cartan variables (cf. (3.27)
with (3.4)) proved to be very convenient for two reasons: This gauge choice
yielded regular (SB) coordinates at Killing horizons and was simple enough
to allow an exact treatment of the path integral for the geometric part of
the action. The order of integrations turned out to be crucial. We arrived
at a nonlocal and nonpolynomial action consisting solely of the matter field
and sources (3.40). It had to be supplemented by an ambiguous term, eq.
(3.43), coming from residual gauge degrees of freedom. Our final (nonlocal
and nonpolynomial) result of path integral quantization will be repeated here
for convenience of the reader:
W =
∫
(DS)
√
det qˆ3
√
detF (pˆ1) exp i
∫
LS, (5.1)
with
LS = Jipˆi + SQ + pˆ1 (∂0S) (∂1S) + gˆ3eTˆ (j3 − V (pˆ1)− F (pˆ1)f(S)) , (5.2)
where geometric quantities like qˆi, pˆi or functions thereof (like Tˆ ) after exact
path integrals only depend on the scalar field S and sources ji, Ji. The am-
biguous term proportional to gˆ3 had to be added as a homogeneous solution
to a first order PDE, as discussed in appendix E. The ambiguity was found
to be the result of residual gauge degrees of freedom which could be fixed by
appropriate boundary conditions on some of the canonical variables.
In the second part of this section, we treated the (two) lowest order tree
graphs following from perturbation theory applied to (3.45). We had to
assume the “smallness” of the scalar field in natural units, i.e. its energy
had to be small as compared to Planck energy. Using the same trick as in
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[97,102] we obtained the (matter dependent) effective line element (3.53), the
occurrence of a “virtual black hole” (3.57) and the sought tree vertices. Using
proper s-waves (3.60) as asymptotic states we could derive the scattering
amplitude (3.65) and (3.66). All calculations were performed in appendix F
and partly in a Mathematica notepad available at the URL
http://stop.itp.tuwien.ac.at/∼grumil/projects/myself/thesis/s4.nb
This was necessary due to the sheer amount of terms present in intermediate
results. However, “miraculous” cancellations between the two amplitudes
(among them the divergent contributions) condensed the result to a final
simple form1:
T4(q, q
′; k, k′) = −iκδ (k + k
′ − q − q′)
2(4π)4|kk′qq′|3/2 E
3T˜ , (5.3)
with the scale independent part
T˜ (q, q′; k, k′) :=
1
E3
[
Π lnΠ2 +
1
Π
∑
p∈{k,k′,q,q′}
p2 ln p2
·
(
3kk′qq′ − 1
2
∑
r 6=p
∑
s 6=r,p
(
r2s2
))]
. (5.4)
We explained these cancellations by gauge independence of the S-matrix
and noted, that a different choice of gauge in principle could yield finite (and
simple) intermediate results. However, we did not find such a gauge which
still has the two aforementioned virtues of temporal gauge2. Thus, we left
this issue as an open problem. A physical discussion of forward scattering,
a cross section like quantity and the rate of an ingoing s-wave decaying (!)
into three outgoing ones concluded this chapter.
The final chapter four included an outlook to relevant possible extensions:
• Loop calculations: They are an obvious next step, but for sake of sim-
plicity it seems convenient to discuss the (one) loop case first for min-
imally coupled matter. Note that due to the properties of our action
“nonlocal loops” will appear. Preliminary calculations in this direction
look quite promising [98].
• Dimensional reduction anomaly: The fact that quantization and di-
mensional reduction do not commute in general has to be taken into
account for a proper spherically reduced quantum theory [107, 108].
1We have restored the κ-dependence and taken into account the normalization factors
used in [104].
2We are indeed a blind race and the next generation, blind to its own blindness, will be
amazed at ours. L.L. Whyte, “Accent on Form”
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• Nonperturbative calculations: Of course it would be extremely inter-
esting to obtain some exact solutions apart from the known static
limit (Fisher solution [119]) and the CSS case (Roberts solution [120]).
Maybe the simple form of (4.1) in temporal gauge, or its differential
counterpart (∇20 + (∂0S)2)p1 = 0, can help to achieve this.
• d-dimensional spherical reduction: This is a straightforward application
of our results. It would be interesting to investigate the dimensional
dependence of the vertices and the scattering amplitude, since this
could give a clue to the dimensional reduction anomaly contribution,
using e.g. d = 4− ε instead of d = 4 and letting ε→ 0.
• Nonvanishing cosmological constant and Schwarzschild case: Both cases
are extremely relevant for phenomenology, but the main difficulty is to
find analytically manageable asymptotic modes. Possibly, a numerical
treatment could be considered for these cases, but then again one might
just stick to numerics in d = 4 in the first place.
• Non-linear torsion terms: It is possible to extend all results to theories
with non-linear torsion, but practically all known GDT (cf. table D.1)
have the standard form potential V = U(X)X+X− + V (X).
• JBD and related theories: Because of its impact on cosmology, the
treatment of scalar tensor theories in our framework would be very
interesting. A discussion heading in this direction can be found in [112].
• Fermions: A natural extension is the inclusion of fermions. Preliminary
results seem to imply that actually the calculations are easier than in
the scalar case [116]. Moreover, the relation to W-algebras (cf. e.g.
[121]) in this context seems intriguing.
• Gauge fields: The inclusion of such fields is already interesting in the
purely topological scenario, since a second conserved quantity (the
monopole charge) arises. As in the Schwarzschild case, the problem
is the definition of asymptotic states.
• Boundary contributions: The investigation of the roˆle of large gauge
transformations seems tailor made for the matterless case, because no
mixing between continuous and discrete physical degrees of freedom
occur. Still, it would be interesting to generalize e.g. the results of [31].
• Supersymmetry: For a comprehensive treatment of supersymmetric
dilaton theories we refer to the dissertation of M. Ertl [122] and refer-
ences therein. The extension of that work to models with matter (or,
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equivalently, the extension of the present work to models with super-
symmetry) provides a huge field of applications of the methods and
results developed in these theses.
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Appendix A
Notations
A.1 Signs
• We use the “West-Coast” convention (or Bjørken-Drell convention) for
the signature of the metric:
sig4 = (+,−,−,−) and sig2 = (+,−). (A.1)
• By εµν we always denote the Levi-Civita´ symbol and not the corre-
sponding tensor density. Thus
ε01 = 1 = −ε10 = −ε01 = ε10 (A.2)
is just a number.
• We have the same sign convention for εab where a, b are target space
light cone indices: ε+− = 1. But for sake of compatibility with pre-
vious work [25, 115, 27, 123, 96, 37, 34, 35, 36, 97, 29, 32, 78, 102] we will
nevertheless assume that the minus-component is “the first one”, i.e.
d2x
√−g = e− ∧ e+. In this sense, our sign convention is reversed:
ε−+ = −1. (A.3)
• In the Hamiltonian analysis we use the standard sign convention for
the fundamental Poisson bracket
{q, p} = +1. (A.4)
• We are using the left-derivative giving rise to possible sign-changes
in the EOM whenever the right-derivative is used instead. By left-
derivative we mean
δ
δa
(a ∧ b) = b, δ
δa
(b ∧ a) = (−)fafbb, (A.5)
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where fx is the form degree of x.
• The conserved quantity (D.32) is defined s.t. in SRG it has to be
negative for a positive BH mass.
• The secondary constraints are defined s.t. the Hamiltonian (E.5) is
given by
H0 = −q¯iGi. (A.6)
• The sign definition for the gauge fixing fermion (E.91) is s.t. the gauge
fixing part of the Hamiltonian reads
Hgf = + {Ψ,Ω} . (A.7)
A.2 Indices
We are using the Einstein-summation except if the corresponding indices are
in brackets. Latin indices denote anholonomic indices while Greek indices
are holonomic ones. 2d-tensor indices are always from the beginning of the
alphabet (a, b, . . . ; α, β, . . . ). “Angular” tensor indices appearing in appendix
C are denoted by i, j, . . . while 4d-tensor indices are from the middle of
the alphabet (n,m, . . . ; µ, ν, . . . ). Light-cone indices are always denoted by
(upper) ±.
A.3 Brackets
We are using the classical mechanics notation for the Poisson bracket like
in [124]. Therefore, we always denote Poisson-brackets or anti-brackets by
{. . . , . . . }. (Anti-)commutators will be denoted by [. . . , . . . ].
A.4 Coordinates
In the Hamiltonian analysis coordinates, constraints, ghosts and anti-ghost
momenta get always lower (counting) indices i, j, ... while momenta, Lagrange
multipliers, ghost momenta and anti-ghosts get upper ones. The (continuous)
“space-time” indices are denoted by x0 and x1.
Special gauges leading to well-known coordinate systems are
• the diagonal/Schwarzschild gauge with coordinates t, r
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• the outgoing Sachs-Bondi (SB)/Eddington-Finkelstein (EF) gauge with
coordinates u, r
• the ingoing SB/EF gauge with coordinates v, r
In all of these cases we are using the standard notation for the coordinates,
e.g. for the null directions u = t− r and v = t+ r.
A.5 Cartan variables
In the text we are using the name “vielbein” also for the dual basis of one-
forms. We are aware of possible confusion that may arise due to this sloppy
“convention”; still, we believe that it is more convenient to use “vielbein” in
our context since the expression “dual basis of 1-forms” is unwieldy.
A.6 Physical units
We use Planck units, i.e. 8πGN = c = ~ = 1. The proper coupling-factor of
the matter Lagrangian is discussed in (C.26-C.31).
A.7 Branch cuts
We will always assume that the branch cut of the logarithm is located at the
negative real axis. Thus we have
lim
ε→0
ln (x± iε) = ln x± iπθ(−x). (A.8)
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Appendix B
Mathematical preliminaries
B.1 (Pseudo-)Riemannian manifolds and
vielbein formalism
B.1.1 Cartan’s structure equations
The basic definitions and relations used in classical general relativity are
extensively summarized in [56]. For the Cartan formulation we refer to [125].
The first Cartan’s structure equation describes the torsion as a 2-form in
terms of the vielbein basis:
T a = dea + ωab ∧ eb. (B.1)
The metric compatibility reads ωcb = −ωbc. This important condition
together with T a = 0 uniquely determines the connection 1-form ωab which is
then nothing else than the Levi-Civita´ connection in the vielbein formalism.
Nevertheless it turns out to be better to keep connection and vielbein as
independent variables in the action, because the EOM simplify.
The second Cartan’s structure equation
Rab = dω
a
b + ω
a
c ∧ ωcb (B.2)
allows to compute the matrix valued curvature 2-form using the connection.
Note that by applying the covariant differential Dab := δ
a
bd+ω
a
b several
times to the structure equations we obtain always relations which contain
only the Cartan variables. Therefore, classical gravity can be described com-
pletely in terms of the Cartan variables.
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B.1.2 Simplifications in d = 2
Counting some important independent degrees of freedom we conclude for
d = 2:
#Riemann tensor components = 1 (B.3)
#Lorentz angles = 1 (B.4)
#Diffeomorphisms = 2 (B.5)
#vielbein components = 4 (B.6)
#connection components = 2 (B.7)
#continous physical degrees of freedom = 0 (B.8)
The last relation is a consequence of the topological nature of GDT in d = 2
and can be shown e.g. by a Hamiltonian analysis (cf. section E.4 on p. 102).
Introducing light cone components for the target space coordinates bear-
ing anholonomic indices
X± :=
1√
2
(
X0 ±X1) (B.9)
simplifies some calculations: Scalar products (which contain second powers
of each component) are transformed into bilinear terms
X iXi = ηijX
iXj =
(
X0
)2 − (X1)2
= XaXa = ηabX
aXb = 2X+X−, (B.10)
which proves useful in the path integral quantization procedure. Note that
the Minkowski-metric in light-cone components is given by
ηab =
(
0 1
1 0
)
. (B.11)
The connection 1-form in light-cone components reads (remember that
the first component is always the minus-component)
ωab =
( −ω 0
0 ω
)
= εabω. (B.12)
The quadratic term in ω in the second Cartan’s structure equation (B.2)
vanishes identically in d = 2 leading to a formula for the curvature
∗(d ∧ ω) = −R(e)
2
, (B.13)
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where we have introduced the determinant (e) defined by
(e) := e−0 e
+
1 − e−1 e+0 . (B.14)
The ∗-symbol denotes the Hodge dual:
p := p[i1...ip]dx
i1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxip, (B.15)
∗p := gi1jd−p+1 . . . gipjp ε˜j1...jdp[i1...ip]dxj1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxjd−p, (B.16)
where p is a p-form, d the dimension (in our case d=2) and ε˜j1...jd the totally
antisymmetric tensor density (the “volume form”).
Note that in (B.13) ω is the same as defined on the right hand side (r.h.s.)
of (B.12) which explains the factor 2.
In principle it is possible to eliminate the connection by virtue of the first
Cartan’s structure equation (B.1) if the torsion 2-form is set equal to zero,
the advantage being the reduction of degrees of freedom in the action. The
price on has to pay is an ugly non-linearity arising in the Lagrangian which
is the reason why we abandon this idea.
B.2 Hamiltonian formalism of constrained
systems
In this section we briefly summarize the main results of Hamiltonian analysis
closely following [93].
B.2.1 Introduction and Notation
Starting point of all common quantization schemes is an educated guess for
the Lagrangian, often motivated by symmetry considerations and desired
properties of the quantized theory (like e.g. the concept of renormalizability
in ordinary QFT).
The Lagrangian action is defined by
LL =
t∫
t0
L(qi, q˙i, t
′)dt′, (B.17)
and normally one assumes in “fundamental theories” that ∂tL = 0 encoding
the absence of “friction”.
Iff the Hessian ∂2L/∂q˙iq˙j does not vanish it is possible to invert the equa-
tion for the canonical momenta
pi =
∂L
∂q˙i
, (B.18)
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and express the velocities in terms of momenta and coordinates.
Because of
dimM = rank M + kernel M,
with M being a matrix, there must exist d − k constraints Φj(pi, qi) = 0
(where d is the dimension of the Hessian and k its rank) called primary
constraints which can be added to the Lagrangian multiplied with Lagrange
multipliers without changing the dynamics.
In field theories the Lagrangian is replaced by the Lagrange density and
the (countable) degrees of freedom labeled by the index i become uncount-
able and will be denoted by some continuous parameter x and some discrete
parameter i. In order to simplify our notation we will not distinguish be-
tween continuous and discrete degrees of freedom – thus the expression piq˙i
has to be read as
∑
i
∫
x
pi(x)q˙i(x).
The Hamiltonian is obtained by a Legendre transformation of the “veloc-
ities1”
H = piq˙i − L− λjΦj , i = 1..k, j = 1..(d− k), (B.19)
where λi are the Lagrange multipliers.
For consistency, the constraints must not change under the temporal evo-
lution of our system establishing the consistency equations
Φ˙i = {Φi, H} ≈ 0, (B.20)
introducing the Poisson bracket defined by
{A,B} = ∂A
∂zi
Γij
B
zj
, (B.21)
where Γij is a symplectic 2-form and zi = (qi, p
i) contains the full set of
(generalized) canonical variables.
We will only use canonical variables which have the trivial fundamental
Poisson bracket2 {
qi, p
j
}
= δji , (B.22)
which simplifies the 2-form Γij to the symplectic normal form.
Note that on the r.h.s. of equation (B.22) – in accordance with our abbre-
viative index-notation – the δ-symbol contains δ-functions over continuous
and Kronecker-δ’s over discrete degrees of freedom.
1We assume that this transformation can be done which is certainly true for our model.
2This is always possible via the Darboux theorem [126].
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B.2.2 Analysis of constraints
For a profound discussion of constraint analysis we refer the reader to the
literature [127], [128], [129] and [93]. In brief, one has to investigate the
solutions of (B.20). The three possibilities which may occur are a tautology,
a contradiction or the existence of a new constraint. The first case is trivial
because the Dirac-procedure stops. The second case is also trivial and shows
the inconsistency of the Lagrangian3. The third possibility gives rise to
secondary constraints which (from the Hamiltonian point of view) are treated
on an equal footing as the primary constraints. We will specialize to cases
where at some step of the algorithm either of the first two possibilities is
reached (for physically relevant models it must be always the first!).
Constraints which “commute” with all other constraints4 are called first
class constraints. The rest is called second class constraints.
If the constraint algorithm never bifurcates in the sense of Henneaux and
Teitelboim one can eliminate all second class constraints by a redefinition
of the Poisson bracket to the Dirac bracket which contains the second class
constraints5 [93].
Hence we suppose that all second class constraints have been eliminated
and proceed to the treatment of first class constraints.
For later convenience we define
{Φi,Φj} = CijkΦk, (B.23)
{H0,Φi} = VijΦj , (B.24)
where H0 is the Hamiltonian without constraint terms.
B.2.3 Gauge freedom
The Dirac conjecture, which states that for every independent first class
constraint there exists an independent gauge transformation, is not true in
general [93]. However, under rather general assumptions6 which apply to all
relevant physical models known so far, one can prove it.
Thus, the number of physical degrees of freedom in the phase space is
equal to the total number of canonical variables minus the number of second
3Not all thinkable functions are possible Lagrangians – the easiest counterexample is
the well-known pathological “Lagrangian” L(q, q˙, t) = q leading to the EOM 1=0.
4With “commute” we mean the vanishing of the corresponding Poisson brackets.
5Note: As long as we do not treat fermions in our model we will only get first class
constraints.
6In the absence of second class constraints the most important assumption is that
the matrix V ba (cf. (B.24)) has maximal rank where the index a runs over all primary
constraints and b over all secondary constraints.
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class constraints minus twice the number of first class constraints (one for
the constraint itself and one for the corresponding gauge degree of freedom).
In the configuration space we have only half the number of physical de-
grees of freedom and therefore also half the number of gauge degrees of
freedom as compared to the Hamiltonian formalism. Thus, in phase space
the number of gauge degrees of freedom doubles as well as the number of
physical degrees of freedom.
The first class constraints are the generators of gauge transformations
δεF (qi, p
i) = εa {F,Φa} , (B.25)
and it can be shown [93] that the action is invariant if we transform simul-
taneously the Lagrange multipliers according to
δελ
a = ε˙a + λcεbCbc
a − εbVba. (B.26)
Note that there always exist additionally trivial gauge transformations gener-
ated by the EOM, which are disregarded in theories without non-trivial gauge
symmetries or “ordinary” gauge theories like Yang-Mills theories. However,
in order to make time parametrization invariance manifest in the Hamilto-
nian formalism of a theory which possesses this symmetry (like all general
covariant theories) one must use a certain combination of the EOM gauge
symmetry generators with the non-trivial gauge symmetry generators [93].
A gauge fixing condition is an equation which reduces the number of free
parameters in the Hamiltonian (i.e. it fixes the Lagrange multipliers). A
gauge is fixed completely if no arbitrary multipliers are left in the Hamilto-
nian.
There are two classes of gauges, namely canonical gauges defined by
Ci(qj, p
k) = 0, (B.27)
and non-canonical gauges which are defined by
Ni
(
qj , p
k, λn, λ˙m, λ¨l, ...
)
= 0, (B.28)
where λn are the Lagrange multipliers.
Relevant for us is the (linear) multiplier gauge
λi +M i(qj, p
k) = 0, (B.29)
with the easiest choice being M i = 0.
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There are two restrictions on the canonical gauge conditions (B.27): They
must fix the gauge completely7 and the gauge must be accessible.
But for practical reasons there is an important further “constraint” on
all gauge conditions: They must lead to an adequate action. That is why
finding a gauge is a technicality, but finding a good one is an art.
B.2.4 BRST-construction
The BRST-construction is a purely classical task and thus could have been
invented long before quantum mechanics. However, only in the context of
quantization of constrained systems (e.g. using non-canonical gauges) this
construction is very useful, which is the reason why it has been developed
there [72, 73].
Mathematically, the BRST-differential s is the sum of the (Koszul-Tate)
differential δ, a differential d modulo δ and some “higher order” derivations
s(i) with higher resolution degrees8. It has two remarkable properties:
• It is nilpotent9: s2 = 0
• The k-th cohomology class of this differential s is equivalent to the k-th
cohomology class of d computed in H0(δ), i.e. we have the equations
dx = δy, x ∼ x+ dz + δz′, (B.30)
with
r(x) = 0 = r(z), r(y) = 1 = r(z′), (B.31)
where r(...) is the resolution degree defining a Z-grading of the differ-
ential algebra.
The definition of s is by no means unique: There is a huge freedom in its
construction. One part of this freedom can be used to introduce a symplectic
structure in the extended space of the original (“physical”) variables and of
the new generators associated with δ and d. In terms of this symplectic
structure the BRST transformation is a canonical transformation, i.e.
sx = {x,Ω} . (B.32)
7All Lagrange multipliers and all gauge parameters (up to a (space-dependent) con-
stant) must be fixed by the gauge conditions.
8For the definitions used here cf. e.g. [93].
9Since it is a differential, this statement seems trivial. The non-trivial part is actually
that it really is a differential, and not just a derivation.
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Once this is required, the BRST-charge Ω is unique up to canonical trans-
formations in the “minimal” sector of physical variables. The nilpotency of
s together with the Jacobi-identity for the Poisson-(anti)bracket implies a
cornerstone of BRST theory
1
2
{Ω,Ω} = Ω2 = 0. (B.33)
The differential δ yields a Koszul-Tate resolution of the algebra C∞ (Σ) of
smooth functions on the surface of constraints denoted by Σ, while the deriva-
tion d is s.t. d2 vanishes identically only on Σ and up to δ-exact terms in the
total extended space.
Physically, the derivation d is the longitudinal derivative on the surface
of constraints10 mapping functions vanishing weakly to other functions of
this type. Thus it can be interpreted as the generator of gauge orbits. The
differential δ has also a physical interpretation: Quantities, that are δ-closed
but not δ-exact depend only on “physical” variables, while δ-exact ones cor-
respond to (linear combinations of) Lagrange multipliers. δ-non-closed func-
tions depend on ghosts. Functions, that coincide on Σ are identified, since
they have the same physical content.
The BRST-charge can be constructed using homological perturbation the-
ory
Ω = ciΦi +
∑
p≥1
Ω(p), antighΩ(p) = p, (B.34)
with ci being the ghosts possessing a pure ghost number of one. In the abelian
case only the first term exists; in the Yang-Mills case only one further non-
trivial term is present, leading to a BRST-charge containing the structure
constants of the constraint algebra11
Ω = ciΦi +
1
2
cjckCjk
ipci . (B.35)
The pci are the ghost-momenta, having an antighost number of one. Note
that the upper label c is not a counting index but just a tag in order to
visualize its relation to the canonically conjugate ci.
In general, also higher order structure functions are present in the BRST-
charge (the rank may even be infinite). However, in first order gravity it is
always possible to construct the BRST-charge s.t. it contains only the first
order structure functions resembling the Yang-Mills case (see appendix E).
10When restricted to this surface it is upgraded to a differential.
11If there existed constraints with non-zero Z2-grading (“fermionic constraints”) then
the second term in (B.35) would enter with a negative sign.
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The total ghost number (or just “the” ghost number) is defined as the
difference of the pure ghost number and the antighost number. The BRST-
charge has per constructionem always a ghost number of one.
Once the BRST-charge has been constructed one can always find a BRST-
invariant extension of the Hamiltonian fulfilling
{HBRST,Ω} = 0. (B.36)
Since HBRST is BRST-closed, one can always add BRST-exact terms without
changing the dynamics of BRST-invariant functions at the cohomological
level. The redefinition
HBRST → HBRST + {Ψ,Ω} , (B.37)
with some gauge fixing fermion Ψ amounts to a different choice of gauge. For
consistency, Ψ must be fermionic and has a ghost number of minus one.
B.2.5 Quantization
For transparency, we undo the natural choice ~ = 1 in this subsection.
We are going to use path integral quantization following the philoso-
phy of Henneaux and Teitelboim [93]: “We will not try to give a rigorous
presentation of the path integral. Many formal manipulations will thus be
allowed without attempting to provide a mathematical justification. Expe-
rience shows that when dealing with the path integral, it is best not to try
to be rigorous too early. This has, of course, its dangers.”
One of these dangers is the divergence of the path integral in the presence
of gauge degrees of freedom if one uses a naive definition of the path inte-
gral as a “sum over all paths”. There exist two ways of treating constrained
systems in this context: Either one imposes some canonical gauge working
with a reduced phase space path integral taking into account only physical
degrees of freedom, or one introduces a BRST-extended gauge fixed action
(which in the Yang-Mills case leads to the well-known Faddeev-Popov repre-
sentation of the path integral due to the appearance of bilinear ghost terms
in the action [130]) summing over all degrees of freedom consistent with the
boundary conditions. Since the first approach leads to a rather complicated
non-linear representation of first order gravity we prefer the latter. The sec-
ond approach has also the advantage of allowing non-canonical gauges (e.g.
multiplier gauges) provided that one treats the boundary conditions properly.
The definition of an ordinary (unconstrained) path integral for n phys-
ical degrees of freedom has been initiated by Dirac [131] and developed by
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Feynman using Huyghens principle [50, 51]:
Z (qf , tf ; qi, ti) = lim
N→∞
∫ ( ∞∏
t=1
dqtdpt
(2π~)n
)
dpi
(2π~)n
exp
(
i
~
Sε
)
, (B.38)
with
Sε =
N∑
t=0
[pt (qt+1 − qt)− εH (pt, qt)] , ε = (tf − ti)
N + 1
, (B.39)
and p0 = pi, q0 = qi, qN+1 = qf .
Taking the limit in (B.38) yields the path integral which is formally writ-
ten as
Z (qf , tf ; qi, ti) =
∫
(Dq) (Dp) exp
(
i
~
S [q(t), p(t)]
)
, (B.40)
with
S [q(t), p(t)] =
tf∫
ti
(pq˙ −H) dt, q(tf) = qf , q(ti) = qi. (B.41)
Note that the definition (B.38) yields a p−q ordering of the corresponding
operators. Alternatively, we could have used a definition leading to a q − p
ordering or a Weyl ordering. Therefore the “ordering problem” of canonical
operator quantization sneaks into the path integral formalism via the defini-
tion (B.38), although no intrinsic operators are present. For the rest of this
work – whenever it is important – we will assume Weyl-ordering, because it
is the most symmetric one.
As mentioned above, (B.38) makes only sense if no constraints are present,
which is why the reduced phase space quantization was historically the first
one in the context of path integrals. However, equipped with the powerful
tools of BRST-quantization it is possible to circumvent this restriction and –
on the contrary – use extended phase space quantization instead. The BRST
extended path integral in the Schro¨dinger representation reads
Z (q, q′; t2 − t1) =
∫
(Dz) (Dpz) exp
(
i
~
S [z(t)]
)
, (B.42)
with
S [z(t)] =
∫
(pz z˙ −H − {Ψ,Ω}) dt, (B.43)
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where the sum extends over all paths obeying the boundary conditions
q(t2) = q
′,
q(t1) = q,
z˜(t2) = 0,
z˜(t1) = 0, (B.44)
with z˜ containing the ghosts, the anti-ghosts and the Nakanishi-Lautrup
fields12, but not the ghost-momenta, the anti-ghost momenta or the Lagrange-
multipliers.
In a multiplier gauge (which is per definitionem not a canonical gauge)
the boundary conditions (B.44) have to be modified:
q(t2) = q
′,
q(t1) = q,
z˜(t2) = 0,
p˜z(t1) = 0, (B.45)
with z˜ defined as above and p˜z defined by the corresponding canonical con-
jugate quantities excluded above [93].
An important formula for our quantization procedure is given by the
formal path integral of a linear functional L(φ, χ) =
∫
φMχ∫
(Dφ) (Dχ) exp i
∫
φMχ =
∫
(Dχ) δ (Mχ) = (detM)−1 . (B.46)
We have assumed that both fields are bosonic. In the fermionic case the
well-known Faddeev-Popov result detM is obtained [130].
12This is a synonym for “canonical momentum of the Lagrange multipliers” often used
in QFT.
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Appendix C
Spherical reduction
C.1 Introduction
Starting with a d-dimensional Pseudo-Riemannian manifoldM with Lorentz-
ian signature (+,−,−, ...,−) and total spherical symmetry the coordinates
describing the manifold can be separated in a 2d Lorentzian part spanning the
manifold L and a (d− 2)-dimensional Riemannian angular part constituting
an S(d−2). Due to the spherical symmetry L should per definitionem contain
the whole physical content. The fact that L has originally been embedded
in M leads to an extrinsic curvature term on L that shall be computed here.
M has a generalized spherically symmetric metric
ds2 =
∑
a,b=0,1
gabdx
adxb − Φ2 (x0, x1)
d−1∑
i,j=2
gijdx
idxj. (C.1)
For later convenience we have introduced the dilaton field Φ2 that reduces in
Schwarzschild-like gauges to Φ = r in 4 dimensions1.
In the vielbein formalism we can write the line element
ds2 =
∑
a,b=0,1
ηabe
a ⊗ eb −
d−1∑
i,j=2
δije
i ⊗ ej , (C.2)
and the metric g = ηuve
u ⊗ ev.
Objects with indices belonging to L or S are marked by bars on top (e.g.
e¯a is a 1-form on L) or by an index L, S. All other quantities belong to M .
1Note that Φ2 corresponds to what we later will denote by X .
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C.2 Calculation
Writing down the line-elements ds2L = ηabe¯
a ⊗ e¯b, ds2S = δij e¯i ⊗ e¯j with
ηab = diag (1,−1) and comparing with ds2 we find the transformations:
ea = e¯a,
ei = Φe¯i,
Ea = E¯a,
Ei = Φ
−1E¯i. (C.3)
By demanding metric compatibility and torsionlessness2 for the connection
1-forms on M,L and S we obtain
ωab = ω¯
a
b, ω
i
j = ω¯
i
j , ω
i
a =
(
E¯aΦ
)
e¯i, ωai =
(
E¯aΦ
)
e¯i, (C.4)
using the relations (C.3).
Putting our connection into Cartan’s structure equation (B.2) yields the
curvature 2-form on M :
Rab = R¯
a
b, (C.5)
Rij = R¯
i
j +
(
E¯cΦ
) (
E¯cΦ
)
e¯ie¯j , (C.6)
Rai =
(
E¯bE¯
aΦ
)
e¯be¯i +
(
E¯bΦ
)
ω¯abe¯i, (C.7)
Ria =
(
E¯bE¯aΦ
)
e¯be¯i − (E¯bΦ) ω¯bae¯i, (C.8)
where R¯ab and R¯
i
j are the curvature two forms on L and S, respectively.
Contracting the vector indices with the 2-form indices yields after a
lengthy but straightforward calculation the curvature scalar
R = R¯L − R¯
S
Φ2
− (d− 2) (d− 3)
Φ2
(
E¯bΦ
) (
E¯bΦ
)
− 2
(
d− 2
Φ
)[(
E¯bE¯
bΦ
)
+
(
E¯bΦ
)
ω¯ab
(
E¯a
)]
, (C.9)
with R¯L and R¯S being the scalar curvatures on L and S, respectively.
Knowing the Riemann tensor of the sphere R¯ij = e¯
i ∧ e¯j we can insert
R¯S = (d− 2) (d− 3) . Since Φ is a scalar field we can replace E¯b acting
directly on Φ by a covariant derivative ∇¯b. The last term of (C.9) can
consistently be interpreted as the Laplacian acting on Φ – so after the smoke
clears we find3
R = RL − (d− 2) (d− 3)
Φ2
[
1 + (∇bΦ)
(∇bΦ)]− 2(d− 2
Φ
)
(△Φ) . (C.10)
2This is not justified a priori, but a nice shortcut and consistent a posteriori.
3We omit from now on the bars as no confusion may arise anymore because no Cartan
variables will be present in the following formulae.
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This equation is the starting point of spherically reduced gravity formulated
by a 2d effective action4. For consistency one can check the vanishing of the
curvature scalar for flat or Schwarzschild metric.
C.3 Dilaton Lagrangian
C.3.1 General case
In the previous section we have calculated the curvature scalar for the d-
dimensional original space M . The resulting terms can be assigned to the
submanifolds L and S except for the additional terms
Radd = −(d− 2) (d− 3)
Φ2
(∇bΦ)
(∇bΦ)− 2(d− 2
Φ
)
(△Φ) . (C.11)
which can be interpreted as the scalar curvature caused by the embedding
of L into M . The curvature in a gravitational field theory appears in the
Lagrangian leading to the Einstein Hilbert action:
LEH =
∫
ddx
√
−g(d)R. (C.12)
The determinant simplifies to
g(d) = det
(
g(d)µν
)
= det (gαβ) · Φ(2d−4) · f(angles). (C.13)
where gαβ is the 2d metric “living” on L. The angular integration gives just
the surface of S(d−2) denoted by S (in the important case d = 4 this reduces
to S = 4π):
Ldil = S
∫
d2x
√−g [Φ(d−2)RL − (d− 2)(d− 3)Φ(d−4)
· (1 + (∇bΦ) (∇bΦ))− 2(d− 2)Φ(d−3) (△Φ)] . (C.14)
The last term can be converted by a partial integration dropping the
boundary term −2(d − 2)(d − 3)S ∫ d2x∇b [√−gΦ∇bΦ]. Using also metric
compatibility results in
Ldil = S
∫
d2x
√−g [Φ(d−2)RL + (d− 2)(d− 3)Φ(d−4) (∇Φ)2
−(d− 2)(d− 3)Φ(d−4)] , (C.15)
4Note that for the “East coast convention” the first part of the second term of (C.10)
changes sign explicitly. Other terms – like RL – change sign only implicitly due to con-
traction with a metric of opposite signature.
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in agreement with [58, 59, 60].
It shall also be mentioned that it is common to introduce a new dilaton
field5 Φ˜ by
Φ =
(d− 2)
λ
e−Φ˜, (C.16)
where λ is a constant of mass dimension 1. With this substitution it follows
Ldil = S
(d− 2)(d−2)
λ(d−2)
∫
d2x
√−ge−(d−2)Φ˜
[
RL + (d− 2)(d− 3)
(
∇bΦ˜
)(
∇bΦ˜
)
− (d− 3)
(d− 2)λ
2e2Φ˜
]
. (C.17)
This is the standard form of dilaton gravity – cf. e.g. [32]. It has the advan-
tage that the original dilaton field automatically is strictly positive (apart
from the limiting case where it vanishes) in the whole range of Φ˜.
By further transformations one can alternatively introduce the field
X = exp
(
−(d− 2)Φ˜
)
(C.18)
leading to the well-known dilaton action
Ldil = S
2(d− 2)(d−2)
λ(d−2)
∫
d2x
√−g
[
X
RL
2
+ V (X)− 1
2
(∇X)2U(X)
]
.
(C.19)
with
U(X) = − (d− 3)
(d− 2)X , V (X) = −
(d− 3)
2(d− 2)λ
2X
(d−4)
(d−2) , (C.20)
showing resemblance with (D.12). In our redefinitions (C.16-C.18) the dimen-
sion dependent constants have been chosen s.t. the limit limd→∞ promotes
our effective action of SRG to the CGHS action [21].
The “physical” gauge for the Dilaton field would be Φ = r, i.e.
X = e−(d−2)Φ˜ =
(
λr
d− 2
)(d−2)
, (C.21)
since X is related to Φ via (C.16) and (C.18).
5Note that our formulae make only sense for Φ 6= 0. Thus Φ must be strictly positive
or negative in the whole manifold motivating the redefinition.
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C.3.2 Special case d = 4
Anthropocentrically speaking, d = 4 is the most important special case.
Therefore we list for convenience the most important formulae of this section
for this choice of dimension, namely the Einstein Hilbert action with the
dilaton field expressed in terms of Φ
Ldil = 4π
∫
d2x
√−g [Φ2RL + 2 (∇Φ)2 − 2] , (C.22)
in terms of Φ˜
Ldil = 16πλ
−2
∫
d2x
√−ge−2Φ˜
[
RL + 2
(
∇bΦ˜
)(
∇bΦ˜
)
− λ
2
2
e2Φ˜
]
, (C.23)
and in terms of X
Ldil = −32πλ−2
∫
d2x
√−g
[
X
(
−R
L
2
)
− 1
2
(∇X)2
2X
+
λ2
4
]
. (C.24)
In Schwarzschild-like coordinates Φ2 equals to r2 establishing
X =
λ2
4
r2. (C.25)
C.3.3 Matter part
The prefactors of the action are important if we want to adjust the coupling
of the matter Lagrangian properly: Suppose that in the original theory the
matter Lagrangian respects spherical symmetry and is of the generic form
L(d)m = κ
∫
ddx
√
−g(d)L(m). (C.26)
Then the spherically reduced form is given by
Lm = κS
(d− 2)(d−2)
λ(d−2)
∫
d2x
√−gXL(m). (C.27)
Comparison with (C.19) yields a relative factor of
κeff := −κ
2
, (C.28)
which has to be used as an effective coupling constant in SRG.
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For the special case of the spherically symmetric EMKG in d = 4 we
have6
L
(m)
EMKG =
∫
M4
(
dS ∧ ∗dS − ǫ(4)f(S)) . (C.29)
Therefore, our effective coupling constant to be used in the calculations (re-
member that 8πGN = c = 1) is given by
κ
(EMKG)
eff = −
1
2
. (C.30)
Thus, the proper spherically reduced EMKG Lagrangian in d = 2 presented
in first order form is given by
LEMKG =
∫ [
X+D ∧ e− +X−D ∧ e+ +Xd ∧ ω − V(X+X−, X)e− ∧ e+
+F (X)
(
dS ∧ ∗dS − e− ∧ e+f(S))] . (C.31)
The notation for the geometric part is explained in appendix D. The coupling
function must be chosen as
F (X) = −X
2
. (C.32)
6ǫ(4) is the volume form in d = 4.
Appendix D
Lagrangian formalism
D.1 Introduction and relation to Poisson-σ
models
It has been shown that any Poisson structure on any finite dimensional man-
ifold naturally induces a two dimensional topological field theory [31]. For
example, pure gravity in two dimensions is a special case of a Poisson-σ model
since it contains only a Gauss-Bonnet term in the action. But also GDT can
be described with this formalism.
The action of such models is given by
L =
∫
M3
F,i ∧DX i, (D.1)
with
D = d+ A, D ∧D = F,iP ij∂j , (D.2)
F =
(
Aν,µ +
1
2
Aµ,iAν,jP
ij + Cµν
)
dxµ ∧ dxν , (D.3)
where X i are the coordinates on the Poisson manifold, while xµ are coordi-
nates on M3. Note that the term C
µνdxµdxν must be set to 0 for gravity
theory since it violates diffeomorphism invariance on the world sheet mani-
fold ∂M3.
As the integrand is exact this produces a 2d action
L =
∫
∂M3
(
Ai ∧ dX i + 1
2
P ijAi ∧ Aj
)
, (D.4)
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with rather simple EOM
dX i + P ijAj = 0, (D.5)
d ∧Ai + 1
2
∂P jk
∂X i
Aj ∧Ak = 0. (D.6)
With the identifications
A1 = ω,
A2 = e
−,
A3 = e
+,
X1 = X,
X2 = X+,
X3 = X−, (D.7)
and the following choice of the Poisson tensor
P ij =

 0 −X+ X−X+ 0 −V(X+X−, X)
−X− V(X+X−, X) 0

 , (D.8)
we finally obtain (after dropping a boundary term) the first order action
L1 =
∫
M2
[
X+D ∧ e− +X−D ∧ e+ +Xd ∧ ω − V(X+X−, X)e− ∧ e+] ,
(D.9)
with the gauge-covariant derivative
D ∧ ea := d ∧ ea + εabω ∧ eb. (D.10)
A large class of 2d models of generalized gravity – among them d > 3-
dimensional SRG, the KV model, the CGHS model and other string in-
spired dilaton theories – can be written in this form by properly adjusting
V(X+X−, X) [23, 24]. For convenience we list below some of these “poten-
tials” using the special, but still general enough ansatz
V(X+X−, X) = U(X)X+X− + V (X). (D.11)
Unfortunately, the inclusion of matter is problematic in this formalism:
Since Poisson-σ models are tailor-made for topological theories, the inclusion
of propagating modes is difficult. Thus, only chiral fermions [115] or (anti-)
selfdual scalars [132] can be described easily. This is the main reason, why I
am not using this model very intensively in my thesis, despite of its elegance.
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Model V (X) U(X)
SRG (d > 3) − (d−3)2(d−2)λ2X
(d−4)
(d−2) − (d−3)(d−2)X
KV −β2X2 − Λ −α
JT −ΛX 0
EBH − 1√
X
0
CGHS −λ2
2
X − 1
X
R2 gravity −X2 + Λ 0
Figure D.1: A selection of important dilaton theories
D.2 “Equivalence” of first and second order
formulation
First and second order formalism are strictly speaking not equivalent because
they differ in the number of degrees of freedom. However, it can be shown
(and this is what we are going to perform in this section) that the first order
action (which contains additional fields as compared to the second order
action) can be integrated out to a “simpler” action which is (up to surface
terms) equivalent to the latter.
We start with the standard form of the first order Lagrangian
LFO = X+D ∧ e− +X−D ∧ e+ +Xd ∧ ω − V
(
X+X−, X
)
e− ∧ e+, (D.12)
where X,X± denote the target space coordinates, ω, e± the Cartan variables
and d is the “gauge”-covariant derivative, which in light cone components
decomposes into
D ∧ e± = d ∧ e± ± ω ∧ e±. (D.13)
From now on we specialize the form of the “potential” V(X+X−, X) =
V (X) +X+X−U(X).
Integration over the spin connection ω yields the Lagrangian
L = X+d ∧ e− +X−d ∧ e+ − e− ∧ e+ (V (X) +X+X−U(X)) , (D.14)
and the constraint
dX −X+e− +X−e+ = 0, (D.15)
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which can be solved for X±:
X± = ∓E∓X, (D.16)
where E∓ is the inverse vielbein. This implies (∇X)2 = −2X+X−.
With Cartan’s structure equations (written for our special case of a 2d
model without torsion in light cone components)
ω˜ ∧ e± = ∓d ∧ e±, ∗(d ∧ ω˜) = −R(e)
2
, (D.17)
we can present the first two expressions of the Lagrangian (D.14) in terms
of the curvature using the Levi-Civita´ connection ω˜:
Ldil = X
(
−R
S
2
)
e− ∧ e+ − e− ∧ e+
(
V (X)− 1
2
(∇X)2 U(X)
)
, (D.18)
where ∇ denotes the ordinary covariant derivative. The last term of (D.18) is
a consequence of (D.16) and the property of the inverse vielbein Eaf = ∇af .
The action for this Lagrangian is given by
Ldil = c
∫
d2x
√−g
[
X
(
−R
S
2
)
+
1
2
U(X) (∇X)2 − V (X)
]
, (D.19)
where c is some arbitrary constant.
Note that (D.19) is already the second order Lagrangian being equivalent
to equation (C.19) if we substitute X = Φ2 and adjust U(X) and V (X)
properly for SRG.
D.3 Equations of motion
The first order action (D.12) yields the following EOM (in comparison with
the simpler EOM (D.5,D.6) we have now additional matter contributions):
δω : dX +X−e+ −X+e− = 0, (D.20)
δe∓ : dX± ± ωX± ∓ e± (V (X) +X+X−U(X))+M± = 0, (D.21)
δX : d ∧ ω − e− ∧ e+ (V ′(X) +X+X−U ′(X))+ δL(m)
δX
= 0, (D.22)
δX∓ : d ∧ e± ± ω ∧ e± − e− ∧ e+X±U(X) = 0, (D.23)
where we have supposed the presence of a matter Lagrangian L(m) which
does not couple to X± or ω and used the 1-form abbreviation
M± =
δL(m)
δe∓
. (D.24)
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For this thesis I have assumed the following form of L(m):
L(m) = F (X) (dS ∧ ∗dS − e− ∧ e+f(S)) , (D.25)
giving rise to a Klein-Gordon type equation:
δS : d ∧ (F (X)(2e+S− + 2e−S+))− e− ∧ e+F (X)f ′(S) = 0. (D.26)
In the last equation the 0-form definition
S± = ∗ (dS ∧ e±) = 1
(e)
εαβe±β ∂αS (D.27)
has been used which brings the matter action into the simple form
L(m)s = −
∫
d2x
√−gF (X) (2S+S− + f(S)) . (D.28)
Eqs. (D.20, D.21) are equations of 1-forms while the rest contains 2-forms
(or – if the hodge ∗ is used – 0-forms). Therefore, in components we have 10
EOM (2+4+1+2+1).
D.4 An absolute conservation law
In the absence of matter the existence of the conservation law is a simple con-
sequence of our choice of the Poisson tensor: It has only rank 2 and therefore
exactly one conserved Casimir-function exists. The linear combination
εijkP
ij(dXk + P klAl) = εijkP
ijdXk = 0, (D.29)
multiplied by an integrating factor I(X+X−, X) yields a closed quantity for
the important special case (D.11).
Combining the EOM for the Cartan variables in the same way, namely
X+× [eq.(D.21)−]+X−× [eq.(D.21)+]+V (X+X−, X)× [eq.(D.20)] (D.30)
where eq. (D.21)± is the EOM for δe∓, we obtain with an integrating factor
I(X) = exp
[∫ X
U(X ′)dX ′
]
, (D.31)
which simplifies to I(X) = X−
1
2 in the case of SRG, the absolute conserved
quantity
d
(
C(g) + C(m)
)
= 0, (D.32)
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with
C(g) = I(X)X+X− +
∫ X
V (X ′)I(X ′)dX ′, (D.33)
dC(m) = I(X)
(
M+X− +M−X+
)
, (D.34)
where M± is defined by (D.24) and reads explicitly
M± = −2F (X)
[
S±dS ± e±
(
S+S− +
1
2
f(S)
)]
. (D.35)
For the case of (in d = 4) minimally coupled scalars we obtain
dC(g) +W (m) = 0, (D.36)
where
C(g) = X
+X−√
X
− λ
2
2
√
X, (D.37)
W (m) =
√
X
[
dS
(
S−X+ + S+X−
)− dX (S+S− + 1
2
f(S)
)]
. (D.38)
The factor F (X) = −X/2 is explained in appendix C on page 75.
In the absence of matter (the 1-formW (m) vanishes) the 0-form C(g) < 0 is
proportional to the mass of the BH; in the presence of matter it becomes the
so-called “mass aspect function” [77,78]. In these papers also the relevance of
this conservation law for the initial conditions is emphasized and its relation
to ADM- and Bondi-mass is shown. The relation to the mass-aspect function
is given by
m = −2C
(g)
λ3
. (D.39)
Note that in the presence of matter the conservation law is related to
a non-linear Noether current which up to recently was only known in its
infinitesimal form [29].
D.5 Conformal transformations
For several reasons the behavior of (D.19) under conformal transformations
gαβ(xγ)→ Ω(xγ)−2gαβ(xγ) (D.40)
is of interest: First of all, it is an interesting task simply because 2d models
are conformally invariant, provided that no intrinsic scale exists. Second,
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for this reason they are often used in 2d field theories. Third, in GDT it
is always possible to eliminate the “torsion term” proportional to U(X) but
the global structure may be changed by this conformal transformation. We
will show this property explicitly.
The curvature scalar transforms according to
R→ RΩ2 + 2∇γ∇
γΩ
Ω
− 2∇γΩ∇
γΩ
Ω2
. (D.41)
Lets assume that the conformal factor depends on the dilaton field X . The
choice
Ω = exp
[
−1
2
∫ X
U(X ′)dX ′
]
= I(X)−
1
2 (D.42)
is found to cancel the torsion term. The transformed potentials read
U(X)(CT ) = 0, V (X)(CT ) = V (X)eQ(X)
CGHS
= const. (D.43)
It is interesting to note the close relation of the conformal factor to the
integrating factor I(X) of the conserved quantity. On this occasion we would
like to note that conformal transformations on the world-sheet metric can
also be generated by target space diffeomorphisms [122]. Although this is an
interesting result, in view of our remarks after D.1 we will not explore this
fact further.
Now we specialize to SRG, i.e. the SSBH. The conformal factor has two
singular points: X = 0 and X = ∞. Therefore, one cannot expect the
singularity structure to be unchanged by such a transformation. Indeed,
inspection of the Killing-norm (2.13) for the case 1/b→ 0 yields
K2(X) ∝ C(g) − λ
2
2
√
X. (D.44)
The metric becomes singular at X = ∞ and regular at X = 0 – thus regu-
larity properties have swapped at the boundary due to the conformal trans-
formation. The fact, that addition of a matter contribution to C(g) does
not change the singularity structure (in sharp contrast to the Schwarzschild
case) is another important difference. This observation has lead to the name
Eternal BH (EBH) for the conformally transformed SSBH [133]. An in-
vestigation of geodesic (in-)completeness properties also can yield essential
differences between conformally transformed theories [24].
We conclude that conformal transformations with a conformal factor
(D.42) can yield globally different theories. Since without the inclusion of
dynamical matter a 2d model is characterized by its global structure only,
this means that the two conformally related theories are inequivalent. Thus
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it is a dangerous route to use conformal transformations, afterwards quantize
the “simplified” theory and finally claim, that one has quantized the original
theory. Unfortunately, this is frequently done in literature (cf. the discussion
in [112, 33]).
D.6 Static solutions for the EMKG
One example where the EOM – a coupled system of PDE – yields a ODE
is given by the CSS solution of the EMKG (cf. eqs. (2.23-2.33)). Another
example – the static solutions – have already been discussed in 1948 [119] and
have been rediscovered many times since then (cf. [134] for the most popular
one of the older versions). In the first order formalism it is particularly easy
to re-derive these results and clarify subtle issues in existing literature (e.g.
an important error in the original work (eqs. 28-29 of [119]) which is the
result of an improper limit).
D.6.1 The general solution
With x0 = v and x1 = r staticity implies ∂0f = 0 and ∂1f = f
′ where f
is the scalar field or one of the geometric quantities. The ingoing SB line
element (ds)2 = e [hdv − 2dr]dv can be obtained via the gauge fixing [78]
e+1 = 0, e
−
1 = −1, X =
λ2
4
r2. (D.45)
It is straightforward to solve the EOM for the auxiliary fields and the con-
nexion:
X+ = −λ
2
2
r,
X− = −λ
2
4
rh
e
,
ω0 =
h′
2
+
h
2
e′
e
+
h
r
,
ω1 = −1
r
− e
′
e
. (D.46)
It is useful to introduce an auxiliary field defined by Z = rh, because the
KG equation and slicing condition simplify to
S ′ =
c1
rZ
, c1 ∈ R e = Z ′. (D.47)
c1 is an integration constant. Thus all geometric and matter quantities can
be expressed in terms of the function Z(r).
The Hamiltonian constraint yields a nonlinear second order ODE
Z2Z ′′ =
c21Z
′
2r
. (D.48)
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This is equivalent to the equation (16) obtained in [119]. The first integral
of this equation yields the second integration constant which turns out to be
twice the ADM-mass, as we will see later:
rZ ′ − Z + c
2
1
2Z
= c2 = 2mADM . (D.49)
With the definitions
y =
Z
mADM
,
y0 = p
−1 − 1,
y1 = p
−1 + 1,
η =
c21
2m2ADM
∈ R+0 ,
p =
1√
1 + η
∈ [0, 1], (D.50)
the general solution which yields asymptotically Minkowski space has a
unique third integration constant and reads
(y + y1)
1+p (y − y0)1−p = r
2
m2ADM
. (D.51)
For a given ADM-mass this is a one-parameter family of solutions with family
parameter p. We would like to emphasize that even in the limit y → ∞,
i.e. for large radii, and for small p it is not possible to neglect the term
(y+y1)
p(y−y0)−p and simply solve the hyperbola equation (y+y1)(y−y0) =
r2/m2ADM if one is interested in the next to leading order in a mADM/r-
expansion, as it has been done in [119]. Below, we will treat this asymptotic
region in more detail.
The general solution for the metric
e =
mADM
r
(y − y0)(y + y1)
y
, h =
mADM
r
y (D.52)
has already a remarkable feature: Killing horizons (h = 0) are singular.
However, for p ∈ [0, 1) it is straightforward to check that no Killing horizons
exist, implying that the singularity at the origin is a naked one. The case p =
1 corresponds to the Schwarzschild solution. Note that the limit limε→0 p =
1 − ε differs from the Schwarzschild solution. Thus, the point p = 1 is
very special in this one-parameter family. This property has even led to
speculations that not the Schwarzschild solution but this limiting solution is
the “physical one” [134].
The mass aspect function is given by
m =
r
2
(
1− m
2
ADM
r2
y2
(
y + y1
y − y0
)p)
. (D.53)
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The scalar field
S = − c1
2mADM
p ln
(
y + y1
y − y0
)
(D.54)
contains another constant of integration which has been fixed such that
limr→∞ S(r) = 0. For small radii the singular behavior S ∝ ln r has im-
proved as compared to the non-relativistic solution S ∝ 1/r.
D.6.2 Large r/mADM-expansion
After some trivial calculations we obtain
y =
r
mADM
− 2 + η
2
mADM
r
+O
(mADM
r
)2
, (D.55)
e = 1− η
2
m2ADM
r2
+O
(mADM
r
)3
, (D.56)
α2 = 1− 2mADM
r
+O
(mADM
r
)2
, (D.57)
a−2 = 1− 2mADM
r
+O
(mADM
r
)2
, (D.58)
m = mADM
(
1− mADM
r
η
2
)
+O
(mADM
r
)2
≤ mADM , (D.59)
S = −c1
r
+O
(mADM
r
)2
. (D.60)
We have included the result for the diagonal line element (ds)2 = α2(dt)2 −
a2(dr)2 in order to pinpoint that indeed the next to leading order in this
expansion gives the Schwarzschild solution, in contrast to what is claimed
in [119].
D.6.3 Small r/mADM-expansion and non-existence of
Killing horizons
Since at the origin all quantities become singular this expansion is of little use.
Therefore, we present just the result for y which implies all other quantities:
y = y0 +
(p
2
) 1+p
1−p
(
r
mADM
) 2
1−p
+ . . . (D.61)
Note that we have to choose y = y0 rather than y = −y1 because y cannot
be negative for the following reason: For large r it is positive by choice (this
choice was triggered by the requirement of asymptotic flatness). For reasons
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of continuity it it ever becomes negative somewhere, there must also exist a
point r ∈ (0,∞) where it vanishes. Thus, the equation
(y1)
1+p(−y0)1−p = r
2
m2ADM
(D.62)
must have a real and positive solution for r. But since y1 ≥ 2, y0 ≥ 0 and
p ∈ [0, 1] such a solution can only exist for y0 = 0, corresponding to the
Schwarzschild case p = 1. Thus, only the trivial family endpoint p = 1
allows the existence of a Killing horizon (note that in that case there is a
subtle limit of the form 00).
D.6.4 Special values of p
p = 0
The unique solution
y =
√
η + 1 +
r2
m2ADM
− 1 (D.63)
is useless because η diverges like p−1/2. For finite r one can expand the
square root and obtain some more or less sensible results for the geometric
quantities and the scalar field, which coincide precisely with the small r-
expansion results for p = 0. But for large r this expansion breaks down.
Small p = ε
We get perturbatively
y =
1
ε
− 1 +O
(
ε
r2
m2ADM
)
. (D.64)
This serves as another way of explaining the error in [119]: No matter, how
small ε, there exists a radius beyond which this perturbation breaks down.
I.e. for large r one cannot use the small p expansion any more.
p = 1
2
As an algebraically simply soluble example we treat the “heart” of the family
p = 1
2
. Note that apart from the endpoints p = 0 and p = 1 this is the only
point in the parameter space which allows an exact treatment1.
1Only for p ∈ Q we obtain an algebraic equation. In this case, we have a representation
p = a/b with a, b ∈ N. The highest power of y appearing in this equation turns out to be
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The resulting quartic equation
y4 + 8y3 + 18y2 − 27− r
4
m4ADM
= 0, (D.65)
together with the branch condition y > 0 and the reality condition y ∈ R
establishes uniquely
y = −2 + d1 + d2, d1 =
√
1 +
r2
2
√
3m2ADM
(w − w−1), (D.66)
d2 =
√
2 +
r2
2
√
3m2ADM
(w−1 − w) + 8d−11 ,
with w =
(
m2ADM
r2
(√
r4
m4
ADM
+ 27− 3√3
))1/3
. For large radii we obtain
y =
r
mADM
− 2 + 3
2
mADM
r
+O
(mADM
r
)2
, (D.67)
in accordance with our results for the large r expansion (D.60) – note that
for this specific value of p we have η = 3. For small radii we get
y = 1 +
1
64
r4
m4ADM
+O
(
r
mADM
)16/3
, (D.68)
which is consistent with (D.61).
p = 1
The exact result
y =
r
mADM
− 2 (D.69)
implies the Schwarzschild solution for geometry and matter (S = 0).
“Large” p = 1− ε
Since this expansion is again problematic for large radii and gives little new
insight we do not bother to treat this case separately.
2b. Only equations up to quartic order can be solved exactly. Therefore, we must have
either b = 1 or b = 2. The first case leads to the two endpoint solutions and the last one
to p = 1/2.
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D.6.5 Artificial horizons
We have seen that (non-trivial) static solutions allow no Killing horizons.
However, there is a “loophole” in the derivation of this fact: We have as-
sumed positivity of η, which is justified for physical reasons: The ADM mass
is real and also c1 has been assumed to be real. Further, implicitly the sign
of the gravitational coupling constant entered the definition (D.50). Math-
ematically, however, there is no reason for this restriction. For curiosity,
we investigate in this section this (unphysical) region for various values of η
(assuming still a positive ADM mass).
A new interesting feature will occur: The solution breaks down at the
“horizon”2. There is no possibility to extend the solution beyond this point.
This can be interpreted as a breakdown of the assumption of staticity on
(and beyond) the “horizon”. Note that although (e) diverges and h goes to
0 it is possible to extract finite quantities like (e)h or S ′/(e).
η = −ε2
The position of the Killing horizon is located at
rh = 2mADM
(
1− ε
2
2
ln ε+O(ε)2
)
> 2mADM . (D.70)
The limit limε→0 ε
2 ln ε = 0 implies the Schwarzschild metric as a limiting
case. Thus, from this side of the parameter space it is possible to reach
the Schwarzschild solution continuously. Note that the mass aspect function
near i0 is always greater than mADM – thus there is more energy stored in
geometry than in the whole system, which shows that the matter part of the
energy must be negative, in accordance with our previous discussion.
η = −1 + ε2
After a delicate limit the equation
(y + 1) exp
1
y + 1
=
r
mADM
(
1 +O(ε)2) (D.71)
establishes a Killing horizon at r = emADM . In the limit ε→ 0 p goes to ∞.
2We put horizon under quotation marks because the determinant (e) diverges on it s.t.
(e)h is constant. Thus, strictly speaking, the point h = 0 is not a usual Killing-horizon.
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η = −1− ε2
Apart from the fact, that in this case p goes to i∞ the same considerations
as before are valid. The location of the Killing horizon is continuous at the
singular point η = −1.
The general case for η < −1
If we set rh = γmADM with γ ∈ R+0 and let p = ix with x ∈ R the general
solution for γ reads
γ2 =
x2 + 1
x2
exp [x(π − 2 arctanx)] . (D.72)
It is interesting to look for extrema, but the equation arctan x+ x−1 = π/2
has no real solution for x. Only the limiting case x → ∞ can fulfill this
equation. It corresponds to the case η = −1−ε2 for ε→ 0. But for this case
also all further derivatives vanish.
The general case for −1 < η < 0
With the same definitions as before and the modification p = x ∈ R we
obtain
γ2 =
(x+ 1)x+1
x2(x− 1)x−1 . (D.73)
Again, there are no extrema, apart from the singular endpoint x = 0 which
corresponds to the Schwarzschild solution. The limiting case η = −1 + ε2
for ε→ 0 yields again vanishing derivatives for γ. Hence, γ(η) has a critical
point at η = −1: From both sides, all derivatives vanish. This implies,
that small variations of the Killing horizon lead to huge changes in η and
thus in eventual non-static fluctuations. For this reason and the numerical
coincidence γcrit ≈ γ−1Choptuik it may be tempting to seek a relation to critical
collapse. Unfortunately, all our solutions are unphysical (remember that they
imply a negative matter energy density) and hence a direct relation does not
seem to exist.
Appendix E
Hamiltonian formalism
E.1 Introduction
As opposed to the previous appendices, this one contains new results and
therefore some of the calculations are performed more explicitly than in the
reviewing sections before. Nevertheless I have decided to put this technical
part in the appendix, because I believe that it increases the readability of
the main part.
E.2 Analysis of constraints
Starting with the first order Lagrangian (D.12) together with a matter part
(D.25) and defining
(e) =
(
e−0 e
+
1 − e+0 e−1
)
,
q¯i =
(
ω0, e
−
0 , e
+
0
)
,
qi =
(
ω1, e
−
1 , e
+
1
)
,
pi =
(
X,X+, X−
)
,
P =
∂L
∂∂0S
=
∂L(m)
∂∂0S
, (E.1)
we obtain in components
P =
F (X)
(e)
[
(∂1S)
(
e+0 e
−
1 + e
+
1 e
−
0
)− 2 (∂0S) e+1 e−1 ] , (E.2)
(∂0S) =
1
2e+1 e
−
1
[(
e+0 e
−
1 + e
+
1 e
−
0
)
(∂1S)− (e)
F (X)
P
]
, (E.3)
L(m) = F (X)(e)
[
1
4e+1 e
−
1
[
(∂1S)
2 − P
2
F 2(X)
]
− f(S)
]
. (E.4)
The interaction-function f(S) will not be specified in this chapter thus al-
lowing for a rather general treatment of mass-terms and/or arbitrary (non-
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derivative) self-interactions of the scalar field.
The Hamilton density is given by
H = piq˙i + P S˙ − L, (E.5)
and can be expressed in terms of a sum over constraints1
H = αiG˜i. (E.6)
We will show in the next subsection that
αi = −q¯i, G˜i = Gi, (E.7)
with Gi being the secondary constraints. Therefore – by strict analogy with
QED – the q¯i can be interpreted as Lagrange multipliers and hence (in our
notation) will get an upper index. Thus, from now on we will use upper
indices for q¯i and lower indices for p¯i.
The fundamental Poisson brackets are
{qi, pj ′} = δji δ(x− x′), (E.8)
{q¯i, p¯′j} = δijδ(x− x′), (E.9)
{S, P ′} = δ(x− x′), (E.10)
where primed functions denote functions of x′ and unprimed functions depend
on x.
Because the q¯-fields have no “time2” derivative we get the primary con-
straints
p¯i = 0. (E.11)
E.2.1 Poisson brackets with primary constraints
Using the Dirac procedure we check first the Poisson brackets of the primary
constraints with themselves {
p¯i, p¯
′
j
}
= 0, (E.12)
1In theories which are invariant with respect to time reparametrization this is believed
to be a general feature of such theories. It is not quite true – a remarkably simple coun-
terexample can be found in chapter 4 of [93], but it is true if q and p transform as scalars
under time reparametrization.
2We refer to the zero component as “time”, although it need not have the physical
meaning of it. It is just the parameter with respect to which our dynamical systems
evolves.
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and obtain that they are trivial. Next we compute the brackets of the primary
constraints with the Hamiltonian3 (E.5)
{p¯i, H ′} = {p¯i, (∂0S ′)}P − {p¯i,L′} =: Gi. (E.13)
We find for the secondary constraints
G1 = G
g
1, (E.14)
G2 = G
g
2 +
F (X)
4e−1
[
(∂1S)− P
F (X)
]2
− F (X)e+1 f(S), (E.15)
G3 = G
g
3 −
F (X)
4e+1
[
(∂1S) +
P
F (X)
]2
+ F (X)e−1 f(S), (E.16)
where the geometric part of the constraints is determined by
Gg1 = ∂1X +X
−e+1 −X+e−1 , (E.17)
Gg2 = ∂1X
+ + ω1X
+ − e+1 V, (E.18)
Gg3 = ∂1X
− − ω1X− + e−1 V, (E.19)
with the common definition
V = V (X) +X+X−U(X). (E.20)
Now we see indeed that (E.5) can be expressed in terms of the secondary
constraints
H [qi, p
i, S, P, q¯i] = −q¯iGi. (E.21)
E.2.2 Poisson brackets with secondary constraints
Brackets with primary constraints
Because of {p¯i, G(g)j
′} = 0, ∀(i, j) we need only the brackets with the “new”
part of the secondary constraints. Because of the q¯i-independence of eqs.
(E.15) and (E.16) that contribution vanishes also. Thus we conclude
{
p¯i, G
′
j
}
= 0, ∀i, j, (E.22)
establishing the first class property of the primary constraints p¯i.
3Of course, the Hamiltonian is an integral over the Hamilton density but we will omit
the integrals because they are always “killed” by δ-functions.
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Brackets with the Hamiltonian
The bracket with the Hamiltonian splits into a sum of four terms:
{Gj, H ′} = {Gj , q˙′ipi′}+ {Gj, (∂0′S ′)P ′} − {Gj ,L(g)
′} − {Gj,L(m)′}. (E.23)
However, with (E.21) it is sufficient (and easier!) to work with the Hamil-
tonian expressed in terms of secondary constraints multiplied with q¯i. Be-
cause of {
q¯iGi, G
′
j
}
= q¯i
{
Gi, G
′
j
}
, ∀(i, j), (E.24)
it suffices to work with the Poisson algebra of secondary constraints with
themselves.
E.2.3 Poisson algebra of secondary constraints
For convenience we split the bracket between two secondary constraints into
four terms{
Gi, G
′
j
}
=
{
Ggi , G
g
j
′}+ {Ggi , Gmj ′}+ {Gmi , Ggj ′}+ {Gmi , Gmj ′} , (E.25)
the first of which has been calculated in [96].
The brackets with G1 give{
Gg1, G
m
2
′
}
= −Gm2 ,
{
Gg1, G
m
3
′
}
= Gm3 , (E.26)
showing the consistency of the generalization of the algebra in [96] to the
non-minimally coupled case even in the presence of nontrivial interaction
terms.
Finally we need the brackets between G2 and G3:{
Gg2, G
m
3
′
}
+
{
Gm2 , G
g
3
′}
= −X+U(X)Gm3 −X−U(X)Gm2
− X
+
4e+1
F ′(X)
(
(∂1S)
2 − P
2
F 2(X)
)
+
X−
4e−1
F ′(X)
(
(∂1S)
2 − P
2
F 2(X)
)
− f(S)F ′(X) (e−1X+ − e+1X− − ∂1X) , (E.27)
{
Gm2 , G
m
3
′
}
=
F ′(X)∂1X
4e−1 e
+
1
[
(∂1S)
2 − P
2
F 2(X)
]
. (E.28)
Our algebra has therefore the following fundamental Poisson brackets
between its generators:
{G1, G′2} = −G2δ, (E.29)
{G1, G′3} = G3δ, (E.30)
{G2, G′3} = −
dV
dpi
Giδ +
F ′(X)
(e)F (X)
L(m)G1δ. (E.31)
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We have used the abbreviation δ = δ(x− x′). For completeness we need the
Poisson brackets
{G1, G′1} = 0, {G2, G′2} = 0, {G3, G′3} = 0. (E.32)
Note that despite of their simplicity eqs. (E.32) are not trivial since first
derivatives of the δ-function could be present on the r.h.s., as it is the case
for the Virasoro constraints (E.39).
The nonvanishing structure functions of rank = 1 (cf. e.g. [93] for the
definition of rank) are therefore given by
C12
2 = −1,
C13
3 = 1,
C23
1 = − ∂V
∂X
+
F ′(X)
(e)F (X)
L(m),
C23
2 = − ∂V
∂X+
,
C23
3 = − ∂V
∂X−
.
(E.33)
This is a non-trivial generalization of the matterless algebra [22, 37] and the
algebra with minimally coupled matter [96]. Both of them are finite W-
algebras (for a definition of W-algebras cf. e.g. [121]) with generators pi and
Gi. In our case, however, we do not have such a W-algebra anymore because
the matter Lagrangian contains also qi, S and P .
E.2.4 Relation to Poisson-σ models
The matterless algebra can be obtained most simply in the Poisson-σ formu-
lation (cf. appendix D ): The secondary constraints are
Gi = ∂1p
i + P ijqj , (E.34)
and the structure functions are therefore given by
C ijk =
∂P ij
∂pk
, (E.35)
with the Poisson tensor P ij given by (D.8). By comparison with (E.33)
one may be tempted to replace V → V − L(m)/(e) in the Poisson tensor
and add a Poisson coordinate S corresponding to the scalar field to the
Poisson manifold. This works well for static scalars (i.e. a scalar field with a
Lagrangian containing no derivatives of it), which is the deeper reason why
Mann was able to generalize the conservation law to static matter [28]. It
also works for topological matter, e.g. chiral fermions [115] or (anti-)selfdual
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scalars [132]. But there seems to be no way to treat propagating matter
in the framework of Poisson-σ models, since they can cope with topological
degrees of freedom only.
E.3 Different sets of constraints and canoni-
cal variables
E.3.1 The relation to the Virasoro algebra
By a certain linear combination of our constraints, namely
G = G1, (E.36)
H0 = q1G1 − q2G2 + q3G3, (E.37)
H1 = qiGi, (E.38)
we obtain a slightly different algebra
{G,G′} = 0,
{G,H ′0} = −Gδ′,
{G,H ′1} = −Gδ′,
{H0, H ′0} = (H1 +H ′1) δ′,
{H0, H ′1} = (H0 +H ′0) δ′,
{H1, H ′1} = (H1 +H ′1) δ′, (E.39)
which is a semidirect product of the Virasoro algebra (or conformal algebra)
generated by Hi and an invariant abelian subalgebra generated by G [42].
We have used the abbreviation δ′ = ∂δ(x− x′)/∂x′.
Note that the natural algebra closes with the δ-function and the Vira-
soro algebra with its first derivative. The main advantage of this algebra is
its simplicity in the case of (non-minimally coupled) matter: The structure
functions are always constant!
In string theory usually the Fourier-transformed version of (E.39) is called
(classical) “Virasoro-algebra” [135]:
{Ln, Lm} = i(n−m)Ln+m. (E.40)
The (inessential but unusual) factor i appears, because we have used classical
(Poisson) brackets instead of commutator relations. This is also the reason
why no central charge appears.
E.3.2 Abelianization
It is well-known that the algebra of constraints can always be abelianized (at
least locally) – cf. e.g. [93] – although for practical calculations this feature is
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of no great use. We will show that our algebra (E.29-E.31) – which contains
field-dependent structure functions – can be abelianized in a patch containing
no zeros of the Killing-norm by a proper redefinition of the constraints in the
matterless case. Since this set of constraints proves useful also in the case
with matter, we discuss them together in the next section.
E.3.3 The “energetic constraints”
In 2d models of first order gravity there exists always a conservation law (cf.
appendix D on p. 81). The ∂1-derivative of the conserved quantity is a linear
combination of the constraints Gi
∂1C = I(p1) (VG1 + p3G2 + p2G3) , (E.41)
with I(p1) being an integrating factor the explicit form of which is irrelevant
for our purposes. Lets define a new set of constraints
G
(e)
1 = G1, (E.42)
G
(e)
2 =
1
2p2p3I(p1)
(p3G2 − p2G3) , (E.43)
G
(e)
3 = I(p1) (VG1 + p3G2 + p2G3) , (E.44)
which we would like to call “energetic” since the third constraint is equal to
∂1C which has a very close relation to the ADM-mass [77, 78].
The factors in the new constraints are chosen such that
det
∣∣∣∣∣∂(G
(e)
1 , G
(e)
2 , G
(e)
3 )
∂(G1, G2, G3)
∣∣∣∣∣ = 1, (E.45)
showing their linear independence.
Note that the redefinitions (E.42-E.44) behave well in a patch where p2 6=
0 6= p3. Particularly, they break down on a Killing-horizon. But actually,
this is not a problem at the classical level, because it is possible to transform
back canonically after a convenient gauge has been chosen.
Since the geometric parts of the energetic constraints forms an abelian
algebra (see below) one could try to use them as canonical coordinates and
find their corresponding momenta. This is possible for G
(e)
1 and G
(e)
2 straight-
forwardly:
qc1 := G
(e)
1 I(p1)
−1,
qc2 := G
(e)
2 ,
pc1 := −
1
2
ln p2/p3,
pc2 := p1. (E.46)
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In the framework of Poisson-σ-model (PSM) this amounts to finding the
Casimir-Darboux4 coordinates on the Poisson manifold [22].
Unfortunately, ∂1C(g) contains unwieldy ∂1-derivatives. Therefore, it is
convenient to identify the third coordinate with C(g) (up to the integrating
factor) rather than with its derivative:
qc3 := C(g)/I(p1). (E.47)
The canonical momentum reduces to the simple expression
pc3 := −
q2p2 + q3p3
2p2p3
. (E.48)
We have obtained a nice interpretation for these variables in the absence
of matter:
• pc1 is canonically conjugate to the Lorentz-constraint, which is the ex-
pected result, since it parametrizes the Lorentz-angle.
• pc2 is the canonical momentum for the second energetic constraint, for
which we have had no physical interpretation up to now: This con-
straint is the canonical conjugate of the dilaton field – so if the latter
is to be interpreted as a radius, the former plays the roˆle of radial
translations.
• pc3 is essentially the canonical conjugate for the geometric part of the
conserved quantity – thus, a natural choice of gauge would be pc3 = x0
or q = x1, depending whether x0 or x1 are timelike coordinates, since
qualitatively the canonical conjugate of energy is time.
Possible anomalies of the constraints correspond thus to 1. quantum violation
of frame-rotation symmetry, 2. quantum violation of translation invariance
and 3. quantum violation of energy conservation, respectively.
Of course, matter modifies these relations according to (E.57-E.59). Since
we do not like to have integrals in the constraint G
(e)
3 we will again return to
the original definition (E.44) for the case with matter. Before we investigate
the properties of the set (E.42-E.44) in the presence of matter, it is very
convenient to introduce a new set of canonical variables.
4Since the Poisson tensor is degenerate simple Darboux coordinates are not accessible
because the manifold is not symplectic. But it contains symplectic leaves “counted” by the
value of the Casimir function. So each point in the Poisson manifold is uniquely defined
by the Darboux coordinates on a given symplectic leave labeled by a certain value of the
Casimir function. This justifies the name “Casimir-Darboux” coordinates.
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Energetic coordinates
We perform a canonical transformation5
(q2, q3, p2, p3)→ (q, q⊥, p, p⊥), (E.49)
defined by the relations6
q := −pc3,
q⊥ := q2p2 − q3p3,
p := p2p3,
p⊥ := −pc1. (E.50)
It is noteworthy, that q, q⊥, p are Lorentz-covariant variables while p⊥ is pro-
portional to the Lorentz-angle.
The determinant
det
∣∣∣∣∂(q2, q3, p2, p3)∂(q, q⊥, p, p⊥)
∣∣∣∣ = 1 (E.51)
again equals unity and the canonical transformation is regular in the same
range where the new set of constraints (E.42-E.44) is defined. Consistently,
the inverse transformation
p2 =
√
pep⊥,
p3 =
√
pe−p⊥,
q2 =
1
2
√
p
ep⊥ (2qp− q⊥) ,
q3 =
1
2
√
p
e−p⊥ (2qp+ q⊥) , (E.52)
is regular as long as p 6= 0. For later convenience we introduce the quantity
E := 1/(4q2q3) = 1/(4e
−
1 e
+
1 ) = p/
(
4q2p2 − q2⊥
)
. (E.53)
The geometric part of the new constraints (E.42-E.44) has now the very
simple form
G
(e,g)
1 = ∂1p1 − q⊥, (E.54)
G
(e,g)
2 = I(p1)
−1 (∂1p⊥ + q1 − Vq) , (E.55)
G
(e,g)
3 = I(p1) (∂1p + V∂1p1) , (E.56)
5This is a special case of a transformation introduced in [136]. Similar coordinates (in
the matterless case) have already been used in [30].
6It is straightforward to prove that all fundamental Poisson brackets are conserved by
this transformation.
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while the matter part is given by
G
(e,m)
1 = 0, (E.57)
G
(e,m)
2 = I(p1)
−1
(
−qF (p1)f(S) + qET+ + q⊥E
2p
T ∗
)
, (E.58)
G
(e,m)
3 = I(p1)
(
q⊥F (p1)f(S)− q⊥ET+ − 2qpET ∗
)
, (E.59)
resembling in structure the matter part of the natural constraints. We have
used the definitions
T± := F (p1)
(
(∂1S)
2 ± P
2
F 2(p1)
)
, T ∗ := 2 (∂1S)P, (E.60)
which yield the Virasoro-like algebra (it closes with δ′)
f
{
T±, T±
′
}
g′ = ±2T ∗δ(x− x′)f←→∂ g, (E.61)
f
{
T ∗, T ∗′
}
g′ = 2T ∗δ(x− x′)f←→∂ g, (E.62)
f
{
T±, T ∗′
}
g′ = 2T±δ(x− x′)f←→∂ g − 2T∓δ(x− x′)fgF
′
F
, (E.63)
f
{
T±, T∓
′
}
g′ = 2T ∗δ(x− x′)fg
(
2
F ′
F
− P
′
P
+
S ′′
S ′
)
, (E.64)
with a
←→
∂ b := a(∂b)− b(∂a).
All structure function vanish apart from C23
i = −C32i which has non-
vanishing matter contributions. For simplicity we assume f(S) = 0 and
obtain:
C23
1 =
1
(e)
F ′(p1)
F (p1)
L(m) = O (S2) , (E.65)
C23
2 = 0, (E.66)
C23
3 = −E
p
(
T+(8Epq2 − 1) + 4ET ∗qq⊥
)
I(p1)
−1 = O (S2) . (E.67)
This implies in particular the abelianization of the algebra in the matterless
limit.
E.3.4 A canonical transformation
In the case of non-minimal coupling (F (X) 6= const) the scalar field S and
its momentum P appear unsymmetrically in the Lagrangian. Even more
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important than this esthetic remark is the problem with the coupling func-
tion in the path-integral: It leads to a set of coupled PDE (3.31-3.32) as
opposed to the minimally coupled case, where these PDE decouple. This is
the motivation for a canonical transformation leading to a symmetrized set
of fields.
Let S˜ = [F (X)]a S with a ∈ R. Because of {S, P} = {S˜, P˜} with P˜ =
∂L/∂∂0S˜ = PF−a this seems to be a canonical transformation at first glance
– and a good one, too, because the asymmetry between S and P due to the
factor F (X) vanishes for a = 1
2
.
However, because of
{
S˜, ω1
}
= F−a {S, ω1} − aSF−a−1F ′ {X,ω1} 6= 0 (E.68)
the transformation
S → S˜ = S [F (X)]a , P → P˜ = P [F (X)]−a (E.69)
is not canonical.
A transformation of canonical variables is called “canonical” if all the
Poisson brackets are invariant under this transformation or if all brackets are
multiplied by the same constant [124]. We define the transformation T :
T : (qi, p
i, q¯i, p¯i, S, P )→ (q˜i, p˜i, ˜¯qi, ˜¯pi, S˜, P˜ ), (E.70)
with
q˜1 = q1 + a
F ′(X)
F (X)
SP,
q˜2 = q2,
q˜3 = q3,
p˜i = pi,
˜¯qi = q¯i,
˜¯pi = p¯i,
S˜ = S [F (X)]a ,
P˜ = P [F (X)]−a ,
(E.71)
and prove that it is canonical: We show that all Poisson brackets are invariant
under T . Obviously, this is true for all brackets of unchanged variables with
other unchanged variables. Thus it is sufficient to show that all brackets of
changed variables (S, P and q1 = ω1) with all other variables are invariant
under T . The brackets of S and P are obviously the same as the brackets
of S˜ and P˜ with all variables except ω1. The brackets of ω1 are obviously
the same as the brackets of ω˜1 with all variables except S, P and itself.
Therefore, it is sufficient to check only the brackets between ω˜1 and the three
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changed variables explicitly:
{S˜, ω˜′1} = F−a {S, ω˜1′} − aSF−a−1F ′ {X, ω˜′1} = 0, (E.72)
{P˜ , ω˜′1} = F a {P, ω˜1′}+ aSF a−1F ′ {X, ω˜′1} = 0, (E.73)
{ω˜1, ω˜′1} = 0, (E.74)
with the last equation being a consequence of the absence of space derivatives
in ω˜1.
Thus we get a new Hamiltonian
H(q, p, ...)→ T ◦H(q, p, ...) = H˜(q˜, p˜, ...), (E.75)
where
H˜ = − ¯˜iqG˜i(q˜, p˜, ...). (E.76)
Of course we also get a new effective Hamiltonian
Heff → T ◦Heff (q, p, ...) = H˜(q˜, p˜, ...) + λ˜i ¯˜ip+ τ˜ iG˜i(q˜, p˜, ...). (E.77)
Unfortunately the action of space-derivatives on the coupling function in the
secondary constraints spoils the simplicity of this Hamiltonian. Thus, the
law of conservation of misery prevents us from simplifying the path integral
by this canonical transformation.
E.4 Gauge invariance and gauge fixing
There exists an infinite number of possible gauge fixings – but even by re-
stricting oneself to “meaningful gauges” – in the sense that they result in
a computable, non-trivial and physically interpretable quantized theory –
there is a variety of choices. We will just pick a few of them and discuss their
advantages and drawbacks.
To start with, we have to count our gauge degrees of freedom: We have got
6 independent first class constraints and therefore need 6 gauge conditions
if the Dirac conjecture holds for our model. If there are no second class
constraints involved in the Dirac algorithm and no bifurcations arise, then it
is neccessary and sufficient that the matrix V ba , defined by
{H,Φa} = VabΦb, (E.78)
is of maximal rank, where the index a runs over all primary constraints and
b over all secondary constraints [93]. Indeed, for our model we get
Va
b = −diag (1, 1, 1) , (E.79)
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which proofs the validity of the Dirac conjecture in our case.
Bearing in mind the number of gauge conditions in the Lagrangian for-
mulation (2 from diffeomorphisms and 1 from local Lorentz transformations)
we see that the number of necessary gauge conditions has doubled, us usual
in the Hamiltonian formalism.
One rather simple choice is the multiplier gauge
µi = 0, ∀i, (E.80)
which leads after elimination of λi and p¯i to a Hamiltonian action where only
the unconstrained momenta appear
LH =
∫
d2x
[
piq˙i + P S˙ + q¯
iGi
]
. (E.81)
Because of (E.81) it makes sense to call q¯i a “Lagrange multiplier” – by strict
analogy with QED where A0 plays this roˆle [93]. Of course, one still has three
gauge degrees of freedom left the fixing of which will be the issue of the next
subsections.
But before we would like to investigate the action of a general gauge
transformation ∫
dx
(
εi1p¯i + ε
i
2Gi
)
(E.82)
on the canonical variables and the Lagrange multipliers:
δqi = ε
j
2 {qi, Gj} ,
δq¯i = εi1,
δλi = ε˙i1,
δpi = εj2
{
pi, Gj
}
,
δp¯i = 0, (E.83)
and
δµi = ε˙i2 +
(
µk − q¯k) εj2Cjki − εi1. (E.84)
Since we have chosen the multiplier-gauge µ = 0 we get as consistency
condition
εi1 = ε˙
i
2 +
(
µk − q¯k) εj2Cjki. (E.85)
Therefore, we obtain
δq¯i = ε˙i − q¯kεjCjki, (E.86)
δλi = ε¨i − q¯kε˙jCjki − ˙¯qkεjCjki − q¯kεjC˙jki, (E.87)
having defined ε = ε2. Eq. (E.86) shows that q¯ now really transforms like a
Lagrange multiplier.
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E.4.1 Extended phase space approach
We simplify our action from the beginning starting with a trivial shift in q¯i
and hence a canonical transformation where we have joined q¯i and µi to a
single variable denoted again by q¯i.
Apart from some minor differences in the notations, we follow closely [93].
Starting with
LH =
∫ [
Q˙iP
i − λip¯i + q¯iGi
]
, (E.88)
where Qi = (qi, q¯
i, S) and P i are the corresponding momenta. Note that we
treat now the Lagrange multipliers q¯i as canonical variables thus enlarging
our phase space. We obtain two quadruples of constraint/canonical coordi-
nate/ghost/ghost momentum7:(
p¯i, q¯
i, bi, pbi
)
,
(
Gi,−, ci, pci
)
. (E.89)
Note that in (E.89) we do not have any “coordinate” conjugate to the sec-
ondary constraints Gi, although one could try to construct some quantities
which fulfill canonical Poisson bracket relations with them. But since we do
not need these quantities for the BRST procedure we will skip this.
The total extended gauge fixed Hamiltonian is given by
Hgf = HBRST + {Ψ,Ω} , (E.90)
with HBRST being a BRST-invariant extension of the “physical Hamiltonian”
(in our case it vanishes as the Hamiltonian equals to zero on the surface
of constraints), Ψ being the so-called “gauge fixing fermion” and Ω is the
BRST-charge [72, 73].
A useful class of gauge fixing fermions is given by [93]
Ψ = pbiχ
i + pci q¯
i, (E.91)
where χi are some functions of (Qi, Pi) and are called the “gauge fixing
functions”.
The BRST charge is given by
Ω = Ωmin + Ωnonmin, (E.92)
Ωmin = c
iGi +
1
2
cicjCij
kpck, (E.93)
Ωnonmin = b
ip¯i. (E.94)
7Note that the ghost momenta have ghost number −1 and therefore sometimes are
called “antighosts” (especially if they are part of a Lagrange multiplier quadruple); the
conjugate momenta to the multipliers are sometimes (especially in QFT) called “Stu¨ckel-
berg fields” or “Nakanishi-Lautrup” fields.
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Note that the separation between the “minimal” and the “nonminimal” sec-
tor of the theory is by no means unique: If we would have treated q¯i not as
a Lagrange multiplier but as an ordinary canonical variable, then we would
have put (E.94) into (E.93).
Since the structure functions (E.33) are field dependent it is non-trivial
that the homological perturbation series stops at rank = 1. In general one
would expect the presence of higher order ghost terms (“ghost self inter-
actions”). However, we will prove that already Ω as defined in (E.92) is
nilpotent.
For the matterless case this is a simple consequence of the Poisson struc-
ture: The Jacobi identity for the Poisson tensor (D.8) implies that the ho-
mological perturbation series stops already at the Yang-Mills level [22]. Here
I will show that the inclusion of (dynamical) scalars does not change this
feature.
An important point to note is that only the C23
i components may lead
to non-trivial terms. Thus, after a straightforward calculation which is es-
sentially equivalent to the matterless case we obtain:
Ω2 =
1
2
cncicjpck∆
k
[nij] +
1
4
cicj∆ nn[ij] + A
ijnm
kl
{
Cij
k, Cnm
l
}
, (E.95)
with ∆nij
k =
{
Gn, Cij
k
}
, and Aijnmkl =
1
4
cicjcncmpckp
c
l . Note that the terms
which contain Poisson brackets of Cij
k with themselves vanish either trivially
since the corresponding components are constant or they vanish due to the
appearance of at least on c2i term.
The first expression of (E.95) vanishes identically and after some small
calculation it is found that also the second term vanishes, although the indi-
vidual Poisson brackets do not. The essential point is that in the nontrivial
structure functions the matter part yields zero. Therefore, Ω2 = 0 is true for
(E.92) and no higher order structure functions appear even for the case of
nonminimally coupled matter. Thus we get for the gauge fixed Hamiltonian:
Hgf = p
b
i
{
χi,Ω
}− χip¯i − q¯iGi + q¯n
{
pcn,
1
2
cicjCij
kpck
}
+ pcib
i. (E.96)
We are free to choose the gauge fixing fermion as we wish without chang-
ing the “physical observables” in the sense of Fradkin and Vilkovisky8 because
the resulting path integral is invariant [138, 139, 140].
8This statement is true only for BRST-invariant quantities, but not when source terms
are included (i.e. on the quantum level). Since we are not trying to prove the gauge
independence of the S-matrix [137], the Fradkin-Vilkovisky theorem is sufficient for our
purposes.
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E.4.2 Temporal gauges
By “temporal gauges” we mean the following class of gauge fixings:
q¯i = ai, (E.97)
where ai is some constant triple leading to a non-trivial metric9. For sake
of definiteness and simplicity we will choose ai = (0, 1, 0) in accordance
with [37, 96, 97].
We specify the gauge fixing functions as follows:
χi =
1
ε
(
q¯i − ai) , ai = (0, 1, 0), (E.98)
with ε being a (not necessarily small) positive constant. With this choice
equation (E.96) reduces to
Hgf =
1
ε
pbib
i − 1
ε
(
q¯i − ai) p¯i − q¯iGi − q¯icjCijkpck + pcibi. (E.99)
The EOM for q¯i
˙¯qi = −1
ε
(
q¯i − ai) , (E.100)
yield some homogeneous contribution for all three components and (in our
gauge) only one inhomogeneous component:
q¯1 = e−
1
ε
(x0−y0), q¯2 = 1+e−
1
ε
(x0−y0), q¯3 = e−
1
ε
(x0−y0),
(E.101)
Clearly, in any of the following limits
lim
ε→0
, lim
x0→∞
, lim
y0→−∞
,
(E.102)
we get vanishing homogeneous parts as long as x0 > y0 and ε remains positive.
It should be mentioned that equation (E.99) is (apart from different signs
due to a different convention in the gauge fixing fermion) identical to equation
(2.28) of [99] and equation (24) of [96].
Because we wish to take the limit limε→0 later, we must get rid of the 1/ε-
terms. This goal can be achieved by a redefinition of the canonical momenta
p¯i → ˆ¯pi = εp¯i, pbi → pˆbi = εpbi , (E.103)
9E.g. the choice ai = (a, 0, 0), a ∈ R leads to a singular metric and thus has to be
rejected.
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which has a unit super-Jacobian in the path integral. The EOM for q¯i do
not change under this (generalized canonical) transformation.
The path integral is given by
W =
∫
(Dqi)
(Dpi) (Dq¯i) (D ˆ¯pi) (DS) (DP ) (Dci) (Dpci) (Dbi) (Dpˆbi)
× exp
[
i
∫ (Leff + Jipi + jiqi +QS) d2x
]
, (E.104)
with
Leff = piq˙i + ε ˆ¯pi ˙¯qi + P S˙ + εpˆbi b˙i + pci c˙i −Hgf . (E.105)
It turns out to be very useful to introduce sources not only for qi and S,
but also for the momenta pi, which we have denoted by Ji. The reason of
this unusual treatment is that we are going to use also an unusual order or
path integrations: First we will integrate out the geometric coordinates and
then the geometric momenta. In a certain sense we are “forgetting” that the
target space coordinates X,X± are the canonical momenta of the Cartan-
variables and introduce therefore sources for both quantities. This will turn
out to be very helpful in the detection of an ambiguity (see below).
Integrating over ˆ¯pi and q¯
i yields the gauge fixed Hamiltonian where q¯i is
replaced by the fixed quantities (E.101). Next, we perform the integration
over bi and pˆbi and get a simpler expression for the path integral:
W =
∫
(Dqi)
(Dpi) (DS) (DP ) (Dci) (Dpci)
× exp
[
i
∫ (Leff + Jipi + jiqi +QS) d2x
]
, (E.106)
where
Leff = piq˙i + P S˙ + pci c˙i + q¯i
∣∣
gf
Gi − q¯i
∣∣
gf
cjCij
k (pck + εp˙
c
k) . (E.107)
We define the “Faddeev-Popov-matrix”
M ji =
(
δji ∂0 + q¯
k
∣∣
gf
Cik
j
)
(1 + ε∂0) , (E.108)
and by partial integration rewrite the Lagrangian as
Leff = piq˙i + P S˙ + q¯i
∣∣
gf
Gi − ciM ji pcj. (E.109)
Finally we integrate over the last ghost-momentum pair and obtain
W =
∫ (Dqi) (Dpi) (DS) (DP ) detM ji
× exp
[
i
∫ (Leff + Jipi + jiqi +QS) d2x
]
, (E.110)
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with
Leff = piq˙i + P S˙ + q¯i
∣∣
gf
Gi. (E.111)
The factor (1+ε∂0) yields a field independent determinant and thus it makes
no difference for this term whether we take the limit limε→0 or not. The rest
of the matrix takes the form
M =

 ∂0 −q¯2 q¯3−Kq¯3 ∂0 + q¯1 −X−U(X)q¯3 −X+U(X)q¯3
Kq¯2 X−U(X)q¯2 ∂0 − q¯1 +X+U(X)q¯2

 , (E.112)
with
K = V ′(X) +X+X−U ′(X)− F
′(X)
F (X)
L(m)
(e)
, (E.113)
and the q¯i are understood to be the gauge fixed quantities (E.101). Letting
ε→ 0 from the beginning simplifies (E.112) considerably:
lim
ε→0
M =

 ∂0 −1 00 ∂0 0
K X−U(X) ∂0 +X
+U(X)q¯2

 , (E.114)
leading to the path integral
Wε=0 =
∫
(Dqi)
(Dpi) (DS) (DP ) (det ∂0)2 det (∂0 +X+U(X))
× exp
[
i
∫ (Lε=0eff + Jipi + jiqi +QS) d2x
]
, (E.115)
with
Lε=0eff = piq˙i + P S˙ +G2. (E.116)
A shortcut
Treating temporal gauge directly as a multiplier gauge simplifies considerably
the amount of calculational effort. With the gauge fixing fermion
Ψ = pc2 (E.117)
we obtain immediately and without some ε-trick
Hgf = −G2 − cjC2jkpck. (E.118)
Integrating out ci and pci leads to the same Faddeev-Popov determinant as
above giving rise to the same effective Lagrangian as before.
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The “lost” equations
If one is used to canonical gauges one may wonder how it is possible to impose
temporal gauge in the Hamiltonian formalism and why the secondary con-
straints now “disappeared”. In order to investigate this issue it is convenient
to regard some “toy-model” – e.g. QED.
Lets perform the same steps as we have done for first order gravity (fixing
A0 = 0) and we arrive (after integrating out the ghosts and ghost momenta)
at the analogue of the Hamiltonian path integral (E.110):
W =
∫
(DAi)
(DΠi) det ∂0 × exp
[
i
∫
Leff + sources
]
, (E.119)
with
Leff = ΠiA˙i −Hphys, (E.120)
where the only essential difference to first order gravity is the appearance of
a weakly nonvanishing (“physical”) Hamiltonian
Hphys =
1
2
ΠiΠi +
1
4
F ijFij (E.121)
in the action. The standard notation for QED has been chosen in (E.120)
and (E.121) – cf. e.g. [93].
It seems at first glance that the Gauss-law is absent. We will show that
this is not the case – it is present, although in a rather unusual form: It is a
consequence of a Ward-like identity. To prove this we perform a trivial shift
in the coordinates Ai
Ai → Ai + ∂iΛ, (E.122)
which does not change the measure of the path integral. The specific form
of this shift shows that it is a gauge transformation which generally moves
away from the gauge fixing constraint A0 = 0 (whenever ∂0Λ 6= 0). Note
that the physical Hamiltonian (E.121) is invariant under this shift, but the
expression ΠiA˙i transforms into
ΠiA˙i → ΠiA˙i +Πi∂0∂iΛ. (E.123)
Due to the invariance of the path integral under variable substitution we
obtain therefore (after a partial integration dropping the surface term) the
condition
∂iΠ
i = 0, (E.124)
which is the “lost” constraint!
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Note that dropping the surface term is possible because we impose some
boundary conditions on Ai (e.g. natural boundary conditions) and want
them left unchanged by (E.122). Thus, Λ has to be zero at the boundary
leading to a vanishing surface term in (E.124).
It is noteworthy that we must choose a time dependent function Λ in
order to obtain (E.124) – this is due to the fact that a shift with a time
independent function Λ is just a residual gauge transformation within the
class of temporal gauges.
Analogously, for first order gravity one must perform “shifts” in the co-
ordinates (and momenta) the specific form of which is given by the gauge
group SO(1, 1)×Diff2 and derive such Ward-like identities which restore the
“lost equations”. Also, certain boundary conditions on the canonical vari-
ables have to be imposed. For sake of simplicity we fix them by assuming
asymptotic flatness of the metric as the most natural choice [102]. We will
investigate this more explicitly in the next paragraph.
Residual gauge freedom
For reasons discussed above, we are now interested in the residual gauge
freedom, i.e. a gauge transformation which leaves the set of gauge- and
consistency conditions
δq¯i = 0, δµi = 0, δλi = 0 (E.125)
invariant10. Because of (E.85-E.87) the relations
δq¯i = ε˙i − q¯kεjCjki = 0 (E.126)
are sufficient and necessary conditions for a residual gauge transformation.
In components this reads
δq¯1 = ε˙1 − ε3C321, (E.127)
δq¯2 = ε˙2 − ε3C322 − ε1C122, (E.128)
δq¯3 = ε˙3 − ε3C323. (E.129)
10Note that we have used δq¯i = 0 which is sufficient, but not neccessary for our residual
gauge transformation. In fact, also transformations which change q¯i according to q¯i →
˜¯qi = ai +
(
q¯i − ai) e 1c (x0−y0) are consistent with our gauge fixings as long as we do not
freeze the small parameter ε in (E.98). In this sense it actually does make a difference
whether we fix ε or not. In the following we will assume this ε to be constant.
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This is a linear system of first order PDE which can be solved easily:
ε1 = f 1(x1)−
∫ t
dt′ε3(t′)
(
dV
dX
+
F ′(X)
(e)F (X)
L(m)
)
, (E.130)
ε2 = f 2(x1)−
∫ t
dt′
(
ε3(t′)X−U(X)
)
+
∫ t
dt′
(
ε1(t′)
)
, (E.131)
ε3 = f 3(x1) · exp
∫ t
dt′
(
X+U(X)
)
. (E.132)
The main difference to Yang-Mills lies in the non-vanishing and field
dependent structure functions of the secondary constraints’ algebra and in
the fact, that for physical reasons we could not choose q¯i = 0, ∀i. Therefore,
we have obtained a nontrivial contribution beside the integration constants.
Fixing these three constants freezes the residual gauge freedom.
It is noteworthy, that the classical EOM for qi (expressed in temporal
gauge) are completely equivalent to (E.130-E.132), with the identification
εi = qi. This is the reason, why the ambiguous term (see below) plays a
dominant roˆle in the quantum counterpart of the EOM for qi (E.136).
Once we have fixed ε3 we also have determined the essential part of ε1
and ε2. The remaining (space-dependent) constants in these two parameters
are just additive. However, the structure of ε3 is qualitatively very different.
Indeed, ε3 is equivalent to the first part of the “ambiguous term” (3.43).
Thus, it seems plausible that there exists a relation between this ambiguity
and the residual gauge freedom, and that this ambiguity must be fixed by
the integration constants, which is possible via proper boundary conditions.
In terms of Lorentz boosts and diffeomorphisms the residual gauge trans-
formations have already been investigated (cf. eqs. (71-75) in [97]).
The ambiguous terms
We let the residual gauge transformation (E.173) with gauge parameters
given by (E.130-E.132) act on the gauge fixed action (E.116):
δε
(
piq˙i + P S˙ +G2
)
=
dM
dt
+ ε˙iGi + ε
iC2i
kGk =
dM
dt
. (E.133)
The first term is a surface term, the second arises due to the action of the
explicit time derivative on the generator of the time dependent canonical
transformation (E.173) and the last one simply follows from the transfor-
mation of G2. The sum over all terms cancels precisely if we plug in the
solutions (E.130-E.132) and only the (inessential) boundary term remains.
Thus, the only non-trivial contribution may arise due to source terms, which
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we have neglected so far. But we have achieved an important intermediate
cross-check: The gauge fixed action (E.116) is invariant under residual gauge
transformations (E.173) with (E.130- E.132).
Now what about the source terms? In the following, we give a heuristic
argument, why the terms Jip
i are potentially interesting: We do not care
about the matter source at the moment, because the ambiguity arises before
matter is integrated out perturbatively and also in the limit of vanishing mat-
ter. Gauge variation of a linear function of the coordinates qi yields again a
linear function of them, as inspection of (E.174) reveals (modulo matter con-
tributions). But gauge variation of the momenta pi results in something non-
linear (both, the gauge parameter εi and the transformed momenta (E.174)
show these non-linearities). Thus, the source terms Jip
i transform into some
non-linear combination of the momenta and can yield something non-trivial
in the action after such a residual gauge transformation. Of course, this is
only hand-waving, but at least we are led to investigate whether we find
something interesting in the source terms Jip
i or not.
Indeed, additional terms arise after all momenta and all geometric co-
ordinates have been integrated out exactly due to the following ambiguity:∫
x
∫ ′
x
Jix∇−10xx′fx′ = −
∫
x
∫ ′
x
∇˜−10xx′Jixfx′ . (E.134)
We have decorated the “inverse derivative” in the term on the r.h.s. with a
tilde, because the regularized version of this operator will differ from the reg-
ularized version of ∇−10xx′ , in general [97]. Terms of that form are encountered
in the solution for the momenta (3.34-3.36).
This ambiguity implies in particular, that homogeneous solutions
∇˜−10xx′Jix → ∇˜−10xx′Jix + hi, ∇˜0hi = 0 (E.135)
may be added to the sources. These homogeneous solutions (together with
fx′) constitute the ambiguous terms which have been introduced in (3.41-
3.43).
After this “sleight of mind” one may wonder what would have happened,
if we had not bothered about this ambiguity at all: First of all, in the limit
of vanishing sources we would have obtained a trivial action for the scalar
field. Also, in the matterless case, the quantum EOM for the coordinates qi
〈qi〉 = δ
iδji
∫
L(amb)
∣∣∣∣
ji=0,Ji=0
(E.136)
would have been trivial if the ambiguous terms were absent. Further, a
traditional approach (i.e. Ji = 0 from the beginning and with the traditional
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order of path integration) for the KV model produces an action which is
precisely of the form of the ambiguous term [99], thus it would have been
puzzling to lose it using a different order of integrations. Actually, the last
fact triggered the search for the ambiguity [133].
Finally we would like to clarify why in ordinary Yang-Mills theory this
phenomenon of ambiguity is apparently absent. A technical argument is
simply, that in Yang-Mills theory there is no reason why in temporal gauge
one of the gauge fixed vector potential components should be 6= 0. In fact, one
of the main advantages of temporal gauge is the vanishing of certain terms
due to q¯i = 0, ∀i. But we have already seen that gravity does not allow such
a choice, because the metric would be singular. A more substantial reason is
the constance of the structure functions in the Yang-Mills case. Therefore,
the residual gauge transformation parameters (E.130-E.132) do not involve
non-linearities in the momenta. Finally, we would like to emphasize that
the trivial part of the ambiguous term actually does occur in Yang-Mills
theory. It is usually (and quite often tacitly) fixed by natural boundary
conditions [93]. This is again in contrast to gravity, because for physical
reasons it is impossible to achieve qi → 0 for r → ∞ simply because the
metric would be singular at i0 in that case.
Thus, this ambiguous term (or better: the fact that is plays an important
roˆle in the action) is really a novel feature of gravity theories, which explains
why most persons (including myself) feel uneasy when they encounter it for
the first time.
E.4.3 Energetic gauges
Due to its nice properties, it is tempting to use the energetic set of con-
straints as a starting point for quantization. Since it is not very convenient
to reformulate the canonical Hamiltonian (which vanishes weakly anyway) in
terms of these constraints, we will apply reduced phase space quantization,
closely following [141].
Reduced phase space quantization
The total Hamiltonian generating functional in a canonical gauge
χ¯i = 0, χi = 0 (E.137)
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is given by
W =
∫
(DQ)(DP)δ(3)(χ¯i)δ(3)(χi)δ(3)(p¯i)δ(3)(G(e)i ) det
{
χ¯i, p¯
′
j
}
× det
{
χi, G
(e)
j
′
}
exp i
∫ (L(eff) + sources + boundary), (E.138)
with
L(eff) = P iQ˙i −Hext, Hext = λip¯i + µiG(e)i ≈ 0, (E.139)
and
Q = (q1, q, q⊥, q¯i, S), P = (p1, p, p⊥, p¯i, P ), (E.140)
having restricted ourselves to “block”-gauges of the form
χ¯i = χ¯i(Q,P), χi = χi(q1, p1, q, p, q⊥, p⊥, S, P ). (E.141)
For the time being we will neglect source and boundary contributions.
Useful gauges
For the gauge fixing of the primary constraints we choose
χ¯1 = q¯1 − f1(q1, p1, q, p, q⊥, p⊥, q¯3), (E.142)
χ¯2 = q¯2 − q¯3 − f2(q1, p1, q, p, q⊥, p⊥), (E.143)
χ¯3 = q¯3 − f3(q1, p1, q, p, q⊥, p⊥, S, P ), (E.144)
with some (yet unspecified) functions fi. f1 (f2) we will fix s.t. it is equivalent
with the EOM (D.23) resp. (D.20). f3 will be fixed later explicitly by
requiring consistency between the matter EOM following from the gauge
fixed action (E.149) and the original EOM (D.26) in the same gauge.
By χ1 we will fix p1, because p1 enters the constraints in a nonpolynomial
way and thus it is very convenient to fix it. There are two important special
cases: p1 = p1(x0) and p1 = p1(x1). The latter can lead to a trivial effec-
tive bulk action and hence the “dynamics” will be hidden in a complicated
boundary structure (corresponding to a gauge with the “time not flowing”).
Therefore we restrict ourselves to the former, which will lead to a nonvanish-
ing gauge fixed Hamiltonian. χ1 fixes part of the diffeomorphism invariance,
χ1 = p1 − p1(x0). (E.145)
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With χ2 we would like to fix Lorentz invariance and thus it must be a
function of q1 and/or p⊥. Since the canonical partner of p⊥ enters the con-
straints only linearly – as opposed to the partner of q1 – it is more convenient
to choose
χ2 = p⊥ − p⊥(x0, x1). (E.146)
The last gauge degree of freedom will be fixed by
χ3 = q − q(x0, x1). (E.147)
In this case G
(e)
3 provides an integral solution for p with an undetermined
integration function p0(x0). It amounts to a residual gauge degree of freedom:
p =
x1∫
−∞
4
q
(∂1S)Pdx1 + p0(x0) =: p0(x0) (1− η) . (E.148)
Solving the constraint G
(e)
1 establishes q⊥ = 0. G
(e)
2 determines q1 as a
function of p.
The gauge fixed action (up to boundary and source terms) is given by
Lg.f. = P S˙ − p˙1q1 + pq˙. (E.149)
The Faddeev-Popov determinant is canceled completely by the corresponding
terms coming from the δ-functions.
This class of gauges is what we call “useful gauges” – not implying that
all other choices are useless, but still indicating that this specific class has
nice properties and nontrivial bulk dynamics.
A special class of useful gauges
An interesting three parameter family of gauge fixing conditions is given by
p1 =
λ2
4
x20,
p⊥ = 0,
q =
q0
x0
,
p0 = pˆ0x
2
0, (E.150)
where we have fixed also the residual gauge transformations. The exponents
of the monomials q and p0 have been chosen s.t. the leading order of the
effective Hamiltonian in a weak matter expansion is proportional to the Klein-
Gordon Hamiltonian on a flat (auxiliary) background. Note that we could
add arbitrary NLO terms to q and/or p0 without changing this result. While
this change in q just amounts to a different gauge choice additional terms in
p0 correspond to different (physically motivated) boundary conditions. In our
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particular case it means that for x1 → −∞ the manifold is flat and contains
a freely propagating KG field, while for x1 → ∞ there is a nontrivial NLO
contribution from the ADM mass (we will see below that η is proportional
to the mass-aspect function divided by x0).
We list some consequences of our gauge choice:
e−1 = e
+
1 ,
e−0 = e
+
0 +
2q0
e+1
,
X− = X+ =
√
p =
x0
q0
e+1 ,
√−g = λ
2
2
|q0| = const. (E.151)
Especially the property
√−g = const. is very convenient and allows a nice
geometrical interpretation. Moreover, it automatically yields the proper dif-
feomorphism invariant measure in the path integral since DS ∝ D(−g)1/4S
in that gauge.
For SRG the gauge fixed Hamiltonian shows a complete decoupling from
the “potential” V (which is just a constant in our case) and resembles the
free KG Hamiltonian. The cancellation of the U(p1) terms is coincidence and
valid for SRG only11.
It is possible to fix the 2D volume element to 1 by choosing q0 = ± 2λ2 .
This reduces the original set to a two parameter family of gauge fixings
(modulo the sign, which is fixed by a positivity requirement below). The
second condition arises because we assume limx0→∞ g11 = 1 in order to obtain
asymptotically Minkowski space. This implies as second relation pˆ0 = 1/2q
2
0.
The parameter λ2 will not be fixed.
This implies a (trivial) one-parameter family of (nontrivial) Hamiltonians
Hgf = −F (p1)
[
1
2
(
(∂1S)
2 +
P 2
F 2(p1)
)
1
1− η − f(S)
]
, (E.152)
with F (p1) = −κ2 λ
2
4
x20 and the (only) nonlocal and nonpolynomial quantity
η :=
1
λx0
x1∫
−∞
(∂1S)Pdx
′
1. (E.153)
Observe that (E.152) is well-defined for small η and for large η, although a
“perturbation” series in η is not well-defined in the latter case12. This is con-
sistent with perturbative non-renormalizability and possible non-perturbative
11For other choices of U(p1) the gauge p1 ∝ x20 has no simple physical interpretation
and hence one is free to choose a different gauge leading again to such a cancellation.
12Note, however, that for η ≥ 1 one has to bother about properly defining e±1 and X±
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finiteness of quantum gravity. The value η = 1 corresponds to a coordinate
singularity at a Killing horizon13.
If it is possible to obtain an exact solution for the matter fields (which are
now the only continuous degrees of freedom we have got) we could use them
for a reconstruction of the complete geometry. However, this approach is not
very practical, because exact solutions cannot be obtained straightforwardly,
apart from certain special cases.
In the weak matter limit η → 0 we obtain as leading order the spheri-
cally symmetric KG equation (with possible self-interactions f(S)) on a 4D
Minkowski background. Nonlocalities vanish in that limit. In the strong
matter limit η → ∞ we obtain an almost static matter distribution with a
very large ADM mass.
The Cartan variables and auxiliary fields are given by
e±1 =
1√
2
√
1− η,
ω1 =
2
λ2x0
(Hgf − pˆ0q0(1− η)) ,
X =
λ2
4
x20,
e−0 = e
+
0 +
λ2q0
2e+1
,
ω0 = EOM (D.23),
X± =
√
pˆ0x0
√
1− η. (E.154)
The geometric part of the conserved quantity is
C(g) = p√
p1
− λ
2
2
√
p1 = −2pˆ0x0
λ
η. (E.155)
The effective EOM following from the gauge fixed action are
S˙ = − P
F (p1)
1
1− η + (∂1S)Λ, (E.156)
P˙ = −F (p1)∂1
(
∂1S
1
(1− η)
)
+ ∂1 (PΛ) , (E.157)
Λ :=
1
2λx0
∞∫
x1
F (p1)
(∂1S)
2 + P
2
F 2(p1)
(1− η)2 dx
′
1, (E.158)
while the ordinary EOM following from the original action in the same gauge
13The determinant
√−g equals still 1 by construction, but e±1 both vanish and hence
e±0 are divergent. Moreover, X
± vanish in that limit, clearly indicating a horizon and the
breakdown of the energetic set of constraints (cf. (E.43) and the comment below (E.45)).
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read
S˙ = − P
2F (p1)(e
+
1 )
2
+ (∂1S)Λˆ, (E.159)
P˙ = −F (p1)∂1
(
∂1S
2(e+1 )
2
)
+ ∂1
(
P Λˆ
)
, (E.160)
Λˆ :=
2e+0 − 1e+1
2e+1
. (E.161)
Comparing this with (E.154) we see that the equations are consistent, iff
Λ = Λ˜. (E.162)
This constitutes the last gauge fixing condition (e.g. χ¯3) and again the
crucial variable (in this case e+0 ) enters only linearly. Note that this last
gauge condition contains a nonlocal matter part14.
Since asymptotically Λ vanishes this yields for the zweibein zero compo-
nents
e±0 = ∓
1√
2
+O(1/x0). (E.163)
Thus, the consistency condition is equivalent to the requirement that asymp-
totically free Klein-Gordon modes propagate on a flat background. The
asymptotic line element reads
(ds)2 =
(
1 +O (r−1)) (dt)2 − (1 +O (r−1)) (dr)2
−r2(dΩ2) + 2O (r−1) (dr)(dt), (E.164)
if we identify r := x0, t := x1. Hence our Hamiltonian evolution is with
respect to the physical radius as “time” coordinate rather than to “real”
time. “Initial” conditions correspond to data on a timelike slice.
E.4.4 “Relativistic” gauges
The important class of gauge fixings
p1 = p1(xα), χi(qj , q¯k) = 0, i = 1..4; j, k = 1..2, (E.165)
14It should be possible to overcome this nonlocality in the following way: Instead of
using (D.26) we could use one of the zero component equations of (D.21) as the sixth local
and algebraic gauge fixing condition. The disadvantage of this approach is the difficulty
to verify explicitly the equivalence of (E.158) with (E.161).
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where the χi are chosen s.t. they fix the four quantities e
±
µ in terms of two
arbitrary functions α(xα) and a(xα), leads (up to residual gauge transforma-
tions) to a complete fixing of the fourdimensional metric
gµν =
(
gαβ(α(xα, a(xα))) 0
0 − 4
λ4
p1(xα)
)
. (E.166)
Thus a general relativistic interpretation of such gauges is straightforward,
which is their main advantage. All gauges frequently (or not so frequently)
used in general relativity can be reached by (E.165). We re-emphasize, that
our first order approach allows a more general treatment, since also the spin-
connection ω or the other target space coordinates X± can be part of the
gauge fixing conditions.
Local Lorentz transformations have to be fixed separately by a proper
condition, since neither the metric, nor p1 = X depend on the Lorentz angle.
Example 1: Diagonal gauges
The gauge fixings
X =
λ2
4
r2,
e−1 = −e−Λ
a√
2
,
e−0 = e
−Λ α√
2
,
e+1 = e
Λ a√
2
,
e+0 = e
Λ α√
2
, (E.167)
where Λ is some fixed and a, α are some free functions of (x0, x1) lead to a
diagonal metric of the form
gαβ =
(
α2 0
0 −a2
)
. (E.168)
Λ fixes the local Lorentz transformations and the other equations fix the 2d
diffeomorphisms up to time-reparametrization which remains as a residual
gauge transformation.
This gauge (with the simple choice Λ = 0) has been used e.g. in [77, 78]
and has the advantage of showing resemblance with Schwarzschild coordi-
nates thus simplifying the physical interpretation of quantities expressed in
these coordinates. In numerical relativity parlance this is the polar-areal or
polar-radial system.
Example 2: SB gauge
The choice
X =
λ2
4
r2, e+1 = 0, e
−
1 = −1, (E.169)
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leads to an ingoing SB gauge for the 2d metric
gαβ =
(
K(v, r) −e(v, r)
−e(v, r) 0
)
, (E.170)
with the determinant
√−g = e = e+0 and the Killing-norm K = 2e−0 e+0 . An
analogous choice leads to an outgoing SB gauge.
Its main advantage as opposed to the Schwarzschild metric is its regular
behavior on a Killing-horizon. For details (e.g. the EOM in this gauge) we
refer to [78].
By exchanging e±0 → ±e±1 we obtain the temporal gauge (E.98) which we
have chosen for the quantization procedure corresponding to an outgoing SB
gauge (cf. eq. (3.53)).
Example 3: Painleve´-Gullstrand gauge
The interesting feature of this coordinate system is on the one hand its regular
behavior at a Killing-horizon (an advantage it shares with the SB gauge), on
the other hand hypersurfaces of T = const are flat.
The choice
X =
λ2
4
r2, e+1 =
1√
2
, e−1 = −
1√
2
, (E.171)
(which also fixes local Lorentz transformations) leads to the metric
gαβ =
(
K(T, r) −a(T, r)
−a(T, r) −1
)
, (E.172)
with e±0 = (
√
a2 + f 2 ± a)/√2. It has been discussed for the first time in
[106,142] and shows resemblance with the SB gauge. Indeed the Killing-norm
is again proportional to K(T, r). The technical disadvantage as compared to
the SB gauge is the complication arising due to the nonvanishing diagonal
element: Terms that vanished in the latter (e.g. in the gauge fixed action)
do not disappear anymore.
E.4.5 Action of residual gauge transformations
In the gauge (E.80) the action of a residual gauge transformation on a func-
tion of canonical variables is given by
δεF
(
qi, p
i, q¯i, p¯i, S, P
)
= εj
{
F
(
qi, p
i, q¯i, p¯i, S, P
)
, G′j
}
. (E.173)
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In order to investigate the action of such a residual gauge transformation
on an arbitrary function of the canonical variables, it suffices to calculate all
brackets of them with the secondary constraints15:
{
q¯i, G′j
}
= 0, ∀i, j,
{q1, G′1} = δ′,
{q1, G′2} = −e+1 Vˆ ′,
{q1, G′3} = e−1 Vˆ ′,
{q2, G′1} = e+1 ,
{q2, G′2} = −e+1X+U(X),
{q2, G′3} = δ′ − ω1 + e−1X+U(X),
{q3, G′1} = −e−1 ,
{q3, G′2} = δ′ + ω1 − e+1X−U(X),
{q3, G′3} = e−1X−U(X),
{P,G′1} = 0,
{P,G′2} =
F (X)
2e−1
M+δ
′ + F (X)e+1 f
′(S),
{P,G′2} =
F (X)
2e+1
M−δ
′ − F (X)e−1 f ′(S),
{
p¯i, G
′
j
}
= 0, ∀i, j,{
p1, G′1
}
= 0,{
p1, G′2
}
= −X+,{
p1, G′3
}
= X−,{
p2, G′1
}
= X+,{
p2, G′2
}
= K+,{
p2, G′3
}
= −V˜ ,{
p3, G′1
}
= −X−,{
p3, G′2
}
= V˜,{
p3, G′3
}
= K−,
{S,G′1} = 0,
{S,G′2} =
1
2e−1
M+,
{S,G′3} =
1
2e+1
M−,
(E.174)
with the definitions
δ′ =
∂
∂x′1
δ(x− x′), (E.175)
V˜ = V (X) +X+X−U(X) + F (X)f(S), (E.176)
Vˆ ′ = V ′(X) +X+X−U ′(X) + F
′(X)
F (X)
L(m)
(e)
, (E.177)
K± = ± F (X)
4(e∓1 )
2
[
(∂1S)∓ P
F (X)
]2
, (E.178)
M± = ±
(
P
F (X)
∓ ∂1S
)
. (E.179)
E.4.6 Covariant approach
Often it is very useful to investigate gauge transformations covariantly – es-
pecially in general relativity. We will only consider infinitesimal gauge trans-
15All δ-functions have been omitted – only when its derivative enters an equation it has
been written down explicitly.
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formations16. The (infinitesimal) gauge parameters will be denoted by δξµ
for the Lie-variation and by δγ for the Lorentz-rotation. The total variation
yields
δe±µ = ±δγe±µ + δξν∂νe±µ + ∂µ (δξν) e±ν , (E.180)
δωµ = −∂µδγ + δξν∂νωµ + ∂µ (δξν)ων , (E.181)
δX = δξν∂νX. (E.182)
SB gauge
As a special case we discuss once again the SB gauge, and look at possi-
ble residual gauge transformations which leave the gauge conditions (E.169)
invariant. We obtain:
δe+1 = ∂1
(
δξ0
)
e+0 = 0, , (E.183)
δe−1 = −δγ + ∂1δξ1 + ∂1
(
δξ0
)
e−0 = 0, , (E.184)
δX = δξ1
λ2
2
r = 0. (E.185)
The last condition implies δξ1 = 0. The first condition leads to δξ0 = δξ0(t)
and the second one establishes δγ = 0. Thus we see, that (E.169) allows only
residual time reparametrizations.
Conformal gauge
It is also instructive to consider the conformal gauge:
e+0 = e
−
0 = e
φ, e+1 = −e−1 = eφ. (E.186)
The residual gauge transformations compatible with (E.186) are given by:
δ ln e+0 = δγ + δξ
ν∂νφ+ ∂0
(
δξ0 + δξ1
)
= 0, (E.187)
δ ln e−0 = −δγ + δξν∂νφ+ ∂0
(
δξ0 − δξ1) = 0, (E.188)
δ ln e+1 = δγ + δξ
ν∂νφ+ ∂1
(
δξ0 + δξ1
)
= 0, (E.189)
δ ln e−1 = −δγ + δξν∂νφ− ∂1
(
δξ0 − δξ1) = 0. (E.190)
One can immediately extract the relations (∂0∓∂1)(δξ0±δξ1), ∂0δξ0 = ∂1δξ1
and ∂1δξ
0 = ∂0δξ
1. The condition δγ + ∂0δξ
1 = 0 shows that δγ does not
vanish necessarily.
16One has to bear in mind that large gauge transformations may play an important roˆle,
but for our purposes we can neglect these subtleties.
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More convenient is the light-cone representation of conformal gauge:
e+0 = e
−
1 = e
φ, e−0 = e
+
1 = 0. (E.191)
Now the residual gauge transformations are given by:
δ ln e+0 = δγ + δξ
ν∂νφ+ ∂0δξ
0 = 0, (E.192)
δe−0 = ∂0
(
δξ1
)
eφ = 0, (E.193)
δe+1 = ∂1
(
δξ0
)
eφ = 0, (E.194)
δ ln e−1 = −δγ + δξν∂νφ+ ∂1δξ1 = 0. (E.195)
This implies17 ξµ = ξµ(xµ), 2δξ
ν∂νφ+ ∂0δξ
0 + ∂1δξ
1 = 0 and 2δγ + ∂0δξ
0 −
∂1δξ
1 = 0. Again, one obtains a combination of residual diffeomorphisms
and residual Lorentz transformations. However, if φ depends arbitrarily18 on
x0 and x1 then no residual gauge transformations are possible, i.e. δξ
0 =
δξ1 = δγ = 0.
Temporal gauge
Finally, we apply this scheme to the temporal gauge (E.98):
δe+0 = ∂0
(
δξ1
)
e+1 = 0, (E.196)
δe−0 = −δγ + ∂0δξ0 + ∂0
(
δξ1
)
e−1 = 0, (E.197)
δω0 = −∂0δγ + ∂0
(
δξ1
)
ω1 = 0. (E.198)
The first line provides δξ1 = δξ1(x1). The second one leads to δγ = ∂0δξ
0
and the last one produces δγ = δγ(x1). This promotes the missing gauge
parameter to δξ0 = x0δγ(x1) + δξ¯
0(x1). We see clearly, that the gauge
has not yet been fixed completely. These residual gauge degrees of freedom
must be fixed by asymptotic conditions. One of these conditions has been
X|x0→∞ = x0:
δX|x0→∞ = δξ0
∣∣
x0→∞
= 0. (E.199)
This implies automatically δγ|x0→∞ = 0. Moreover, it leads to the conclusion
that δγ and δξ0 must vanish everywhere. Thus, the only residual gauge degree
of freedom is x1-reparametrization invariance, completely analogous to the
SB case.
17Using complex coordinates ξ0 must be holonomic and ξ1 antiholonomic (or vice versa).
18I.e. it cannot be split into the sum of a holonomic and an antiholonomic function.
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E.4.7 Conclusion
We conclude this appendix with the remark that the best strategy seems to
be analogous to QED: Fixing only the Lagrange multipliers married with the
secondary constraints establishes a simpler action (E.88) upon which various
“standard” gauge fixings can be applied, such as “relativistic” gauges or
temporal gauges. We focused especially on the latter for two reasons: It
is a regular gauge at Killing-horizons (as opposed to conformal gauge or
Schwarzschild gauge) and it simplifies the calculations drastically (as opposed
to other regular gauges of the Painleve´-Gullstrand type or relativistic SB
gauges).
Appendix F
The scattering amplitude
F.1 Introduction
This appendix contains one of the principal calculations of this thesis, the
lowest order tree graph scattering amplitude (sections F.2-F.4). But as men-
tioned in the introduction to appendix E, I wanted to put as few formulae as
possible in the main text.
In addition to this appendix, there exists a documented Mathematica
notepad available at the URL
http://stop.itp.tuwien.ac.at/∼grumil/projects/myself/thesis/s4.nb
containing trivial, but rather lengthy summations, differentiations and sim-
plifications.
Peter Fischer’s diploma thesis is also an important reference in this con-
text, providing supplementary material [143]. We did most of these calcu-
lations together and shared as well depression (“The symmetric amplitude
diverges...”) as enthusiasm (“...but the sum of both is finite!”).
F.2 Integrals
F.2.1 Fourier transformation of Θ(x)xλ
In the derivation of the scattering amplitude we are using heavily the integral
formula [144]
∞∫
0
xλei(σ+iε)xdx = ie
iλpi
2 Γ(λ+ 1)(σ + iε)−λ−1, (F.1)
with a regulator ε. Of special interest are the (singular) values λ ∈ Z−. They
can be approached through a limit limδ→0(−n+ δ) with n ∈ N. Useful limits
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in this context are
lim
δ→0
(σ + iε)−δ = 1− δ (ln |σ|+ iπΘ(−σ) +O(ε)) +O(δ2), (F.2)
and
lim
δ→0
Γ(δ) =
1
δ
− γ +O(δ), (F.3)
where γ = 0.577 . . . is the Euler-Mascheroni constant. Note the appearance
of a singular 1/δ-factor, which is the reason why we have to expand all other
quantities up to linear order in δ. The divergent part will always cancel
exactly in the calculation of scattering amplitudes because they are very
specific linear combinations of such integrals. We will now present the two
most important special cases.
Example λ = −1 + δ
The result of the integration and expansion in δ is(
1
δ
+
iπ
2
− γ
)
− ln (σ + iε) +O(δ). (F.4)
Example λ = −2 + δ
The result of the integration and expansion in δ is
iσ
[(
1
δ
+ 1 +
iπ
2
− γ
)
− ln (σ + iε) +O(δ)
]
. (F.5)
F.2.2 The dilogarithm Li2(z)
In the final integration of the vertices the dilogarithm [145]
Li2(z) :=
0∫
z
dt
ln (1− t)
t
(F.6)
appears. We will need an expansion for large z with small imaginary part
and the derivative of the dilogarithm.
The derivative of Li2(z)
From the definition (F.6) it follows trivially
d
dz
Li2(z) = − ln (1− z)
z
. (F.7)
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Expansion for large z
Lets suppose that z ∈ C with small imaginary part. Then we have
lim
z→∞±iε˜
Li2(z) = −1
2
ln2 |z| ∓ iπ ln |z|+O(1), (F.8)
and
lim
z→−∞±iε˜
Li2(z) = −1
2
ln2 |z| +O(1). (F.9)
F.3 Symmetric part of the scattering ampli-
tude
Using the result of the vertex calculation (3.58) together with the asymptotic
mode expansion (3.61) as well as the redefinitions (3.54) and the integral
representation of the step function
θ(x) = lim
ε→0
1
2πi
∞∫
−∞
dτ
τ − iεe
iτx, (F.10)
the trivial u- and u′-integrations yield
Ta(q, q
′; k, k′) =
1
4
∞∫
0
dr
∞∫
0
dr′
1
2πi
lim
ε→0
∞∫
−∞
(
dτ
τ − iε +
dτ
τ + iε
)
eiτ(r
′−r)
2πδ (k + k′ − q − q′)√
16kk′qq′
r′ − r
4
(
3r2 + 3r′
2
+ 2rr′
)∑
legs
I(k, k′; q, q′), (F.11)
with
I(k, k′; q, q′) =
(
Rk0ike
ikr +Rk1(−k)eikr
) (
Rk′0ik
′eik
′r +Rk′1(−k′)eik′r
)
(
Rq0(−iq)e−iqr′ −Rq1qe−iqr′
)(
Rq′0(−iq′)e−iq′r′ − Rq′1q′e−iq′r′
)
. (F.12)
The spherical Bessel-function Rk1 reads explicitly
Rk1 = 2k
sin(kr)− kr cos(kr)
(kr)2
= −k
r
∂k
(
Rk0
k
)
. (F.13)
From now on we treat the quantities k, k′, q, q′, Ex = 0, Ey = 0, k˜ = k, k˜
′ =
k′, q˜ = q, q˜′ = q′ as independent variables, which allows us to differentiate
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with respect to them. This trick shortens the calculations considerably. Using
the definitions
c =
δ (k + k′ − q − q′)
64
√
kk′qq′
, (F.14)
and
J(k, k′, σ, λ) := 2 lim
ε→0
∞∫
0
dxei(σ+iε˜)xxλ
cos((k − k′)x)− cos((k + k′)x)
x2
,
(F.15)
establishes a deceivingly simple expression for Ta:
Ta = c lim
ε→0
∞∫
−∞
(
dτ
τ − iε +
dτ
τ + iε
)
∂
∂τ
(
3
∂2
∂E2x
+ 3
∂2
∂E2y
− 2 ∂
∂Ex
∂
∂Ey
)
∑
legs
∂
∂k
∂
∂k′
∂
∂q
∂
∂q′
(
k˜2k˜′
2
q˜2q˜′
2
kk′qq′
J(k, k′, σk,−2)J(−q,−q′, σq,−2)
)
. (F.16)
with σk = k+ k
′+Ex− τ and σq = −q− q′−Ey + τ . Applying several times
the formula (F.1) for the integral J yields1
J(k, k′, σ,−2) = i
6
∑
±k±k′
(−)kk′−1(σ ± k ± k′)3 ln (σ ± k ± k′ + iε˜)
+ 4iσkk′
(
1
ε˜
+
iπ
2
− γ + 11
6
)
. (F.17)
where we have introduced the suggestive shorthand notation
∑
±k±k′
(−)kk′−1f(x± k ± k′) := f(x+ k − k′) + f(x− k + k′)
− f(x+ k + k′)− f(x− k − k′). (F.18)
1The small quantity ε˜ appearing in (F.17) has nothing to do with the ε introduced in
the integral representation of the θ-function in the formulae above.
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This sum has the following properties, which will be used later on:∑
±k±k′
(−)kk′−1(±k ± k′)2n−1 = 0, ∀n ∈ Z, (F.19)
∑
±k±k′
(−)kk′−1(x) = 0, (F.20)
∑
±k±k′
(−)kk′−1(x± k ± k′) = 0, (F.21)
∑
±k±k′
(−)kk′−1(x± k ± k′)2 = −8kk′, (F.22)
∑
±k±k′
(−)kk′−1(x± k ± k′)3 = −24xkk′. (F.23)
Therefore, mixed polynomials in (x± k ± k′)n and (y ± q ± q′)m yield either
0 or something which is either proportional to kk′ or to qq′ without further
dependence on x or y, respectively, provided that n +m ≤ 5 and n,m ∈ N.
This insight helps to get control over pseudo-divergent terms appearing in
the τ -integration later on.
It is crucial, that the divergent part of (F.17) – together with the fancy
constants – plays no roˆle due to the cancellation of kk′ with the 1/(kk′) in
(F.16). Therefore, differentiation with respect to these variables yields 0 for
these terms. The deeper reason for this “miracle” is the regularity of Rk0
and Rk1 at r = 0. Thus, no UV divergencies are present.
F.3.1 The result up to τ -integration
Now we pull out all constants, rearrange some terms and obtain
Ta = − c
36
(
3
∂2
∂E2x
+ 3
∂2
∂E2y
− 2 ∂
∂Ex
∂
∂Ey
)∑
legs
Dkk′Dqq′ lim
ε→0
∞∫
−∞
dτ
(
1
τ − iε +
1
τ + iε
)
∂
∂τ
(Fkk′(k + k
′ + Ex − τ)Fqq′(−q − q′ − Ey + τ)) ,
(F.24)
where we have introduced again new abbreviations:
Dxy := xy
∂2
∂x∂y
− y ∂
∂y
− x ∂
∂x
+ 1, (F.25)
and
Fxy(z) :=
∑
±x±y
(−)xy−1(z ± x± y)3 ln (z ± x± y′ + iε˜). (F.26)
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The differential operator Dxy has the properties
Dxy (abx
nym) = ab(m− 1)(n− 1)xnym, ∀m,n, a, b ∈ R, (F.27)
Dxy (af(x, y) + bg(x, y)) = aDxy (f(x, y)) + bDxy (g(x, y)) , (F.28)
Dxy (f(x, y)g(x, y)) = fDxy (g(x, y)) + gDxy (f(x, y)) + xy(
∂f(x, y)
∂x
∂g(x, y)
∂y
+
∂f(x, y)
∂y
∂g(x, y)
∂x
)
− f(x, y)g(x, y). (F.29)
F.3.2 Remarks regarding the final integration
Lets focus on the integral
I = lim
ε→0
∞∫
−∞
(
dτ
τ − iε +
dτ
τ + iε
)
∂
∂τ
(Fkk′(k + k
′ + Ex − τ)Fqq′(−q − q′ − Ey + τ)) . (F.30)
Branch cuts of logarithms put aside, there are no singularities in the function
Fxy(z) in the complex plane, apart from a possible divergence at infinity.
Therefore, first of all we investigate its behavior at infinity:
lim
|z|→∞
Fxy(z) = −4xy |z| (5 + 6 ln |z|)− 4xy(x
2 + y2)
|z| +O
(
1
|z|2
)
. (F.31)
At first glance, this seems a bit catastrophic: Fxy(z) diverges stronger than
linearly, hence the derivative of its square diverges also stronger than linearly.
Thus the integral – in its present form – is also divergent. However, looking
more closely, we see that the integrand vanishes like |τ |−4 apart from terms
proportional to kk′ or qq′. By virtue of (F.27) they vanish identically. Thus,
an auxiliary path at |τ | =∞ can be regarded as harmless (apart from possible
problems with the branch cuts), because we can isolate the non-harmless
part and kill it with our differential operators. Still, we have to introduce
an intermediate regulator (we will use a cutoff R) in order to evaluate the
integrals.
The remaining subtlety is the appearance of two logarithms in the com-
plex plane with branch cuts located s.t. it is impossible to draw a closed
half-circle contour at infinity without crossing one of the cuts. We can get
rid of one of the logarithms using the contour depicted in figure F.1. Before
actually performing the integration we would like to discuss the action of the
differential operators since they cancel most of the terms.
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Re τ
Im τ
ln(K-τ+iε)
ln(τ-Q+iε)
τ=-iε
Re τ
Im τ
ln*(K-τ+iε)
ln*(τ-Q+iε)
τ=iε
+
Figure F.1: The contour encircles no pole and all auxiliary paths are harm-
less, unless Q = 0 or K = 0; thus the integral over the real axis equals in the
non-singular case the branch cut contribution.
F.3.3 Harmless terms
Some of the terms in the following list vanish trivially, in some cases the
proof of harmlessness is more involved (K and Q are defined in (F.32)):
• All terms of O (R−1), where R is the cutoff, clearly vanish in the limit
R→∞.
• All terms of the order ε and ε˜ are harmless.
• All terms of the form Knf(Q) and Qng(K) with n = 0, 1, 2, 3 and f, g
being arbitrary (smooth) functions. This is a straightforward conse-
quence of the sign-sum (F.20-F.23) together with the property (F.27).
As an important consequence all polynomials in K and Q up to seventh
order and all polynomials up to fifth order multiplied by an arbitrary
function of K or Q alone are harmless.
Especially the last property is very useful, because our polynomial prefactors
are of fifth order or smaller. Hence only non-polynomial functions depending
on K and Q survive all differentiations.
F.3.4 The final integral up to harmless terms
Applying ∂/∂τ dropping all single logarithmic terms (they yield only harm-
less contributions) and using
K := k + k′ ± k ± k′ + Ex, Q := q + q′ ± q ± q′ + Ey, (F.32)
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we obtain
I = −3 lim
ε→0
∞∫
−∞
(
dτ
τ − iε +
dτ
τ + iε
)
ln (K − τ + iε˜) ln (τ −Q+ iε˜)
(K − τ)2 (Q− τ)2 (K +Q− 2τ) , (F.33)
modulo harmless terms. There is potentially a problem at τ = 0 whenever
the signs are s.t. K = 0 and/or Q = 0 after differentiation. We will discuss
this point below. The integration over the cut yields
I = 6iπ lim
R→∞

 R∫
K
ln (τ −Q + iε˜)−
R∫
Q
ln∗ (K − τ + iε˜)


(K − τ)2 (Q− τ)2 (K +Q− 2τ) dτ
τ
, (F.34)
having introduced an intermediate cutoff R in order to make sense of the
integrals (but note that all terms proportional to some positive power of R
are harmless and all negative powers of R vanish in the limit). The ∗ in the
second logarithm indicates that for this logarithm we rotate the branch cut
by π: limε˜→0 ln
∗ (x± iε˜) := ln |x| ∓ iπθ(x). We obtain two contributions:
An integral of the form ln (x+ a) · polynomial(x) and some dilogarithmic
contribution. Using the asymptotic expansion (F.8,F.9) we see that indeed
all divergencies in the cutoff R cancel modulo harmless terms. Also, the
difference between using ln∗ and ln is a harmless contribution. With these
considerations the integration yields
I = 6iπK2Q2(K +Q)
[
Li2
(
K
Q
, 0
)
− Li2
(
Q
K
, 0
)]
− iπ
10
· (K4 − 14K3Q− 94K2Q2 − 14KQ3 +Q4) (K −Q) ln |K −Q|, (F.35)
where Li2(x, 0) is the dilogarithm for a complex argument in the limit of van-
ishing imaginary part. Harmlessness implies, that all logarithms appearing
after differentiation contain absolute values of their arguments, in particular:
d
dx
[
Li2 (x, 0)− Li2
(
x−1, 0
)]
=
1
x
[
ln |1− x| + ln ∣∣1− x−1∣∣] . (F.36)
F.3.5 The divergent part
First of all, after differentiating the (K−Q) ln |K −Q|-term of (F.34), diver-
gencies could appear. However, after a simple calculation it turns out that no
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such divergencies exist (these calculations have been performed with Mathe-
matica and were checked explicitly in [143]). As an example one might want
to look at (F.39), where already two differentiations have been performed.
The polynomial prefactor contains again (K − Q) and thus the logarithmic
singularity is compensated by a polynomial zero.
Further potential divergencies exist for K = Ex and/or Q = Ey. This
can already be seen from the expression (F.17), if the sign are chosen s.t.
the logarithm is singular. In the case of (F.17), there is a compensating
polynomial zero, but if we differentiate the whole expression at least thrice,
a (logarithmic) divergence appears. We will briefly sketch what terms are to
be expected in the final result.
K = Ex, Q = Ey
If we differentiate with respect to Ex and Ey and set K = 0 = Q before the
integration we see that the integrand vanishes like τ 2 (ln τ)2 for τ → 0. Thus,
no divergencies occur in this particular case.
K = Ex, Q 6= Ey
After differentiating with respect to Ex and Ey and setting K = 0 = Q we
can isolate the divergent part of the integrand:
K3
(
1
τ + iε
+
1
τ − iε
)
ln (τ + iε˜) ln (K − τ + iε˜). (F.37)
Infinities coming from the ∞ boundary cancel again completely. There is
some convergent contribution and a logarithmically divergent one. Dqq′ acts
on the result like the identity operator and Dkk′ yields together with the sign
sum the expression
T diva ∝ ln (iε)
(
k3 ln k + k′
3
ln k′ −
(
k3 + k′
3
)
ln (k + k′) + kk′(k + k′)
)
,
(F.38)
which clearly diverges logarithmically in the limit ε→ 0. It does not vanish
after the leg summation, even if the δ-function is used.
K 6= Ex, Q = Ey
This case is essentially identical to the one discussed before. Both contribu-
tions do not cancel each other. Thus, the symmetric part of the amplitude
has a non-vanishing divergent contribution.
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F.3.6 Differentiations and summations
Acting with 3 ∂
2
∂E2x
+ 3 ∂
2
∂E2x
− 2 ∂
∂Ex
∂
∂Ey
on (F.35), setting Ex = 0 = Ey and
dropping all harmless terms yields
Ta = −ciπ
∑
legs
Dkk′Dqq′
∑
signs
[
2
3
(
7K2 − 2KQ + 7Q2) (K −Q) ln |K −Q|
+(K +Q)
(
K2 +Q2
)(
Li2
(
K
Q
, 0
)
− Li2
(
Q
K
, 0
))]
. (F.39)
Note that the prefactor (K − Q) in front of ln |K −Q| has survived differ-
entiation, which is nontrivial and the main reason why no poles (K − Q)−n
appear in the final result.
Introducing the signs si = ± with i = 1..4
K =: (1 + s1)k + (1 + s2)k
′, Q =: (1 + s3)q + (1 + s4)q
′, (F.40)
allows an exchange of the order of sign summations and differentiations.
Clever redefinitions of the differential operators
Dkk′ = (1 + s1)(1 + s2)kk
′ ∂
2
∂K2
−K ∂
∂K
+ 1, (F.41)
Dqq′ = (1 + s3)(1 + s4)qq
′ ∂
2
∂Q2
−Q ∂
∂Q
+ 1, (F.42)
further simplify the calculations considerably, provided one splits the sign
sum into four constituents: The first one (containing 9 summands) includes
all cases where K 6= 0 6= Q. Thus, it is safe to use (F.41-F.42). The second
sum (containing 3 summands) includes all cases where K = 0 and Q 6= 0.
We can set Dkk′ = 1 and still use (F.42). The third sum is the analogue of
the second, with K ↔ Q. The last “sum” contains a single term, namely
K = 0 = Q, and vanishes completely. Note that without this split problems
arise in the cases where Q = 0 or K = 0, because differentiation yields
poles in these variables (another way of putting this, is to observe that the
redefinitions (F.41) and (F.42) are singular for vanishing K resp. Q).
Apart from the formerly discussed divergent contribution to Ta we obtain
a dilogarithmic one
T dia = 8ciπ
∑
legs
i=1..4∑
si=±
[(
(1 + s1)k
3 + (1 + s2)k
′3 + (1 + s3)q
3 + (1 + s4)q
′3
)
(
Li2
(
K
Q
)
− Li2
(
Q
K
))]
, (F.43)
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a logarithmic one, which we will not write explicitly due to its sheer size, and
a polynomial2
T pola = −96ciπ(k + k′)(k − q)(k′ − q). (F.44)
F.4 The non-symmetric part of the scatter-
ing amplitude
Equipped with the knowledge of certain tricks used in the derivation of the
symmetric part of the scattering amplitude, we will shorten the discussion a
little bit. We will use the same definitions as above. Our starting point is
Tb(q, q
′; k, k′) =
1
2
∞∫
0
dr
∞∫
0
dr′
1
2πi
lim
ε→0
∞∫
infty
dτ
(
eiτ(r−r
′) − eiτ(r′−r))
τ − iε
2πδ (k + k′ − q − q′)√
16kk′qq′
r
(
r2 − r′2
) [
I˜(k, k′; q, q′) + I˜(k,−q′; q,−k′)
+I˜(−q, k′;−k, q′) + I˜(−q,−q′;−k,−k′)
]
, (F.45)
with
I˜(k, k′; q, q′) =
(
Rk0ike
ikr +Rk1(−k)eikr
) (
Rk′0ik
′eik
′r +Rk′1(−k′)eik′r
)
(
Rq0(−iq)e−iqr′ +Rq1qe−iqr′
)(
Rq′0(−iq′)e−iq′r′
)
. (F.46)
2The leg exchange symmetries allow t(n) linearly independent polynomials of nth de-
gree, where t(n) is given by the partition of n into 4 natural numbers (I am grateful to
Gerd Baron for pointing this out to me)
t(n) =
1
864
(
(6n3 + 90n2 + 405n+ 525) + 108 cos(nπ/2) + 32
√
3 sin(n2π/3)
+ 96 cos(n2π/3) + (27n+ 135) cos(nπ)
)
.
It is the nth coefficient in the Taylor expansion of
(
(1− x)(1 − x2)(1 − x3)(1 − x4))−1 and
the first 6 terms are 1,2,3,5,6 and 9. A useful basis for third order polynomials (where
according to above we have got three independent terms) is given by the combinations
(k+ k′ − q− q′)3, (k + k′ − q− q′)(k2 + k′2 + q2 + q′2) and (k3 + k′3 − q3 − q′3). The first
two vanish due to energy conservation, which is an important simplification. Thus, only
one third order polynomial can survive all summations and energy conservation. Using
the δ-function it can be represented as (k + k′)(k − q)(k′ − q).
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Performing the same steps as in the previous section with the introduction
of the following new definitions
c˜ :=
δ(k + k′ − q − q′)
8
√
kk′qq′
, (F.47)
D˜xy := xy
(
∂
∂x
− 1
x
)
, D˜xyxf(y) = 0, (F.48)
we obtain a result up to τ -integration
Tb =
c˜
36
(
∂3
∂E2x∂Ey
− ∂
3
∂Ex∂E2y
)∑
legs
Dkk′D˜qq′ lim
ε→0
∞∫
−∞
dτ
(
1
τ − iε +
1
τ + iε
)
∂
∂τ
(Fkk′(k + k
′ + Ex − τ)Fqq′(−q − q′ − Ey + τ)) .
(F.49)
Since we arranged our differential operators s.t. the integrand is equivalent
to the symmetric case, we can immediately start discussing the divergent
contributions and the action of the new differential operators.
F.4.1 The divergent part
The important difference comes from the differential operators. However,
after the smoke clears we obtain again a contribution of the type (F.38). So
it is natural to ask whether these terms cancel each other. Of course, to this
end one has to track the proportionality constants for both contributions.
This has been performed using Mathematica (for details see also [143]).
F.4.2 Differentiations and summations
After energy differentiation the amplitude reads
Tb = −c˜iπ
∑
legs
Dkk′D˜qq′
∑
signs
[
4 (K −Q)2 ln |K −Q|
+
(
K2 −Q2)(Li2
(
K
Q
, 0
)
− Li2
(
Q
K
, 0
))]
. (F.50)
The other differentiations and summations (using the same tricks as before)
yield a non-vanishing polynomial term which cancels with the symmetric
polynomial part, non-vanishing logarithmic terms (again too many to write
them down) and dilogarithms which cancel precisely the symmetric contri-
bution.
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F.5 The total result for the scattering ampli-
tude
As we have seen in the last sections, all divergent contributions vanish. Ad-
ditionally, all dilogarithmic and all polynomial terms disappear. Moreover,
partial cancellations occur between various logarithmic terms. Theses cal-
culations have been performed using the pattern matching and simplifying
algorithms of Mathematica. A documented Mathematica notepad is available
at the URL
http://stop.itp.tuwien.ac.at/∼grumil/projects/myself/thesis/s4.nb
The result (which has been confirmed in [143]) is
Ta + Tb =
iπδ (k + k′ − q − q′)√
kk′qq′
[
Π lnΠ2
+
1
Π
∑
p=k,k′,q,q′
p2 ln p2
(
3kk′qq′ − 1
2
∑
r 6=p
∑
s 6=r,p
(
r2s2
))]
. (F.51)
with Π = (k + k′)(k − q)(k′ − q). Due to the peculiar properties of the
sums, the logarithmic scale terms cancel if all momenta are rescaled by some
(energy-)factor E. Thus, the scaling behaviour of (F.51) is monomial.
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Abbreviations
ADM Arnowitt-Deser-Misner
AdS Anti-deSitter
BH black hole
BRST Becchi-Rouet-Stora-Tyutin
CGHS Callan-Giddings-Harvey-Strominger
CSS continuous self-similarity
DSS discrete self-similarity
EBH Eternal BH
EF Eddington-Finkelstein
EH Einstein-Hilbert
EMKG Einstein-massless-Klein-Gordon
EOM equations of motion
GDT generalized dilaton theories
JBD Jordan-Brans-Dicke
JT Jackiw-Teitelboim
KV Katanaev-Volovich
ODE ordinary differential equation
PDE partial differential equation
PSM Poisson-σ-model
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140 Abbreviations
QED quantum electro-dynamics
QFT quantum field theory
RNBH Reissner Nordstro¨m BH
RN Reissner Nordstro¨m
SB Sachs-Bondi
SRG spherically reduced gravity
SSBH Schwarzschild BH
VBH virtual BH
dS deSitter
l.h.s. left hand side
r.h.s. right hand side
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